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Summary

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) receive huge research interest for a multitude
of applications, ranging from remote monitoring applications, such as monitor-
ing of potential forest fires, floods and air pollution, to domestic and industrial
monitoring of temperature, humidity, vibration, stress, etc. In the former set
of applications, a large number of nodes can be involved which are usually
deployed in remote or inaccessible environments. Due to logistic and cost rea-
sons, battery replacement is undesired. Energy-efficient radios are needed, with
a power-demand so little that batteries can last the lifetime of the node or that
the energy can be harvested from the environment. Coherent direct-sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) based radios are widely employed in monitoring appli-
cations, due to their overall resilience to channel impairments and robustness
against interference. However, a DSSS rake receiver has stringent requirements
on precise synchronization and accurate channel knowledge. To obviate the
complexity of a coherent DSSS receiver, particularly for low data rate sensor
networks, a DSSS scheme that has fast synchronization and possibly low power
consumption, is much desired.

In this regard, this thesis studies a noncoherent DSSS scheme called trans-
mit reference (TR), which promises a simple receiver architecture and fast
synchronization. In traditional TR, the modulated information signal is sent
along an unmodulated reference signal, with a small time offset between them.
In this thesis, we present and investigate a variant of TR, called noise-based
frequency offset modulation (N-FOM), which uses pure noise as the spreading
signal and a small frequency offset (instead of a time offset) to separate the
information and reference signals. The detection is based on correlation of
the received signal with a frequency-shifted version of itself, which collects the
transmitted energy without compromising the receiver simplicity.

Analytical expressions on performance metrics, supplemented by simula-
tion results, improve understanding of the underlying mechanisms and provide
insights into utility of N-FOM in low-power WSNs. In point-to-point line-of-
sight (LOS) communication, it was observed that the communication scheme
has a minimal utility. The energy-detector type of receiver mixes all in-band
signals, which magnifies the overall noise. Particularly, the self-mixing of the
transmitted signal also elevates the noise level, which increases with a further
increase in the received signal energy. Therefore, for a fixed set of system pa-
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viii Summary

rameters, the performance attains an asymptote with increasing transmission
power. The phenomenon also establishes a non-monotonic relation between
performance and the spreading factor. It was observed that a higher spreading
factor in N-FOM is beneficial only in a high-SNR regime.

After developing an understanding of the performance degrading mecha-
nisms, few design considerations are listed. It is found that a suitable choice of
the receiver front-end filter can maximize the SNR. However, the optimal filter
depends on received signal and noise levels. A practically feasible – albeit sub-
optimal – filter is presented which gives close to the optimal performance. Next,
timing synchronization is considered. The implications of synchronization er-
rors are analyzed, and a synchronization strategy is devised. The proposed
synchronization strategy has little overhead and can be easily implemented for
symbol-level synchronization.

The N-FOM LOS link model is extended to assess the performance degra-
dation due to interference. Performance metrics are derived which quantify the
effects of multiple-user interference, as well as that from external interferers,
such as WiFi. Since the correlation operation mixes all in-band signals, the
total interfering entities are quadratically increased. The research shows the
vulnerability of N-FOM to interference, which makes it optimistic to operate in
a crowded shared spectrum (such as the ISM 2.4GHz band). We also observe
an upper limit on the number of mutually interfering links in a multiple access
(MA) network, that can be established with an acceptable quality.

The scheme is further investigated for its resilience against impairments
introduced by a dense multipath environment. It is observed that despite the
noise enhancement, the N-FOM system performs reasonably well in a non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) communication. The detection mechanism exploits the
multipath channel diversity and leads to an improved performance in a rich
scattering environment. An analytical expression for outage probability is also
derived. The results indicate that a healthy N-FOM link with very low outage
probability can be established at a nominal value of the received bit SNR. It
is also found that the choice of the frequency offset is central to the system
design. Due to multiple practical implications associated with this parameter,
the maximum data rate and the number of usable frequency offsets are limited,
particularly in a MA NLOS communication scenario. The analysis evolves into
a rule-of-thumb criterion for the data rate and the frequency offset.

It is deduced that, due to its limited capability to coexist in a shared spec-
trum, N-FOM is not a replacement for coherent DSSS systems. The scheme
is mainly suited to a low data rate network with low overall traffic, operating
in an interference-free rich scattering environment. Such a niche of sensor ap-
plications could benefit from N-FOM where the design goal requires a simple
detection mechanism and immunity to multipath fading.
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Samenvatting

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) staan in een sterke wetenschappelijke be-
langstelling vanwege verscheidene toepassingsmogelijkheden, variërend van het
op afstand detecteren van mogelijke bosbranden, overstromingen en lucht-
vervuiling, tot aan het huiselijk en industrieel monitoren van temperatuur,
luchtvochtigheid, vibratie, spanning, etc. In de eerdergenoemde toepassin-
gen kan een groot aantal modules worden gebruikt in afgelegen of lastig tot
nauwelijks bereikbare omgevingen. Het vervangen van batterijen of accus is
ongewenst vanuit het oogpunt van logistiek en kosten. Energie-efficiënte ra-
dios zijn nodig, die een dusdanig laag energieverbruik hebben dat de batterij
tijdens de gehele levensduur van de module werkt of dat er voldoende ener-
gie uit de omgeving kan worden geëxtraheerd. Direct sequence spread spec-
trum (DSSS) technieken worden veelal ingezet voor monitorende toepassin-
gen, voornamelijk vanwege hun robuustheid tegen kanaalgebreken en storingen.
De DSSS rake-ontvangerarchitectuur legt desalniettemin strikte eisen op aan
de synchronisatieprecisie en vereist nauwgezette kennis van het kanaal. Om
de complexiteit van de coherente DSSS-ontvanger te omzeilen, specifiek voor
sensornetwerken met een lage datasnelheid, is een DSSS-architectuur met een
snelle synchronisatie en mogelijk een laag energieverbruik gewenst.

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een niet-coherent DSSS-schema genaamd trans-
mit reference (TR). Het heeft een vereenvoudigde ontvangerarchitectuur en
tevens een versnelde synchronisatie. In traditionele TR wordt het gemoduleerde
informatiesignaal samen met een ongemoduleerd referentiesignaal verstuurd,
waartussen een kleine tijdverschuiving bestaat. Dit proefschrift presenteert
een variant op TR genaamd noise-based frequency offset modulation (N-FOM),
welke gebruik maakt van pure ruis als een verspreidingssignaal en een kleine
frequentieverschuiving (in plaats van een tijdverschuiving) om het informatie-
signaal van het referentiesignaal te scheiden. De detectie is gebaseerd op het
correleren van het ontvangen signaal met een frequentie-verschoven versie van
zichzelf, wat zorgt voor het ontvangen van de verzonden energie zonder in te
boeten op de eenvoud van de ontvanger.

Analytische uitdrukkingen voor prestatiestatistieken, ondersteund door si-
mulatieresultaten, vergroten het begrip van het onderliggende mechanisme en
verschaffen inzicht in de bruikbaarheid van N-FOM in WSNs met een laag ener-
gieverbruik. In punt- naar- puntcommunicatie met een line of sight (LOS) is
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x Samenvatting

dit communicatieschema beperkt bruikbaar. Ontvangers van het type energie-
detector mengen alle signaaltermen die zich in dezelfde band bevinden, waar-
door de totale ruis toeneemt. Vooral het mengen van het verzonden signaal
met zichzelf zorgt voor een verhoogd ruisniveau, dat toeneemt bij een ver-
hoging van de ontvangen signaalenergie. Hierdoor is het voor een gegeven
verzameling systeemparameters op een gegeven moment niet meer mogelijk de
prestaties verder te verbeteren door het toevoegen van meer zendvermogen. Dit
fenomeen zorgt ook voor een niet-monotone relatie tussen prestatie en sprei-
dingsfactor. Daarnaast is vastgesteld dat een toenemende spreidingsfactor in
N-FOM alleen nuttig is in een hoog SNR-regime.

Na het verkrijgen van inzicht in prestatieverminderende mechanismen wor-
den een aantal ontwerpoverwegingen behandeled. Het blijkt dat de signaal-
ruisverhouding kan worden gemaximaliseerd door een geschikte front-end filter
in de ontvanger te kiezen. Het optimale filter is echter afhankelijk van de
ontvangen signaal- en ruisniveaus. Een praktisch realiseerbaar filter, hoewel
suboptimaal, komt dichtbij de optimale prestatie. Hierna wordt tijdssynchro-
nisatie beschouwd. De implicaties van synchronisatiefouten worden onderzocht
en een synchronisatiestrategie wordt geconstrueerd. De voorgestelde strategie
heeft nauwelijks overhead en kan gemakkelijk worden gëımplementeerd voor
synchronisatie op symboolniveau.

Het N-FOM LOS linkmodel wordt uitgebreid om de prestatievermindering
ten gevolge van storing te onderzoeken. Prestatiestatistieken worden afgeleid
om de storingseffecten van meerdere gebruikers en externe storingen zoals WiFi
te kwantificeren. Aangezien de correlatieoperatie alle signalen in dezelfde band
mengt, nemen de totale storingstermen kwadratisch toe. Het onderzoek legt de
gevoeligheid van N-FOM voor storing bloot, waardoor men kan stellen dat het
optimistisch is het in een druk bezet deel van het frequentiespectrum zoals de
2.4 GHz band (ISM) te gebruiken. Bovendien identificeren we een bovengrens
aan het aantal onderling verstorende verbindingen dat in een multiple access
(MA) netwerk met een acceptabele kwaliteit tot stand kan worden gebracht.

Het schema is verder onderzocht op zijn weerbaarheid tegen verstoringen
die worden gëıntroduceerd door een dichte multipadomgeving. Ondanks de
ruisversterking werkt het N-FOM systeem redelijk goed in non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) communicatie. In sterk verstrooiende omgevingen maakt het detec-
tiemechanisme gebruik van de diversiteit van het multipadkanaal, hetgeen re-
sulteert in een verbeterde prestatie. Ook wordt een analytische uitdrukking
afgeleid voor de outage probability, de kans dat het systeem uitvalt. Een gezonde
N-FOM verbinding met lage uitvalkans kan worden gerealiseerd met een nomi-
nale waarde van de ontvangen signaalruisverhouding per bit. De keuze van de
frequentieverschuiving blijkt een centrale rol te spelen in het systeemontwerp.
Vanwege verschillende praktische implicaties die gepaard gaan met de keuze
van deze parameter zijn de maximale datasnelheid en het aantal bruikbare fre-
quentieverschuivingen beperkt, zeker in een MA NLOS communicatiescenario.
Uit deze analyse kan een vuistregel worden afgeleid voor de datasnelheid en de
frequentieverschuiving.
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Uiteindelijk kan worden geconcludeerd dat door de beperkte mogelijkheden
van een gedeeld spectrum N-FOM geen vervanger is voor coherente DSSS-
systemen. Het schema is voornamelijk geschikt voor een netwerk met weinig
dataverkeer en lage datasnelheid dat opereert in een storingvrije maar zeer
sterk verstrooiende omgeving. Een dergelijke niche sensortoepassing zou baat
kunnen hebben bij N-FOM, mits de ontwerpdoelen stellen dat er een simpel
detectiemechanisme en immuniteit voor multipaden moet zijn.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Wireless communication has fingerprints on nearly every modern technology.
Whether it is a space station communicating with Earth or a smartphone com-
municating with a home theater system, life in the current era relies on services
enabled by wireless transfer of information. It has changed the way how people
around the world work, learn and communicate. Each passing day, new gadgets
such as action cameras, smart watches, drones and virtual reality headsets are
introduced to the market, all of which rely on seamless communication of data.
Undeniably, the number of wireless devices is rapidly increasing [1]. The Inter-
net of things (IoT), envisaged back in 1990s, is now becoming a reality. The
idea is to create an intersection of communication for a plethora of “things” or
electronic devices which can communicate over a variety of platforms. Real-
ization of the IoT can significantly enhance public utility. The smart services
offered by the IoT enable efficient transportation, enhance medical services,
reduce carbon emissions, optimize energy consumption, increase public safety,
and even improve shopping experience.

With advances in digital electronics, the design and development of power-
efficient, low-cost circuits have become feasible. This has paved the way for
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which have become integral to our way of
life. WSNs have a wide range of applications [2]. They have enabled or revo-
lutionized applications, such as

• space exploration, where a swarm of sensors are deployed as nano-satellites
for space-based radio astronomy;

• weather forecast and disaster monitoring, where measurements from sen-
sors are used to report and predict weather events;

• smart homes, which enables consumers to automatize and/or control cli-
mate and home appliances;

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

• security, where one can detect and localize smoke, fire and movement
with the help of sensor networks;

• intelligent transportation, which helps a coordinated and smooth flow of
traffic;

• and telemedicine, where sensors provide imaging and health informatics
data for remote diagnostics.

The vision behind WSNs is that they provide a cost-effective way of gathering
information through a collective effort of a large number of small inexpensive
devices. These devices sense physical phenomena such as motion, radiation,
temperature, humidity, vibration or vital signs of a human body. The raw
data is then sent to a central management node using single-hop or multi-hop
transmission. The central management node, usually connected to the end user,
uses algorithms to translate the raw physical data into useful information, such
as the medical condition of a person, the state of congestion in a crowd, or the
risk of flooding in a region. In this sense, the wireless sensor nodes themselves
have limited processing capability, which allows them to operate on low power.

Remote monitoring is a key application of WSNs. For example, as preven-
tive measure for forest fires, a large network of wireless sensors is deployed in
a forest [3], as shown in Figure 1.1. The nodes sense temperature, smoke, and
humidity levels, and send it to a central management node via multi-hop trans-
mission. The management node interprets the collected data and warns the
end-user against potential outbreak of a fire. Similarly, in wine-making, WSNs
are used to monitor the health and growth of vines [4]. Using a combination
of image and ambient sensors, the vine-grower monitors the microclimate of
the vineyard. A potential pest infestation or a deficit of soil nutrients is timely
predicted, helping the user to maintain a good health of the grapes.

A few key categories of monitoring applications are depicted in Figure 1.2.
In military, Smart Dust was one of the first WSNs designed to help combatants

fire monitoring
station

Figure 1.1: A wireless sensor network (WSN) in fire monitoring.
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in hostile environments. The nodes can be deployed in a battlefield to provide
information about enemy movements, infrastructure and airborne biochemi-
cals [5]. In environmental monitoring, WSNs have been tested for volcano
monitoring in Ecuador [6]. Using a set of seismic and acoustic sensors, the
researchers were able to gather information about earthquakes near an active
volcano. In agriculture, the WSNs have been used to optimize productivity in
greenhouses by saving heat energy; to monitor the predicted climate change;
and also for health of livestock, e.g., by monitoring the temperature and pH
levels of the insides of the cattle [7].

A large number of monitoring applications require the nodes to be deployed
in a hostile or an inaccessible environment. Depending on the practical sce-
nario, replacement of faulty nodes or batteries can be costly or even infeasible.
A design goal in such applications is to have a reliable sensor network that
requires minimal or no human intervention. To reduce the energy consump-
tion, the nodes sleep most of the time and wake up regularly to perform the
designated tasks. In order to operate for longer durations without battery re-
placement or recharge, it is imperative that energy efficiency is maintained at
all segments of the design. Ideally, one would like the nodes to operate on
harvested energy. In certain applications, such as in military, the network has
to be robust to jamming, electromagnetic interference or other such potential
disruptions. Realization of these goals not only requires an extremely efficient
network protocol, but also a low-power reliable communication scheme which
can be easily implemented on a power-inexpensive chip. The communication
scheme is central to the design of any wireless radio. An electromagnetic (EM)
wave transmitted over a wireless medium is potentially subject to corruption
by interference, noise, and impairments due to reflection, refraction and ab-
sorption of the EM wave. The need for reliable communication can lead to an
increase in the power consumption of both the receiver and the transmitter,
thus compromising the low-power design of the radio.

1.2 Communication in sensor networks

Wireless communication in monitoring applications is characterized by low data
rate and low duty cycles. These applications do not demand continuous mon-
itoring. Therefore, the nodes are in sleep mode most of the time in order to
conserve energy, and wake up after long intervals to sense and transmit data.

In general, the nature of the application requires the WSN to be deployed in
remote, often inaccessible locations where there can be multiple obstacles bet-
ween the communicating nodes. The transmitted signal experiences multipath
propagation; the received signal consists of multiple copies of the transmit-
ted signal, each arriving at a different time and with a different phase and
magnitude. Destructive interference between different paths or multipaths can
partially suppress communication in a particular frequency band.

Moreover, such applications mostly operate in unlicensed frequency bands,
sharing the frequency spectrum with other systems such as WiFi and Blue-
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Monitoring 
applications

Smart Dust

Surveillance

Security

Green house

Livestock health

Agriculture

Elderly care

Patient monitoring

Healthcare

Flood detection

Volcano monitoring 

Environment

Figure 1.2: Key categories of monitoring applications using WSNs.

tooth. Multipath propagation can fade and distort the transmitted signal
whereas other systems in the frequency band can cause significant interfer-
ence. As such, communication in monitoring applications needs to be robust
against impairments introduced by the propagation environment and in-band
interferers.

Finally, the large number of nodes in a WSN provides further challenges
for the design of a suitable communication scheme. Multiple communication
links can be present at any given time in the network, which can mutually
interfere with each other. This has two implications. First, the communication
scheme should have a mechanism such that a receiver node can differentiate
between signals from the different nodes. Secondly, the detection scheme should
exhibit resistance to the overall interference. For a highly scalable network, the
communication scheme should be able to handle a large number of nodes.

1.2.1 Spread-spectrum communication

A widely used communication scheme, which offers resistance to impairments
from both the multipath channel and interferers, is spread-spectrum (SS) com-
munication. An SS system is characterized by a couple of key elements:

• first, the transmitted signal occupies a bandwidth much larger than that
of the information signal.
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1.2. Communication in sensor networks 5

• Second, the spread in frequency is carried out by means of a spreading
code.

• Third, the receiver synchronizes to the code in order to recover the infor-
mation signal.

A prominent variant1 of the SS systems is direct-sequence SS (DSSS), depicted
in Figure 1.3. At the transmitter, a wideband spreading signal is generated
which is usually known to the receiver. The spreading signal is a train of very
narrow pulses or chips, with polarities defined by a spreading code. Typically,
the spreading code is a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS), which, al-
though generated by a deterministic algorithm, has spectral properties similar
to truly random noise. The durations of the narrow pulses determine the op-
erational bandwidth, which is much larger than that of the data signal. The
spreading signal modulates the data signal, resulting in spreading of the in-
formation over the large frequency band. At the receiver, the demodulator
“locks” on to the chips of the received signal, and then correlates it with the
known spreading signal to retrieve the narrowband data signal. The ratio of
the bandwidth of the spreading signal to that of the data signal is sometimes
known as spreading gain.

transmitted signal

data signal

data signal
t

t

t

t

wideband spreading
signal

Figure 1.3: Communication model of direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS).

This spreading over a wide bandwidth presents many advantages, one of
which is illustrated in Figure 1.4. If a narrowband interferer (or a jammer) is
present in the frequency spectrum, the correlation operation at the receiver
spreads the interference over the wide bandwidth while simultaneously de-
spreading the data signal. As a result, the interference caused to the demodu-
lated signal is reduced by a factor proportionate to the spreading gain. There-
fore, the spreading signal is sometimes also referred to as processing gain. The
wideband operation of DSSS also provides resistance to frequency-selectivity
of the propagation environment. As the transmitted signal is wideband, it is

1Other well-known variants are frequency-hopping SS (FHSS) and time-hopping SS
(THSS).
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data
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interference

f

f

f
f

f

spreading
signal

Figure 1.4: DSSS detection mechanism in the presence of an interferer.

highly unlikely that all frequency components are suppressed by the channel.
Thus, the wideband system benefits from frequency diversity.

A key benefit of an SS system is its security. The unpredictable nature of
the spreading code makes the communication cryptic and difficult to intercept.
Additionally, if the information signal is finely and uniformly spread over a
wide bandwidth, then the transmitted signal is indistinguishable from noise,
making it difficult to be detected by a surveillance receiver. Although secu-
rity is not a key concern in remote sensing, it is important to mention that
security was the prime motivation behind development of the DSSS scheme [8].
During World War II, both Allies and Axis were in a technological race, in a
desperate attempt to develop a reliable communication system with excellent
anti-jamming capability. Although the concept of transmitting over a wide fre-
quency range was known in those times, there was a significant gap in research
and development of an effective receiver.

The earliest patent regarding “modulating a certain range of frequencies”
was filed by Alfred N. Goldsmith in 1924 [9], who argued that such a communi-
cation method would be resistant to fading effects. The suggested communica-
tion scheme was a type of frequency modulation with the frequency varied over
a certain range, but it lacked the correlation-based detection, typical to a DSSS
receiver. It missed on full potential of an SS scheme, and, therefore, it was not
SS in its true sense. At the height of World War II, a patent on FHSS was
filed by actress Hedy Lamarr and composer George Antheil [10], who presented
this “secret communication system” as a jam-proof radio guidance system for
torpedoes. The idea was inspired by the working of a piano roll, which has 88
rows of perforations, and as such, the communication was suggested to switch
between 88 different carrier frequencies. Although a significant invention, it
received little attention at that time. Today, a variation of FHSS is used in the
well-known Bluetooth standard [11].

The development of a DSSS system not only faced a challenging imple-
mentation but also a lack of understanding. In 1949, Claude E. Shannon pro-
vided a framework for delivering information over channels disturbed by addi-
tive Gaussian noise [12]. He revealed that even for low signal-to-noise ratios
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(SNRs), one can maintain or even increase the rate of transfer of information2

by expanding the transmission bandwidth. This landmark work shifted the
paradigm in wireless communication and galvanized the communication engi-
neers into action. As Robert Scholtz points out [8], this triggered a number
of classified studies in the 1950s. One such workable system using noise-like
carriers was NOMAC – noise modulation and correlation system [13]. This sys-
tem used a noise-like spreading signal and had a correlation-based receiver for
demodulation. The correlation at the receiver offered anti-jamming capability,
but in multipath channels, the system was not able to fully benefit from the
spreading gain, as the receiver was only able to lock onto one multipath.

In a multipath environment, the transmitted energy is distributed over the
multipaths. To maximize efficiency, it is vital for the receiver to collect energy
from as many paths as possible. Shannon had shown that any function of
time that is limited to a bandwidth of W Hz can be accurately represented
by samples that are 1/(2W ) seconds apart. This meant that the wideband
operation of DSSS enables excellent time-of-arrival (ToA) resolution of the
receiver, i.e., the receiver can distinguish between signals from multipaths that
are 1/(2W ) seconds apart. It was soon realized that to fully achieve the benefits
of DSSS, multiple correlators have to implemented to gather energy from all
multipaths. Additionally, the output of each correlator has to be added in phase
after applying proper weights. Bob Price and Paul Green provided the answer
to the optimal weights and this led to what we now know as the rake receiver
[14], as depicted in Figure 1.5. A rake receiver consists of multiple sub-receivers
or “fingers”, designed to independently decode the signal from the multipaths.
In a rake receiver, the locally generated spreading signal locks and despreads the
signal from each path. Using the complex weights (ψ1, · · · , ψN ), the output
of each sub-receiver is combined intelligently and added in phase, such that
contributions from the strongest paths are accented the most, resulting in an
overall enhanced SNR. In other words, the multipath channel provides delay
diversity which is effectively exploited at the receiver.

In 1955, the rake receiver architecture was designed and implemented in a
system known as F9C-A at Lincoln Laboratory [15]. With the rake receiver,
the designers were able to gather energy from all the multipaths and make full
use of the spreading gain. The F9C-A system was rushed into production and
from thereon, used extensively in military applications.

It must be said that during its conception, DSSS was shrouded in cloak
of secrecy and most of the studies were classified for decades. Although there
is no single inventor of the DSSS system, Scholtz suggests that Shannon did
have the initial insight. On the other front, Green mentions [15] that during
his early talks (in Russian) with the Soviets about the rake receiver, he did not
get any good questions. He implies that perhaps the Soviets knew about the
DSSS, or perhaps it was “his lousy Russian”.

2This term is known as channel capacity, a principle term in wireless communication.
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combining

scheme

demodulated
signal

correlator 1

correlator 2

correlator N

ψ1

ψ2

ψN

∑

Figure 1.5: Rake receiver architecture with N fingers., and the optimal complex
weights {ψ1, · · ·ψN}.

1.2.2 Ultra-wideband communication

In 1998, ultra-wideband (UWB) was introduced by Win and Scholtz with their
study of impulse radio (IR) in [16]. UWB is defined as a system with band-
width either greater than 500MHz or at least 20% of the carrier frequency.
At the transmitter, a sequence of pulses with sub-nanosecond duration is gen-
erated. The short duration of the pulses (impulses) translates to ultra-large
bandwidths. For modulation, classical SS approaches of direct-sequence (DS),
frequency-hopping (FH) or time-hopping (TH) can be used to create a UWB
signal [17]. The idea is to spread the signal spectrum using a combination of
the data signal and the user-defined spreading sequence. With transmission
power spread over a very large bandwidth, the UWB signal has very low power
spectral density (PSD). This ensures that it appears silent to other systems,
allowing operation alongside a licensed system without causing noticeable in-
terference. Shortly after the conception of UWB, the Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) made the frequency band between 3.1 and 10.6GHz avail-
able to all unlicensed systems [18], under the limitation that the power emission
level is not greater than −41.3 dBm/MHz.

In an ideally power-controlled environment, Win considered TH-IR in an
MA scenario in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [19]. He
modeled the UWB signal as a train of ultra-narrow pulses with relatively large
pulse repetition time. Pulse position modulation was considered, and the po-
sition of each pulse in the train was further shifted by a unique TH sequence.
A fully coherent receiver was proposed which locally generated the pulse train
using the known TH sequence and correlated it with the received waveform.
The research work provided a theoretical framework and showed that ideally, a
network of more than 20,000 nodes can be deployed using TH-UWB for a data
rate of 19.2 kbps. Due to its low transmission power and multiplexing capabil-
ity, UWB was suggested as a viable candidate for short-range communication,
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particularly for high-data-rate sensor networks [17].

The use of large bandwidths implies that the receiver has extremely high
ToA resolution. It indicates that, to capture maximum energy in a multi-
path environment, one has to employ a rake receiver with a large number of
fingers. Win et al. carried out semi-analytical and experimental analysis to
evaluate the complexity of a rake receiver in a UWB system [20]. Based on
maximum-likelihood estimation, optimal weights and delays were derived for
implementation of the rake. In the experimental setup, a UWB system with
1GHz transmission bandwidth was deployed in a typical office building. The
results indicated that in a high-SNR regime, a rake receiver with 50 fingers suf-
ficiently captures (about 60% of) the total transmitted energy. Increasing the
number of fingers beyond that slightly improves the energy capture. However,
beyond 100 fingers, there is negligible improvement.

It is worth noting that UWB is not confined to SS. In 2007, UWB was
added to the physical layer (PHY) of the IEEE 802.15.4a standard [21]. UWB
has been used in conjunction with other modulation techniques such as orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). Moreover, the short duration
of UWB pulses allows high-data-rate communication. It has been widely sug-
gested as potential scheme for efficient media transfer between peripherals such
as smart televisions, personal computers, camcorders and imaging devices. An-
other application of UWB is localization. UWB has excellent ToA resolution,
which makes it ideal for tracking, particularly for indoor environments [22].

1.2.3 Constraints

DSSS provides many opportunities. With the ability to suppress in-band in-
terferers and robustness against channel fading, it seems to be a promising
scheme for communication in monitoring applications. In conjunction with
UWB, a DS-UWB system can operate in the licensed frequency bands with-
out causing interference to the license users. Combined with unique time-
hopping sequences, a UWB system exhibits excellent multiplexing, making a
very promising approach for large sensor networks.

However, the benefits come at the cost of complexity and increased power
consumption. For large spreading factors, a large number of fingers have to
employed. Furthermore, the coherent nature of the DSSS receiver requires
locking onto the narrow pulses of the received signal. This demands precise
timing synchronization; a tiny mismatch in synchronization time leads to im-
perfect despreading, resulting in high error rates [23]. Also, the RF oscillator
at the receiver needs to be matched to the carrier in frequency and in phase;
and imperfect carrier synchronization can lead to a substantial effect on the
performance. Therefore, an efficient synchronization and tracking scheme is
required for effective communication. The channel estimation and accordingly,
adaptation of the fingers leads to an increased overall receiver complexity.

In monitoring applications, where transmissions are infrequent, the rake
receiver has to initialize for every burst of traffic. Channel estimation, finger
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adaptation and synchronization for each burst directly translates to an increase
in energy consumption. Therefore, using a typical DSSS receiver in monitoring
applications has a high energy requirement.

The design objective in monitoring applications is to communicate at low
data rates at ultra-low power. Ideally, in order to reduce maintenance costs,
one desires a sensor node which can solely run on solar energy. Therefore,
a typical DSSS receiver is needlessly complex and unsuitable for monitoring
applications. There is a need for a communication scheme which retains some
or all of the benefits the traditional SS system provides, and is also suitable
for applications where the traffic arrives in bursts. This pushes for research
in a new communication scheme which can deliver low data rates at ultra-low
power, while still providing MA capability, robustness to multipath fading and
interference.

1.3 Transmit reference

Transmit reference or transmitted-reference (TR) is an SS technique, designed
to have a simple receiver for SS communication. A simplified architecture of a
TR system is shown in Figure 1.6. As the name TR suggests, the transmitter in
a TR system sends the modulated spreading signal along with the unmodulated
spreading signal as a reference, over the same channel. To separate the two
signals, a tiny delay in time ΔT is introduced which is already known to the
receiver. The idea is to provide the receiver with a template of the spreading
signal – albeit noisy – for correlation. The transmitted signal can be considered
as a pair of chips of the spreading signal, separated by time offset ΔT , where the
polarity of each delayed chip in a bit interval is determined by the information
bit. Detection is based on a self-correlation operation. The receiver realigns
the two signal in time, using the known time offset, and then correlates the
two to recover the information signal. The correlation is carried out by means
of a mixer and a low-pass filter (LPF). The LPF is usually an integrator;
integration can be carried out over a bit interval or a chip interval, the latter
of which requires implementation of a bank of parallel correlators.

The self-correlation operation captures significant energy from multipath
components without the need for channel adaptations. Unlike the traditional
SS (rake) receiver, the TR receiver has no knowledge of the spreading signal.
Due to the noncoherent nature of the detection mechanism, the TR receiver
only requires bit-level synchronization. To retrieve the information bit, the
TR receiver mainly needs to know the symbol time and time offset used at
the transmitter. This eases the stringent requirements on synchronization of a
DSSS receiver. In low duty cycle communication, where the transmissions are
infrequent, TR can have reduced power consumption due to fast synchroniza-
tions and the simple detection mechanism.

The idea of “transmitting a reference” dates back to the now-declassified
NOMAC system in 1952 [13]. It was one of the earliest DSSS systems using
a correlation-based receiver, designed for military applications. Two methods
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Figure 1.6: Concept architecture of the time-offset TR communication system.

were tested for correlation; one involved the set of possible reference waveforms
to be stored at the receiver, whereas the other involved sending the reference
waveform through an auxiliary channel (different frequency band). The “store
and correlate” method resulted in better performance but had stringent re-
quirement for synchronization and memory, particularly for technology of that
time. On the other hand, sending the waveforms through an auxiliary channel
significantly reduced the synchronization problem. However, this was at the
expense of channel capacity, as the system expended twice the bandwidth.

Half a century later, a search for a simple UWB receiver led to TR-UWB [24,
25]. Hoctor and Tomlinson suggested a TR-UWB system where the transmit-
ted signal consisted of a pair of modulated and unmodulated pulses separated
by a small time offset, already known to the receiver. Multiple access was en-
abled by varying the time offset according to a unique code. Using off-the-shelf
components, the communication scheme was tested in [26]. A signal processing
model for the scheme was provided by Trindade et al. in [27]. At the receiver,
a bank of correlators was implemented, each of which correlated the received
pulse sequence with a delayed version of itself. The outputs of the correlators
were then combined using the known code to retrieve the information bit. Al-
though the proposed system used many correlators, the synchronization and
detection phase was moved from the receiver front-end to a stage following
the despreading operation. Thus, the suggested system has less stringent re-
quirements on synchronization compared to a standard UWB scheme. The
authors suggested TR-UWB to be a suitable candidate for burst-mode com-
munication where synchronizing every burst of data elevates the overall power
consumption.

As a simple receiver for UWB, TR gained significant interest in the first half
of the last decade. The correlation receiver in TR mixes all in-band signals,
leading to multiple undesired terms which enhance the overall noise. The au-
thors of [28–30] proposed TR signaling schemes based on weighted correlation
at the receiver. In [28] and [30], the authors proposed to split the received signal
in many intervals. Multiple correlators were used to self-correlate the received
signal over the different intervals and the outcomes were combined using linear
weights, derived by means of digital signal processing techniques. This helped
to average out the effect of enhanced noise and inter-symbol-interference. How-
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ever, on the other hand, this increased the receiver complexity.

An apparent disadvantage of TR is that it incurs a 3 dB loss of transmission
power due to two-fold transmission. However, the rake receiver also demands
transmission of pilot symbols for channel estimation. A comparison between a
variation of the TR receiver and a rake receiver in dense multipath channels
was made in [31]. A theoretical framework for performance analysis was pro-
vided and using a set of indoor channel measurements, the trade-off between
complexity and performance was studied. As in line with previous studies,
TR brought simplicity and easy synchronization to UWB. The performance of
the rake receiver depends on the number of tracked multipaths (fingers) and
the manner they are combined (maximal ratio combining, selection combin-
ing, square-law combining). In general, a rake receiver with optimal combining
schemes performs better than TR, but it was found that in some cases, TR
can perform as good as the rake receiver. The authors found that TR performs
slightly better than a rake receiver which tracks only the strongest path, or a
rake receiver which tracks the first four multipaths including the strongest. The
self-correlation operation of the TR receiver gathers significant energy from the
multipath channel, but the performance is limited by the noise enhancement.
The results indicate that although TR is not a replacement for the rake receiver
in multipath channels, it is generally a good compromise if the design goal is
to have a simple receiver, especially in bursty communication where adaptivity
to the channel is not desirable.

At the Telecommunication Engineering group in the University of Twente,
the idea of TR was picked up in the last decade, and a number of small studies
were carried out to investigate the communication scheme [32–34]. Since the
noncoherent TR receiver does not require knowledge of the spreading signal,
any type of spreading signal can be used. Motivated by a similar idea in optical
networks [35], Haartsen and Meijerink proposed to use pure noise [36]. It might
be convenient to generate pure noise than generating a PRBS with ideal sta-
tistical properties. The idea of pure noise carriers has also been independently
studied in [37, 38] for radar and imaging systems based on UWB.

In [39], Haartsen and Meijerink suggested to replace the time offset by a
frequency offset. Since it is much easier to implement a low-frequency local
oscillator (LO), the complexity of the TR system is further reduced. In fact,
the integration of the tiny time offset on a small chip has been a known im-
plementation concern [40]. Realizing one nanosecond of a time offset requires
a 30 cm delay element which is practically unfeasible for small circuits. In the
frequency offset TR scheme, different frequency offsets can be used for different
communication links for multiple access. Independently, this idea of using fre-
quency offset was also studied by Goeckel in [41,42] for UWB-IR, who claimed
that the frequency-offset TR system has a simple receiver and is suitable for
low-to-moderate data rate applications.

Combined with the noise-based carriers, this led to the term noise-based
frequency-offset modulation (N-FOM), shown in Figure 1.7. As depicted, a
frequency offset Δf separates the modulated and unmodulated carrier. To
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Figure 1.7: Concept architecture of the N-FOM communication system.

ensure that the two signal face similar distortion by the multipath channel, the
frequency offset should be much smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the
channel3. This choice also minimizes the occupied bandwidth, and hence the
noise captured by the receiver front-end filter. After reception, the receiver
realigns the two signals in frequency, and correlates the two using a mixer and
a low-pass filter (LPF). The LPF, as seen in the right-most inset, extracts the
despread information signal that appears at baseband.

Shang derived an analytical framework for the performance analysis of
N-FOM [43], and presented feasibility of the system in a MA scenario. Sub-
sequently, Balkema developed an RF test bed for operation in the 2.4GHz
unlicensed band [33]. Owing to losses in the circuitry, a disparity between
measurements and theory was observed, but they were in agreement in terms
of performance trend. Wang provided a short study of the frequency offset TR
system in a two-path fading channel. In 2009, a semi-analytical framework for
performance of the N-FOM in dense multipath channels was provided [44].

Schellekens did an analytical study on the synchronization time of the DSSS
and N-FOM systems [34]. In a DSSS receiver, synchronization is carried out
using correlation of the known spreading sequence with the received signal.
The delay of the spreading sequence is adjusted to obtain the maximum auto-
correlation. The process is carried out chip-by-chip; the synchronization time
depends on the length of the sequence, and hence the spreading factor. The
process is further complicated by tracking the channel magnitude and phase
information, leading to long synchronization times. On the other hand, the
N-FOM system requires only symbol-level synchronization. Therefore, for high
spreading factors, N-FOM has much shorter synchronization time in compari-
son. It was shown that at a spreading factor of 20 dB, synchronization in DSSS
can take more than 100 times to that in N-FOM.

3This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6
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1.4 Research context

N-FOM is very different from the traditional SS systems. Many studies have
pointed out at its faster synchronization time and a much simpler receiver archi-
tecture. Nevertheless, N-FOM has some fundamental drawbacks. For a start,
the SNR after despreading is much lower than the SNR before despreading.
This is partly because half of the transmission power is spent on the unmod-
ulated reference signal, but mainly because the self-correlation at the receiver
enhances the overall noise (further explained in Chapter 2). Secondly, for low
received signal levels, the mixing of the desired signal with itself further lowers
the signal strength. Although, it can be solved by implementation of a high
gain amplifier prior to the mixing stage, it compromises the energy-efficiency
feature of the N-FOM system. Finally, since all users in the network share the
same spectrum, the interference from other users can be further enhanced by
the self-mixing, which can restrict the scalability of the system.

To assess the feasibility of N-FOM in low-power WSNs, it is important to
develop fundamental understanding of the system and all its different aspects.
At the PHY of N-FOM, the theoretical limitations of the system have to be
investigated. There can be a number of trade-offs involved which affect the
overall link performance, particularly in the face of impairments introduced by
the channel, random interferers and other users in the network.

Moreover, the integration of N-FOM on a fully integrated chip is essential
before commercial realization. The studies so far have been mainly focused on
analysis and simulations. Few of the studies which consider implementation,
are based on printed circuit boards or off-the-shelf equipment [26,42]. It needs
to be investigated whether one can realize the N-FOM architecture on a small
chip, and whether the chip is inexpensive in terms of both power and circuitry.
Optimizing the corresponding electronics with low system noise while ensuring
N-FOM does not lose its principal feature, such as the low synchronization
time, is critically important.

Finally, low-power operation is not only limited to the electronics, but also
the system design at the data link and the layers above. For energy conserva-
tion, the wake-up and sleep time of the nodes have to be optimized. For the
system to be scaled to a large network, an efficient channel access scheme is
equally important. At the data link layer, a suitable protocol has to be chosen
or one has to be designed from scratch, which considers restrictions imposed
by the other layers.

At the University of Twente, these research questions culminated in the
initiation of a cross-disciplinary project called the Wireless Ad-hoc Links us-
ing robust Noise-based Ultra-wideband Transmission (WALNUT) project. Re-
searchers from disciplines of circuit design (ICD group), computer networks
(DACS group), and wireless systems (TE group) collaborated to investigate
three different angles of the frequency-offset TR system. The research project
was funded by the the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) un-
der its domain Applied and Technical Sciences (TTW, formerly STW). The
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industry partners which supported the project are NXP, DevLab, Plantron-
ics, Thales and TNO. The aim of the project was to carry out a feasibility
study of the noise-based frequency-offset TR system. This includes investigat-
ing the physical layer of the system, design of suitable network protocols and
integration on a power-inexpensive chip.

1.5 Competing technologies

As discussed earlier, the WALNUT project is aimed at investigating the N-FOM
system for its feasibility in WSNs for low-duty-cycled monitoring applications,
where fast synchronization and low-power operation are essential for the design.
The outcome of the project can potentially lead to commercialization of the
system. Since commercial products are widely available for sensor applications,
many of which promise offer cost-effectiveness in terms of power and design, it
is interesting to assess the current market landscape. Before we formally define
the research goals, we wish to identify where N-FOM can benefit the consumer.

Figure 1.8 illustrates some popular standards used for wireless communi-
cation. Two powerful standards used for ad-hoc networking are ZigBee and
Bluetooth [45]. At its PHY, classical Bluetooth employs FHSS over a range of
80MHz, and can achieve data rates of up to 50Mbps at a nominal transmission
range of 10m. However, with a transmission power of up to 100mW, a Blue-
tooth node demands the battery to be regularly recharged. Furthermore, the
scalability of Bluetooth is limited, as it supports only eight devices in a star
topology network. Bluetooth was designed and intended for short-range data
transfers with focus on cable replacement for device-to-device connections, and
hence, is an uninteresting choice for low-data-rate sensor networks. Recently,
a low-power variant of Bluetooth was launched under the name of Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE), with Bluetooth Core Specification 4.0 [46]. It boasts of
a transmission power of as low as 1mW with a nominal transmission range
of 10m. With relatively cheaper implementation costs, possibly for many-to-
many communication, and a battery life spanning a couple of years [47], the
technology has great potential for low data rate WSNs.

ZigBee is a low-energy standard [48] which adopts DSSS, based on stan-
dards defined in IEEE 802.15.4 for low-rate wireless personal area networks
(WPANs) [49]. It makes use of both the sub-1GHz and 2.4GHz unlicensed
bands, with bandwidths of 0.6MHz and 2MHz respectively. Nominally, the
transmission range is from 10 to 100m with data rates up to 250kbps [50].
With the ability to support 65 thousand nodes in a mesh network topology,
ZigBee is highly scalable, and is thus appealing to a wide variety of large
scale data networks that do not demand high data rates. It is widely used
for industrial and residential applications, such as industrial control, building
automation, environmental monitoring and energy management [51, 52].

A comparison of the technologies for low data rate WSNs is made in Ta-
ble 1.1. In [53], a BLE device was tested for energy efficiency. It was found
that a BLE device not only has a power requirement proportionate to that
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Figure 1.8: Prominent current technologies with nominal values of data rates and
transmission range.

of a ZigBee device, it also has 2.5 times higher energy utility (kB/J). In mid
2017, mesh topology and multi-hop transmission was introduced to BLE, amid
an increasing demand for sensor network technologies. The scalability of BLE
depends on various factors such as the nature of traffic, density of the network,
and, among others, the data rate.

With a strong drive to minimize power consumption, energy harvesting
systems have gained attention in recent times. This has enormous potential in
WSNs. For example, in a large building complex with a network of thousands
of nodes, replacing batteries would be a costly endeavor. A WSN with battery-
less operation would be ideal in such a scenario, and in all others where the
nodes are placed in inaccessible environments such as volcanoes, forests, battle-
fields etc. In the first decade of the century, a number of self-powered sensors
were introduced, most notably by EnOcean, a spin-off company of Siemens
AG [54]. The energy harvesting techniques are mainly based on photoelectric,
piezoelectric and thermoelectric phenomena. However, for implementation in a
network, the energy consumed by the communication protocols is rather high.
In 2012, the ZigBee Alliance saw the potential in self-powered sensors, and in-
troduced a battery-less variant of its protocol, called ZigBee Green Power [55].
Green Power Devices (GPDs) are self-powered nodes with very limited process-
ing capability, and rely on a standard ZigBee network to process and transport
data to another GPD. For example, flipping a self-powered switch (a GPD)
can issue a command, which will be tunneled through a ZigBee network, to flip
another switch in a remote location.

At the same time, the EnOcean Alliance was formed, with the aim to stan-
dardize the technology. A new wireless standard [56] was developed and rati-
fied by ISO. At its PHY, the standard uses GFSK modulation and narrowband
transmission in sub-gigahertz unlicensed bands (868MHz in Europe, 902MHz
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Table 1.1: Comparison* of low-power technologies for sensor networks [47, 50].

Standard ZigBee BLE
IEEE specification 802.15.4 802.15.1
frequency band 868/915MHz, 2.4GHz 2.4GHz

data rate 20/40kbps, 250 kbps 1Mbps
bandwidth 0.3/0.6MHz, 2MHz 2MHz
modulation BPSK, OQPSK GFSK

spreading technique DSSS FHSS
interference avoidance dynamic freq. selection adaptive FH
nominal Tx power 0 dBm 0 – 10 dBm
nominal range 10 – 100m 10 – 150m

topology mesh mesh

*Acronyms: BPSK (binary phase-shift keying), O-QPSK (offset quadrature phase-shift
keying), GFSK (Gaussian frequency-shift keying).

in USA). It specifies a transmission range of up to 30m indoors with 50μW of
harvested power [57]. A couple of years later, the 2.4GHz version of the devices
was introduced, based on BLE and ZigBee Green Power technologies. A wide
range of battery-less actuators and sensors are available for home and building
automation [58]. However, since they rely on battery-powered networks (such
as ZigBee and BLE) for transportation and processing of data, a completely
self-powered network is still a distant goal.

Although the N-FOM technique does not specifically aim at the self-powered
network, nonetheless, the goal is to achieve a level of power efficiency such that
the batteries can last the lifetime of the node. At the same time, the key benefits
of using DSSS have to be secured, without compromising the energy-efficiency.

1.6 Research goals

This thesis deals with the research in the PHY, carried out in the Telecommuni-
cation Engineering (TE) group. By definition, the PHY deals with establishing
a robust communication link between communicating nodes. This layer encom-
passes a plethora of research areas such as modulation format, channel coding,
equalization, radio resource management, interference, synchronization, multi-
plexing, channel fading, etc. Not all of these fields are pertinent to this research.
The main aim of this Ph.D. thesis is to assess the potential of the N-FOM sys-
tem by investigating its fundamental limitations and underlying mechanisms.
This goal can broken down to the following research questions:

1. What are the underlying mechanisms that dictate the quality of a point-
to-point line-of-sight link? What are the basic PHY considerations, that
have to be made for practical realization of the system?

2. How scalable is N-FOM? Does the communication scheme exhibit high
level of tolerance to a multi-user-interference (MUI)?
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3. Can the N-FOM system coexist with other systems in unlicensed bands?
How does the system behave when subjected to external interference in
the same frequency spectrum?

4. Finally, how is the performance affected when there is no direct line-of-
sight between the communicating nodes? What are the implications of
multipath propagation on the design parameters?

The above-mentioned research questions, among others, must be addressed
for the feasibility study. A couple of these questions have been partially dealt
with in few of the earlier works in the TE group (mentioned in Section 1.3)
[33, 34, 43]. Nonetheless, those works consider limited operational scenarios,
and fall short of addressing underlying mechanisms and associated trade-offs
that influence the utility of N-FOM. This thesis builds on those works, and
extends the analysis in a comprehensive fashion. Different operation scenarios
with practical considerations are considered, in order to build an overall picture
of the system.

1.7 Research approach

In the design of any communication system, there is a limited power budget
available at the transmitter and at the receiver. To calculate how far the nodes
can effectively communicate with the budget they have, one has to account
for all the gains and losses from the transmitter, the wireless medium, and the
receiver. This practice, ubiquitous in link design, is called the link budget calcu-
lation, as shown in Figure 1.9. It specifies how much SNR at the receiver input
is achieved, for certain values of the link parameters. Tuning the parameters
values, the designers can maximize the SNR at the receiver input.

The definition of effective communication translates to the degree of relia-
bility in the communication. This is represented by bit-error-rate (BER), and
depending on the application, the desired BER (or desired link quality) can be
different. For example, in banking applications, higher reliability is required,
and therefore, the desired BER is 10−6. On the other hand, in monitoring
applications, a desired BER of 10−3 is widely accepted. In general, there is
a one-to-one relation between the required SNR and BER, but the relation is
different for different systems. Channel fading, interference, synchronization
accuracy, spreading gain, etc., all affect the SNR and consequently the BER.
An analytical relation for the SNR incorporates all these factors, and one can
see how different channel and system parameters interplay with the BER and
how one can tune these to improve the link quality. Therefore, the recurring
approach in each chapter of this thesis is to find the BER-vs-SNR relation for
different communication scenarios.
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Figure 1.9: A pictorial representation of link budget analysis.

1.8 Outline of the thesis

In line with the research questions mentioned in Section 1.6, this thesis is or-
ganized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with a detailed overview of the N-FOM
communication principle. A point-to-point N-FOM communication link in an
additive white Gaussian noise channel is modeled and analyzed, and the un-
derlying mechanisms and trade-offs are explained. The choice of noise carrier,
receiver front-end filter, and frequency offset can have a pronounced effect on
the performance. The practical considerations associated with these parame-
ters are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the scalability of the
system. The performance of the system is analyzed in an MA scenario, where
multiple communication links are operating in the sensor network. The limita-
tions on the inherent multiplexing capability of the system are outlined. The
ability of the system to co-exist with other systems is considered in Chapter 5.
First, the link performance is studied when the communication is subjected
to a single-tone interferer. The model is then extended to incorporate a more
general type of interferer. The performance parameters, that can be tuned to
achieve a better resistance to interference are identified and analyzed. Since the
nodes in a sensor network usually communicate in a non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
propagation environment, the effect of the propagation impairments on link
quality is detrimental to the link design. This is the subject of Chapter 6
where the performance of the N-FOM NLOS link is investigated. A number of
underlying mechanisms are explored which influence the link quality, often an-
tagonistically. Providing a framework for the probability of having a poor link
quality, the chapter gives insights into the utility of N-FOM in practical scenar-
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ios. Finally, Chapter 7 gives conclusions to the research and recommendations
for further studies.
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Chapter 2

Basic principle and
performance in AWGN

This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the N-FOM communication
system. To begin with, a point-to-point N-FOM communication link is modeled
in a frequency-flat AWGN channel. The N-FOM operation is explained and
an analytical framework of the performance is derived, in order to get insight
into the behavior of the system. Next, the system parameters that influence
the performance are outlined and explained.

To derive a generic framework, all parameters and signals are represented
in a general form. A specific form is chosen only to obtain a certain closed-
form result, which is applicable to a certain scenario. It must be brought into
knowledge that part of the analytical work in this chapter had been previously
studied in [39, 43]. However, the studies were made with limited applicability.
The added value of this chapter is providing the reader with a generalized
analysis, taking the choice of system parameters into considerations.

We begin with a description of the system and its operation mechanism
in Section 2.1. The analytical model and analysis is provided in Section 2.2,
where we derive a close-form expression of the performance metrics in a point-
to-point N-FOM link. Section 2.3 discusses results and performance trends,
followed by conclusions in Section 2.4.

2.1 System architecture

The basic architecture of N-FOM is illustrated in Figure 2.1a. At the transmit-
ter (Tx), a wideband spreading signal x(t), modeled as a wide-sense-stationary
(WSS) random bandpass process, is locally generated. The signal is sent over
two branches of the transmitter; at one branch, it is sent as a reference signal,
whereas on the other branch, it spreads a narrowband message signal m(t). A
small frequency offset fTx is introduced between the spread information signal

21
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(a) N-FOM communication system.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of an N-FOM system.

and the reference signal. The two signals are linearly combined and the TR
signal y(t) is sent over the wireless channel.

The received signal, disturbed by the wireless channel, is first filtered by
a bandpass filter with impulse response g(t), to suppress out-of-band signals.
Analogous to the Tx, the receiver (Rx) sends the received signal r(t) over two
branches. In one branch, the signal is sent as it is, whereas in the other branch,
the receiver shifts the frequency spectrum of the received signal by fRx. In
order to realign the reference and information signals in frequency and phase,
fRx must be equal to fTx, and φRx must compensate for the phase offsets at the
Tx (φTx) as well as that introduced by the channel. However, for the sake of
generality, we initially assume different values at the receiver. The signals from
the two branches are mixed with each other, resulting in the signal z(t). This
mixing operation despreads the information signal to a baseband frequency
fRx

−fTx. The transmitted information signal can be recovered by applying an
appropriate low-pass filter.

An alternate interpretation of the receiver architecture is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.1b. The self-correlation operation is represented by an energy detector,
followed by a frequency offset local oscillator (LO) and a matched filter. The
motivation for using a matched filter will be discussed in the next section. The
output of the matched filter is sampled, giving the decision variable dk, where
k is the data index. Next, dk is compared to a threshold; the outcome of the
threshold detector gives an estimate b̂k of the transmitted bit bk.
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2.2 System model and analysis

For mathematical convenience, we represent all bandpass signals and filters in
their baseband equivalents, also known as complex envelope. Any bandpass
signal s(t), centered at any RF carrier frequency fc, with baseband equivalent
s̃(t), can be written as

s(t) = Re{s̃(t)ej2πfct}, (2.1)

where Re{·} denotes the real part of the argument.
We take this moment to state a few key properties of WSS processes which

will be used throughout this thesis. Any WSS process s(t) with PSD Ss(f) has
an autocorrelation function (ACF)

Rs(τ) = E[s(t)s∗(t− τ)] = F−1
{
Ss(f)

}
,

where E[ · ] denotes statistical averaging and F{·} denotes Fourier transform.
The ACF and PSD of a WSS process form a Fourier pair. A WSS process s(t),
filtered by a linear time-invariant (LTI) filter with impulse response h(t), and
a transfer function H(f), results in another WSS process sout(t). The output
signal satisfies

sout(t) = s(t)⊗ h(t) ⇒ Ssout(f) = Ss(f)|H(f)|2 (2.2a)

s̃out(t) =
1

2
s̃(t)⊗ h̃(t) ⇒ Ss̃out(f) =

1

4
Ss̃(f)|H̃(f)|2, (2.2b)

where the fraction (1/2) follows from the properties of a filter operation in com-
plex baseband [59]; and the symbol ⊗ represents convolution, i.e., q(t)⊗w(t) =∫
q(τ)w(t− τ) dτ. Finally, we also state the ACF of a real-valued deterministic

signal, which is given as

Rs(τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
s(t)s(t− τ) dt.

Spreading signal

We model the spreading signal x(t) as a zero-mean WSS bandpass process,
which has a PSD centered around a carrier frequency fc. We define the complex
envelope x̃(t) of the spreading signal to have a two-sided PSD,

Sx̃(f) =
2Px

Bx
S
(
f

Bx

)
, (2.3)

where Px is mean power in the bandpass signal x(t), Bx is the bandwidth,
and S(ν) is a unit-width and a unit-area spectral shape, with ν being the
normalized frequency. In practice, the spreading signal is generated by band-
limiting WSS white noise. The transfer function of the band-limiting filter
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specifies the spectral shape S(ν). Note that the mean power in the bandpass
signal is

Px = E[|x(t)|2] = 1

2
E[|x̃(t)|2] = 1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃(f) df, (2.4)

which is aligned with the properties of WSS bandpass processes [60]. Although
we have considered the spreading signal to be band-limited white noise, one
can also consider different types of spreading signal. This detailed discussion
is postponed till the next chapter.

Message signal

We model m(t) as an antipodal message signal, i.e.,

m(t) =
∑
k

bkp(t− k Tb), (2.5)

where Tb is the bit duration; p(t) is a pulse shape, real-valued with energy Tb;
k is the data index; and {bk} are binary digits taking values of +1 and −1
with equal probabilities. The ACF of the pulse is Rpp(τ), with

∫∞
−∞p

2(t) dt=
Rpp(0)=Tb. The data rate Rb =1/Tb is considered to be much smaller than
the signal bandwidth, i.e., 1/Tb � Bx. Higher-order modulation formats by
modulating the phase of the offset carrier cos(2πfTxt+ φTx) could be used as
well, but they are not considered in this thesis.

Transmitted and received signal

The transmitter linearly combines the reference and information signals, which
are offset in frequency by the offset fTx. The total transmission power available
to the transmitter can be distributed equally or unequally between the two
signals. To find the optimal combination, we chose to scale the reference signal
with a constant c. This will be optimized later in the analysis. The signal
transmitted over the wireless channel is

y(t) = x(t)
(
c+m(t) cos(2πfTxt+ φTx)

)
, (2.6)

We assume that the frequency offset fTx is much smaller than the bandwidth
Bx of the spreading signal. It implies that the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal y(t) is almost equal to Bx.

The transmitted signal is perturbed by a frequency-flat AWGN channel1.
The receiver obtains

r(t) = g(t)⊗ y(t)/
√
L+ g(t)⊗ n(t), (2.7)

where L is the channel loss; and n(t) is the AWGN with spectral density Sn(f)=
N0/2. The linear time-invariant (LTI) front-end bandpass filter with impulse

1A frequency-selective fading channel is subject of Chapter 6.
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response g(t) filters the signal at the output of the receiver antenna. The
bandwidth of the filter is considered equal to the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal y(t). The output of the filter then undergoes a self-correlation operation.
The signal is shifted in frequency by an offset fRx, and then multiplied with
itself. At the input of the detection filter, we have

z(t) = r2(t) cos(2πfRxt+ φRx)

=
1

2

∣∣r̃(t)∣∣2 cos(2πfRxt+ φRx) + h.f.c., (2.8)

where we have used (2.1) and denoted the high-frequency RF components,
around the frequency 2fc, as h.f.c. The h.f.c. will be suppressed by the low-
pass detection filter later on. Therefore, we do not further consider this in our
analysis. For brevity of the mathematical expressions, we define

ñg(t) =
1

2
ñ(t)⊗ g̃(t), x̃g(t) =

1

2
x̃(t)⊗ g̃(t). (2.9)

a(t) = c+m(t) cos(2πfTxt+ φTx) ⇒ y(t) = a(t)x(t), (2.10)

where a(t) represents the narrowband (NB) function, modulating the wideband
signal x(t), in y(t). From the properties of WSS processes (2.2), the PSDs of
{x̃g(t), ñg(t)} are

Sx̃g
=

1

4
Sx̃(f)|G̃(f)|2, Sñg

=
1

4
Sñ(f)|G̃(f)|2 =

N0

2
|G̃(f)|2. (2.11)

Since the bandpass filter is wideband, one can consider the NB function a(t)
to be almost constant over the filter impulse response. In other words, one can
move the NB function out of the convolution y(t)⊗ g(t). Substituting (2.7) in
(2.8), and using the definitions in (2.9) and (2.10), z(t) can be written as

z(t) =
1

2

∣∣∣ 1√
L
a(t)x̃g(t) + ñg(t)

∣∣∣2 cos(2πfRxt+ φRx)

=: zy(t) + zyn(t) + zn(t), (2.12)

where we have respectively defined signal-signal, signal-noise and noise-noise
cross-products, produced by the squaring operation, as

zy(t) =
1

2L
|x̃g(t)|2a2(t) cos(2πfRxt+ φRx) (2.13a)

zyn(t) =
1

2
√
L

(
x̃g(t)ñ

∗
g(t) + x̃∗g(t)ñg(t)

)
a(t) cos(2πfRxt+ φRx) (2.13b)

zn(t) =
1

2
|ñg(t)|2 cos(2πfRxt+ φRx). (2.13c)

Note that the despread information signal is buried in zy(t), whereas zyn(t)
and zn(t) are the undesired terms. Furthermore, since the bandwidth of y(t)
is approximately Bx, the (single-sided) bandwidth of z(t) is Bx.
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Detection filter

The self-mixing of the filtered version of ỹ(t) not only despreads the information
signal but also creates undesired terms. The undesired terms in zỹỹ(t) consist of
a wideband noise term and a few bias terms. The desired term is narrowband,
and an appropriate narrowband detection filter with bandwidth comparative
to that of the data signal (∼ 1/Tb) has to be chosen. The problem of detection
is akin to detection of a narrowband data signal in additive white2 noise. It
is well-known that the optimal linear filter which maximizes the SNR of a
signal perturbed by additive white noise, is the one which is matched to the
signal template [61]. For any real signal shape s(t) of duration Tb, the impulse
response of the matched filter is s(Ts − t), where Ts is the sampling time.

To detect the information bit, a matched filter is used at the receiver. In
Figure 2.1b, the detection filter is matched to the pulse p(t) of the message
signal. This is followed by a sample-and-hold node which samples at multiples
of the bit time Tb to give the decision variables {dk}. Since the pulse p(t) is
narrowband, the detection filter is equivalent to an LPF which will suppress
the h.f.c. in (2.13). Therefore, we can ignore h.f.c. in further analysis. Using
(2.7) and (2.13), the decision variable for a transmitted bit bk can be written
as

dk=
[
z(t)⊗p(Ts − t)

]
t=Ts+k Tb

=

∫ ∞

−∞
z(u)p(u− k Tb) du. (2.14)

Without losing generality, we will focus on detection of the information bit
with index k=0.

2.2.1 Statistics of the decision variable

The input z(t) to the detection filter is a combination of random processes.
Therefore, the decision variable d0 is a random variable with a certain proba-
bility density function (PDF). Since Bx � 1/Tb, it can be seen from (2.13)
that the additive noise terms are signals with bandwidths much larger than
the detection filter band. In other words, the detection filter sums up a large
number of samples in each symbol duration. Each sample dk is a sum of a
large number of independent random variables. Therefore the Central Limit
Theorem (CLT) applies and we can assume that the decision variable follows a
Gaussian distribution. To derive the PDF of the decision variable, it is hence
sufficient to find its conditional mean and variance. The statistics of the deci-
sion variable, for all subsequent analysis, will be conditioned on values of the
transmitted bit bk. For notational brevity, we drop the conditional variables,
i.e., E[d0] = E[d0|bk].

2The whiteness of the additive noise will be discussed in the next subsection.
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Mean

Taking the expectation of (2.14), the mean of the decision variable is

E[d0]=

∫ ∞

−∞
E[z(u)]p(u) du, (2.15)

where z(u) is the sum of the mixing products given in (2.13). Taking the
expectation of the signal self-mixing product, we obtain

E[zy(t)] =
1

2L
E[|x̃g(t)|2] a2(t) cos(2πfRxt+ φRx)

=
Pxg

L
a2(t) cos(2πfrt+ φRx) (2.16)

where we have denoted Pxg
as the mean power in the filtered spreading signal,

i.e., Pxg
= E[xg(t)] =

1
2E[|x̃g(t)|2]. The mean value of the remaining cross-

products are given as

E[zyn(t)] =
1√
L
E

[
Re

{
x̃g(t)ñ

∗
g(t)

} ]
a(t) cos(2πfrt+φRx) = 0, (2.17a)

E[zn(t)] =
1

2
E[|ñ2

g(t)] cos(2πfRxt+φRx) = Png
cos(2πfRxt+φRx), (2.17b)

where (2.17a) follows from mutual independence of x(t) and n(t), and that
noise is zero mean; and (2.17b) follows by defining Png

as the mean power in
the filtered noise ng(t). Substituting (2.16) and (2.17) in (2.15), we get

E[d0] =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(u) cos(2πfRxu+ φRx)p(u) du

+ Png

∫ ∞

−∞
cos(2πfRxu+ φRx)p(u) du (2.18)

The second term in the above expression is a bias term scaled by the mean
power of the filtered noise. Suppression of this bias term is essential for efficient
detection. It can be shown that under some conditions on the pulse shape p(t)
and the frequency offset fr, one can suppress this bias term. For a better
organization of the chapter, this problem is addressed later in Section 2.2.3.
For now, we consider that this term is suppressed.

Substituting the value of a(t) from (2.10) in (2.18), the mean of the decision
variable can be rewritten as

E[d0] =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
c+m(u) cos(2πfTxu+φTx

)
)2
cos(2πfRxu+φRx

)p(u) du,

=
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

[(
c2+m2(u) cos2(2πfTxu+φTx

)
)
cos(2πfRxu+φRx

)

+ 2cm(u) cos
(
2πfTxu+φTx

)
cos

(
2πfRxu+φRx

)]
p(u) du. (2.19)
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The first integrand consists of multiple bias terms appearing at DC and at
f = fRx± 2fTx. The second integrand contains the desired information at fre-
quencies fRx±fTx. Clearly, the message will be demodulated with maximum
magnitude if fTx = fRx and φTx=φRx, i.e., the LO at Tx and Rx are synchro-
nized. We consider that the synchronization is ensured, and fix fTx=fRx=:fr
and φTx=φRx=:φr. Substituting m(t) from (2.5), we solve

E[d0] =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

[
c2 +

1

2
m2(u)

(
1+cos(4πfru+2φr)

)]
cos(2πfru+φr)p(u) du

+
Pxg

L
c
∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
p(u−kTb)p(u)

(
1 + cos(4πfru+2φr)

)
du

=:
Pxg

L
c
∑
k

bkRp(kTb) + Ξ
(
fr, φr,m(t)

)
, (2.20)

where we have denoted Ξ
(
fr, φr,m(t)

)
as the bias terms. The variable Rp(kTb)

represents ACF of p(t) evaluated at a delay kTb. This brings us again to the
conditions on the pulse p(t) and the frequency offset. First, the pulse should
be chosen such that Rp(kTb) is zero at integer multiples of the bit interval
Tb. In other words, there is no inter-symbol-interference (ISI) at the sampling
instants3. In that case, the ACF in (2.20) will be nonzero only for k = 0.
It has to be stressed that in order to effectively capture the desired bit, this
condition should be satisfied regardless of the choice of the frequency offset.
Once again, we postpone the analysis of the bias term Ξ

(
fr, φr,m(t)

)
to the

next subsection, in which we show that under certain conditions on p(t) and
fr, one can suppress these terms. With zero ISI, and suppression of the bias
terms, (2.20) can be written as

E[d0] =
c b0TbPxg

L
=

1

2L
c b0TbE[|x̃g(t)|2]

=
1

8L
c b0Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃(f)|G̃(f)|2 df =c b0

PxTb
4BxL

∫ ∞

−∞
S
(
f

Bx

)
|G̃(f)|2 df

=
c b0Eb

(1/2 + c2)Bx

∫ ∞

−∞
S
(
f

Bx

) ∣∣G̃(f)∣∣2 df =
c b0Eb

1/2 + c2
Λ1, (2.21)

where we have substituted the definition of x̃g(t) and Sx̃(f) from (2.9) and

(2.3) respectively; defined Λ1 = 1
4

∫ S(ν)
∣∣G̃(νBx)

∣∣2 dν; and denoted Eb as the
average received energy per bit. The value of Eb is derived by finding expected

3This condition is one of the Nyquist criteria on a pulse shape with minimum bandwidth
requirements for zero ISI.
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energy in a bit interval of the received signal, that is

Eb=
1

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E
[
y2(t)

]
dt=

1

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E
[
x2(t)

]
E

[(
c+m(t) cos(2πfrt+φr)

)2]
dt

=
Px

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

[
c2+2c

∑
k

E[bk]p(t−kTb) cos(2πfrt+φr)

+
∑
k

∑
l

E[bkbl]p(t−kTb)p(t−lTb) cos2(2πfrt+φr)
]
dt,

where we have substituted m(t) from (2.5) in the last equality.
The bits bk follow discrete uniform distribution, taking values of +1 and

−1 with equal probability. Therefore, its mean E[bk] = 0, whereas its ACF
E[bkbl] = 0 ∀ k 
= l and is unity when k= l. Using this information, the above
expression is solved

Eb =
Px

L

[∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

c2 dt+
1

2

∑
k

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p2(t−kTb)
(
1 + cos(4πfrt+2φr)

)
dt

]

=
Px

L

[
c2Tb +

1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
p2(t) dt+

1

2

∑
k

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p2(t− kTb) cos(4πfrt+2φr) dt

]

=
PxTb
L

(
c2 +

1

2

)
+

1

2

∑
k

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p2(t− kTb) cos(4πfrt+2φr) dt

≈ PxTb
L

(
c2 +

1

2

)
, (2.22)

where the second equality follows because the integration of a function over
an interval and then summing over a large number of contiguous intervals
is equivalent to integration of the function over all intervals; the second last
equality follows from Rp(0) = Tb; and the last equality follows from conditions
that are addressed later in Section 2.2.3.

The expression in (2.21) shows that the mean of the decision variable con-
tains the desired information bit b0 scaled with the mean power in the filtered
spreading signal. With a proper choice of the frequency offset and the pulse
shape, all the bias terms are suppressed. This also ensures that the remaining
mixing terms captured by the detection filter have zero mean.

Variance

The variance σ2
d0

of the decision variable in (2.14) is

σ2
d0
=E

[
(d0−E[d0])

2 ]
=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
z(u)z(v)

]−E
[
z(u)

]
E
[
z(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv

=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Czz(u, v)p(u)p(v) du dv (2.23)
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where Czz(u, v) is the autocovariance function of z(t). Since the processes x(t)
and n(t) are mutually independent and have zero mean, it can be shown that
all mixing products in (2.13) are mutually uncorrelated. The function Czz(u, v)
can then be written as the sum of the autocovariance functions of the individual
mixing products. Defining the contribution from each mixing product to the
variance as

Ψyy=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zy(u)zy(v)

]−E
[
zy(u)

]
E
[
zy(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv, (2.24a)

Ψyn=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zyn(u)zyn(v)

]−E[zyn(u)]E[zyn(v)])p(u)p(v) du dv, (2.24b)

Ψnn=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zn(u)zn(v)

]−E
[
zn(u)

]
E
[
zn(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv, (2.24c)

we can rewrite σ2
d0

as

σ2
d0

= Ψyy +Ψyn +Ψnn. (2.25)

For ease of notations, we define

Λ0 =
1

16

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣G̃(νBx)
∣∣4 dν, Λ1 =

1

4

∫ ∞

−∞
S(ν)

∣∣G̃(νBx)
∣∣2 dν (2.26a)

Λ2 =
1

16

∫ ∞

−∞
S2(ν)

∣∣G̃(νBx)
∣∣4 dν, Λ3 =

1

16

∫ ∞

−∞
S(ν)

∣∣G̃(νBx)
∣∣4 dν, (2.26b)

as constants which depend on the choice of the front-end filter and the PSD of
the noise carrier. These constants have values Λi ≥ 1 for all i, and specify the
extent to which the signal and noise power are captured by the front-end filter.
Moreover, we define

η1 :=
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ ∞

−∞
a4(u) cos2(2πfru+ φr)p

2(u) du (2.27a)

η2 :=
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(u) cos2(2πfru+ φr)p

2(u) du. (2.27b)

These constants specify the effect on total noise, in regards to the choice of
m(t), fr and the scaling factor c. With these definitions, the terms in (2.24),
are derived in Appendix A.1.2 till A.1.4. They are given as

Ψyy = η1Λ2E
2
b/S, Ψyn = 2η2Λ3EbN0, Ψn =

1

2
Λ0N

2
0S, (2.28)

where S := BxTb is the spreading factor and Eb follows from (2.22).
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2.2.2 Signal-to-noise ratio

We have derived the mean and variance of the decision variable. Combining
(2.21) with (2.25) and (2.28), the SNR of the decision variable is given by

SNR =

(
E[d0]

)2
σ2
d0

=
c2E2

bΛ
2
1(1/2 + c2)−2

η1E2
bΛ2/S + 2η2EbN0Λ3 +N2

0SΛ0/2

=
c2Λ2

1γ
2(1/2 + c2)−2

η1Λ2γ2/S + 2η2γΛ3 + SΛ0/2
, (2.29)

where γ :=Eb/N0 is the received SNR per bit. For a large spreading factor,
the PSD of the collective noise from the wideband terms is flat in the region of
interest. By this nature, the collective noise exhibits whiteness thus justifying
the use of a matched filter for white noise. Moreover, since the noise in the
signal band can be considered Gaussian, the matched filter not only maximizes
the SNR but also minimizes the BER. For a Gaussian distributed decision
variable and an antipodal message signal, the BER can be shown to be

BER = Q
(√

SNR
)

def
=

1√
2π

∫ ∞
√
SNR

exp

(
−u

2

2

)
du, (2.30)

where Q(·) is defined as the Gaussian tail probability. The equation in (2.29)
represents a general expression for the SNR of the decision variable, in an
AWGN channel.

2.2.3 Conditions and assumptions

We list and discuss assumptions made in the derivation of the SNR expression.
First of all, the general requirement for arriving at (2.21) is that the frequency
realigning followed by matched filter operation at the receiver, should suppress
the bias terms in (2.20). This is guaranteed if the bias terms are moved to the
nulls of the transfer function of the detection filter, or if they are moved out of
the detection filter band. This is explored in Appendix B.1 for two examples of
signaling schemes: i) a polar NRZ signaling scheme where p(t) = rect(t/Tb) is
a rectangular pulse, and ii) any polar signaling scheme with a real-valued p(t)
having an absolute bandwidth Bp. Sufficient conditions to suppress the bias
terms are derived for these two signaling schemes, which are enumerated as

1. Polar NRZ signaling scheme: For the binary polar NRZ message
signal m(t), one should choose fr = n/Tb for any positive integer n. Such
a choice of fr ensures that the rectangular pulse p(t) is orthogonal to
cos(2πnfrt) for any positive integer n. Analytically, this implies that the
transfer function of the detection filter (IDF) has nulls at f =nfr. The
frequency-realigning at the receiver moves the biased terms to the nulls
of the transfer function.
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2. Generic signaling scheme: In this case, one should choose fr�Bp.
In other words, the frequency offset is much larger than the bandwidth
of the matched filter. It is shown that fr > 3Bp is sufficient to move the
bias terms out of the detection filter band.

These design criteria serve as sufficient conditions, and should be considered as
two practical examples. More general conditions may exist. However, to keep
the research direction on track, those are not thoroughly explored.

The fist example provides little freedom in the choice of p(t) and is sensitive
to synchronization errors4. However, it allows the use of small frequency off-
sets. It will be shown later in Chapter 4 and 6 that small frequency offsets are
beneficial for the scalability of the system and for operation in a fading envi-
ronment. The second example is more flexible on the choice of p(t). However,
it should be considered with caution. For such a system design, the reference
and information signals can occupy a rather large frequency band. This means
that in order to collect both the reference and information signals, the front-
end filter band has to be considerably wider than the bandwidth Bx of the
spreading signal. It implies that the filter also collects additional noise; the
strength of this noise increases proportionally with the filter bandwidth. Sec-
ondly, in a multipath fading environment, the channel frequency response can
be different for the bands occupied by the two signals; thus they lose correla-
tion between them, resulting in a weak despread signal. This will be discussed
later in Chapter 6.

Despite the limitations with the condition fr �Bp = 1/Tb for the second
example, we will show in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4, that this indeed is the
practical choice. Moreover, it is possible to choose fr such that 1/Tb�fr�Bx

is satisfied. Since both choices have their advantages, we shall consider both of
them in parallel in this thesis, wherever their significance arises. In summary,
the fundamental assumptions made in deriving the SNR expression are:

1. The receiver is assumed to be perfectly synchronized with the received bit
stream. The sampler at the output of the matched filter samples exactly
at the peak of the output. Moreover, the phase and frequency of the
receiver LO are locked to that of the transmitter LO.

2. An antipodal message signal is assumed as proof of principle. Although
this can be extended to higher order modulation schemes, they are not
considered in this thesis.

3. The pulse p(t) is chosen such that it leads to zero ISI at the sampling
instants, for a synchronized system.

4. The frequency offset is much smaller than the operational bandwidth i.e.,
fr � Bx. Secondly, fr is considered to be much larger than the absolute
bandwidth of p(t).

4This is discussed in Section 3.3.
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5. The expression holds for a WSS spreading signal with any spectral shape,
and any receiver front-end filter, given that the filter transfer function has
a fairly flat magnitude over the signal bandwidth.

2.2.4 Simplified example

The relation in (2.29) is a general form of the SNR expression. This can be
further simplified if specific choices are made for the system parameters. We
simplify by considering an ideal and the most simplified setting. We consider
x̃(t) to have a perfect rectangular spectral shape, i.e.,

Sx̃(f) =
2Px

Bx
rect

(
f

Bx

)
=

⎧⎨⎩
2Px

Bx
, |f | ≤ Bx/2,

0, otherwise.
(2.31)

Accordingly, we assume that G(f) is a brick-wall filter with unity frequency
response over the signal bandwidth and zero outside it. For fr �Bx, such a
filter collects the transmitted signal, more or less perfectly, and removes all
out-of-band noise. With such a filter and spectral shape, one can show that
Λi = 1 for all i in (2.26). This results in

SNR =
c2γ2/(1/2 + c2)2

η1γ2/S + 2η2γ + S/2
. (2.32)

For further simplification, we consider p(t) to have a rectangular shape, i.e.,

p(t) = rect

(
t

Tb

)
=

{
1, |t| ≤ Tb/2,
0, otherwise.

(2.33)

It implies that m(t) is a binary polar NRZ message signal. Moreover, the
detection filter is a simple integrate-and-dump filter (IDF), which is known to
be optimal for binary NRZ signals in AWGN. The constants η1 and η2 in (2.27)
are computed in Appendix A.1.1 to be

η1 =
8c4 + 36c2 + 5

16(1/2 + c2)2
, η2 =

4c2 + 3

8(1/2 + c2)
. (2.34)

With this set of system parameters, we can rewrite (2.32) as

SNR =
16c2γ2

(8c4+36c2+5)γ2/S + 4(c2+1/2)(4c2+3)γ + 2(2c2+1)2S
. (2.35)

We now find the optimum scaling factor c which results in the highest SNR.
Finding the maxima of the above expression with respect to c, we get the
optimal value of the scaling factor to be

copt =

(
5(γ/S)2 + 6γ/S + 2

8(γ/S)2 + 16γ/S + 8

)1/4

. (2.36)
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One sees that copt varies with γ/S. However, it can be shown that the optimum

value does not vary much. It remains between 4
√
5/8 ≈ 0.89 and 1/

√
2 ≈ 0.71.

The latter is an intuitively appealing result; with c = 1/
√
2, one ensures equal

power distribution between the reference and information signals in (2.6). This
results in

SNR =
8γ2

25γ2/S + 20γ + 8S
, (2.37)

which is the closed-form-expression for the SNR of the decision variable of
a point-to-point N-FOM communication link in an AWGN channel, using a
binary polar NRZ message signal, an ideal receiver front-end filter and a noise
carrier with a perfectly rectangular PSD.

2.3 Results and discussions

We presented the communication model of an N-FOM system with an AWGN
channel. The general expression for the BER is given in (2.30) which has one-
to-one relation with the SNR of the decision variable. For a point-to-point
LOS communication link, we derived the SNR in (2.29), with certain design
restrictions on the message signal and the frequency offset. For a specific choice
of the parameters involved, we derived the SNR in (2.37). In this section, we
will begin with presenting and discussing numerical examples. This will be
followed by simulation results. Throughout this section, we will use the specific
case of the N-FOM system parameters presented in Section 2.2.4, i.e., the PSD
of the spreading signal, the transfer function of the front-end filter and the
pulse p(t) have perfectly rectangular shapes.

We first plot the BER of the N-FOM system in Figure 2.2 as a function of the
received SNR per bit γ=Eb/N0, for different values of the spreading factor S.
The BER was obtained by substituting (2.37) in (2.30). As a reference, we also
plot the performance curve for a standard point-to-point DSSS link in AWGN,
with coherent detection. The BER for such a link is given by BER = Q

(√
2γ

)
,

where 2γ is the SNR of the decision variable for DSSS with coherent reception.
For the moment, we study the solid lines (the dashed line will be discussed
later). A couple of observations are made.

• First, it is observed that the BER attains a floor or an asymptote as γ
increases. In other words, the SNR does not improve by increasing the
transmitted power beyond a certain point.

• Second, a small spreading factor gives a better performance for smaller
values of γ, whereas for larger values of γ, it is preferable to choose a
large spreading factor.

• Finally, the overall performance is poor for low-to-moderate values of γ
(≤15 dB). Large values of γ are required for a reliable link (BER≤10−3)
in comparison with a DSSS link.
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Figure 2.2: Bit-error-rate (BER) as a function of received SNR per bit (γ =
Eb/N0) of a point-to-point N-FOM link in an AWGN channel.

In order to understand these phenomena, we manipulate (2.37) to reflect
the effects of each mixing product. We can write

SNR =
(
SNR−1

yy + SNR−1
yn + SNR−1

nn

)−1
, (2.38)

where SNRyy = 8S/25, SNRyn = 2γ/5 and SNRnn = γ2/S represent the ratio
of signal power to the noise power from signal self-mixing, signal-noise mixing,
and noise self-mixing products respectively. It can be observed from the above
expression that the overall SNR will be dominated by the lowest (worst) of
{SNRyy, SNRyn, SNRnn}. These SNRs are plotted in Figure 2.3 as functions
of γ. We first observe that SNRyy does not increase with γ and only increases
with the spreading factor. This is due to the self-mixing at the detection
stage. The transmitted signal also causes self-interference and the noise power
of this self-interference increases with the increasing values of γ. The terms
{SNRyn, SNRnn} both logarithmically increase with γ, but the rate of increase
of SNRnn is twice as much as that of SNRyn. This again is due to the fact that
the noise in zyn(t) increases with increasing signal power.

The overall SNR, as mentioned earlier, follows the lowest of the three curves.
One can increase S to enhance SNRyy, nonetheless, the highest overall SNR
will be SdB−5 dB. In other words, for a very high γ, the total SNR is dominated
by SNRyy and hence it achieves an asymptote,

lim
γ→∞

SNR = SNRyy = 8S/25
[
SdB − 5 dB

]
. (2.39)
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Figure 2.3: SNR components against increasing values of γ.

This is the maximum SNR of the N-FOM system for a fixed spreading factor S.
In logarithmic scale, this is approximately equal to SdB − 5 dB, where SdB

denote the spreading factor in dBs. Choosing a large or a small spreading
factor will proportionally affect the SNR asymptote and hence the BER floor.
Further observation of the figure reveals that enhancing S will also shift the
point of intersection (SdB − 2.5 dB) between SNRnn and SNRyy. This has two
implications. First, for γ <SdB − 2.5 dB, the total SNR is dictated primarily
by SNRnn. In other words, an increase in S magnifies the noise contribution
from AWGN. Since a large S translates to a wide passband of the front-end
filter and/or a large integration interval of the IDF, the noise power from the
noise self-mixing product increases with increasing S. For low values of γ, one
can see that the SNR closely follows SNRnn=γ

2/S, which is small for large S.

The second implication of a high S is that one has to increase γ to benefit
from a high spreading factor. This indicates that there is always a trade-off
in performance between choosing high and low values of S. The SNR does
not vary monotonically with varying spreading factor, but it has a contrasting
behavior depending on the values of γ. For a fixed value of γ, there is an
optimum value of S which results in the highest SNR for the N-FOM system.
This optimal spreading factor Sopt is related to the point of intersection (γdB=
SdB−2.5dB), and can be found by minimizing the denominator of (2.37). The
optimal spreading factor, and consequently, the maximum SNR using Sopt are

Sopt = 5γ
√
2/4

[
γdB+2.5 dB

]
(2.40)

SNRmax =
2

5
(
√
2− 1)γ

[
γdB−7.8 dB

]
. (2.41)
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The BER using the optimal spreading factor5 for each value of γ is depicted
by the dotted curve in Figure 2.2. Using Sopt for each value of γ always results
in the best achievable performance. This curve defines an upper-bound on the
performance w.r.t. the spreading factor. It does not have a BER floor because
it adapts S for each value of γ. Although adapting S to γ is not practical, the
curve for optimal performance helps us choose the spreading factor, given a
certain desired BER. For example, it can be seen that for achieving BER=10−3

at the lowest possible γ, one should choose S=100 [20 dB].
The dependence of performance on γ/S is not unusual; in fact, the ratio

(γ/S) is the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). The CNR is a ratio of power of the
received transmitted signal to that of the noise at output of the receiver front-
end filter. Since the in-band signals and noise determine which noise cross
product is dominant, the CNR defines the performance regimes. From (2.40),
we deduce that for γ/S=2

√
2/5≈ 0.56, there is no dominant noise term, and

we refer to it as the moderate-CNR regime. The optimal S corresponds to this
regime, i.e., Sopt = γ/0.56. For γ/S�0.56, the SNR is limited by SNRnn, and
we identify it as the low-CNR regime. On the other hand, for γ/S�0.56, the
SNR is dictated by SNRyy, and we call it the high-CNR regime. It must be
stressed, that the CNR regimes are different if there are more noise products.
For example, in the presence of an interferer, the self-mixing at the receiver
will create interference cross-products. As a result, the optimal spreading factor
and hence the moderate-CNR regime will also depend on the interference level.

The collective effect of the mixing products leads to a poor performance of
the N-FOM system for low-to-moderate CNR regimes. The maximum achiev-
able SNR, given by (2.41), is γdB−7.8 dB. On the other hand, a coherent DSSS
system in ideal setup has SNR of 2γ

[
γdB+3dB

]
for a point-to-point link in

an AWGN channel [62]. This number marks the performance gap between the
two systems, as seen from Figure 2.2. N-FOM in an ideal situation (optimal
spreading factor) will require about 10.8 dB more power than coherent DSSS
to achieve a certain BER. Another way to formulate it is that the N-FOM
detection mechanism degrades the received SNR by at least 10.8 dB. N-FOM
has a significantly poorer performance than a coherent SS system. The inferior
performance is mainly due to the cross-terms produced by the mixer at the
receiver. However, the benefit of using N-FOM over DSSS is that the simple
receiver architecture significantly reduces cost on circuitry, synchronization and
signal acquisition times — a desired feature in the design of any communication
technique for monitoring applications.

Simulation results

So far, we have discussed numerical examples which were obtained directly from
the analytical expressions in (2.30) and (2.37). As discussed at the end of Sec-
tion 2.2, many assumptions were made while deriving this expression. To test

5Recall that c = 1/
√
2 is used, which is not optimal. However, it can be shown that

choosing copt (2.36) hardly changes (2.41).
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the validity of the approximations and hence the accuracy of the expression, a
simulation of the N-FOM system is essential. We simulated a point-to-point
N-FOM communication link in an AWGN channel, in MATLAB. For the mes-
sage signal, a binary bipolar NRZ signal was used, and accordingly, an IDF was
employed at the detection stage. Note that the Fourier transform of the pulse
p(t) has nulls at f =n/Tb for any nonzero integer n. Therefore, the frequency
offset was chosen equal to the symbol rate, i.e., fr=1/Tb. This is in line with
the first condition on the relation between p(t) and fr, outlined in Section 2.2.3.

Since simulation in passband demands high sampling rates fs and conse-
quently high run times, all operations were carried out in complex baseband.
For the spreading signal, a sequence of Gaussian distributed samples, with sam-
pling rate fs = 1.25Bx, was generated. The frequency spectrum of the signal
was then limited to the operational bandwidth Bx by a filter. In order to have
a more or less rectangular PSD, a type II Chebychev filter with a 40 dB stop-
band ripple was used. Since fr�Bx, the PSDs of the reference and information
signals almost completely overlap. It implies that the transmitted as well as
the spreading signal has the bandwidth Bx. Therefore, we used the same filter
at the receiver front-end to collect the transmitted signal and suppress out-of-
band noise. Finally, to operate at a certain spreading factor, both the symbol
rate and bandwidth were manipulated.

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 2.4 for different spreading fac-
tors S. For comparison, BER values obtained from theoretical results are
plotted in solid lines. There are two main observations. First, for low values

10 12 14 16 18 20 22
10-6

10-4

10-2

100

Figure 2.4: Comparison of BER between theoretical (in solid lines) and simulation
(in dotted lines), for various spreading factors.
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of the spreading factor, the theoretical curve is an inaccurate representation
of the simulated BER. Second, the difference between theory and simulation
further enlarges as γ = Eb/N0 increases. While the differences could be due
to a number of reasons, such as imperfect filtering, the fact that the simulated
results give better results implies inaccuracies in key assumptions. We conjec-
ture that these discrepancies arise primarily from the Gaussian assumption of
the decision variable. The input to the detection filter (IDF), given in (2.13)
is an unknown random process. However, each discrete sample of the input is
a linear combination of generalized χ2 distributed variables. The number of
samples added up by the IDF is comparative to the spreading factor S=BxTb.
We had assumed that 1/Tb�Bx; the detection filter sums up a large number of
independent random samples. The CLT was invoked and the decision variable
was considered a Gaussian distributed random variable.

There are a couple of elements to the CLT assumption. A small S implies
that the decision variable is sum of a fewer samples, and the CLT cannot be
used. Therefore the analysis in this chapter and in this thesis is invalid for low
values of S. However, in practice we will always use low data rates and high
bandwidths, in order to benefit from the features of an SS system. For large
spreading factors, the theoretical curves diverge slightly from the simulation in
low-to-moderate CNR regimes γdB ≤ SdB−2.5 dB. Nevertheless, the difference
increases as γ increases beyond that value. For S = 100, the difference in γ
(between theory and simulation) to achieve a BER of 10−3 and 10−6 is 1 and
3 dB respectively, whereas for S= 200 it is 0.2 and 1 dB respectively.

To get further understanding of the phenomena, we simulate the N-FOM
system for S = 100 and a message signal consisting of 5000 symbols. The
number of samples per symbol is 125, and hence each decision variable is a
sum of 125 samples. We plot the histogram of the 5000 decision variables
in Figure 2.5, for different values of γ. Moreover, in Figure 2.6, we plot the
quantiles, which depict the decision variables (sketched in circles) stretched over
a linear Gaussian line (sketched in solid red). In this graph, the readings on the
x-axis are insignificant, as they depict values of a normal distributed decision
variable. Therefore, we focus on the values on the y-axis. Note that a detection
error is made whenever the decision variable crosses the decision threshold zero.
The two figures show that the decision variable exhibits strong Gaussianity for
the most part, except at the tails. However, for low-to-moderate CNR regimes
(γdB ≤ SdB−2.5), the tails have little significance, as seen from Figure 2.6. The
difference between theory and simulation arises mainly where the tails of the
PDF are meaningful, i.e., for γdB ≥ SdB − 2.5. In general, the true PDF of dk
is skewed, and the Gaussian PDF over-estimates the tails near the threshold.

It is well-known that the CLT approximation is reliable for modeling the
center point (mean) of the PDF. For accuracy in the tails, the CLT requires
a very large number of independent samples. The looseness of the Gaussian
assumption in UWB systems was considered in [63, 64]. Chao and Scholtz
verified the Gaussian assumption for a MA TR-UWB system [64], where there
is a significant number of independent MA interferers. The convergence of a
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of the decision variable dk with Gaussian fitting, for different
values of γ.

sum of χ2 distributed random variables to a Gaussian random variable has
been subject of a number of studies, which aim to find the error incurred due
to looseness of the assumption. However, the studies find asymptotes of this
error, which are uninteresting for the feasibility analysis of N-FOM.

Finding the exact distribution of the decision variable, although much de-
sirable, is mathematically tedious, and is not considered in this thesis. Nev-
ertheless, for moderate-to-high spreading factors (S ≥ 23dB), the required
γ values closely approximate the simulated values in the region of interest
(10−6≤BER≤10−3). This is exactly what we want to achieve from the theo-
retical models; to a have a simplified expression which fairly approximates the
true results for practical sets of system parameters. Therefore, for the rest of
the thesis, the Gaussian assumption will be used, although with due diligence.
Theoretical results will be supplemented with simulation results for rigor and
accuracy.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we explained the basic principle of the N-FOM system and
provided a comprehensive analysis for a point-to-point LOS link in an AWGN
channel. A general analytical framework for the SNR of the decision variable
was developed under certain fundamental assumptions. The mixing operation
at the receiver creates multiple bias terms, and suppression of these terms
imposes a few conditions on the choice of the frequency offset and the message
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Figure 2.6: The decision variable plotted against a Gaussian fit (in red), for
different values of γ.

signal. One can either exercise freedom in the choice of the message waveform,
but will have to choose a frequency offset much larger than the symbol rate;
or one can choose a rectangular pulse shape with a frequency offset that is an
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integer multiple of the symbol rate. Both choices have practical implications
in different operation scenarios.

As an example, the SNR expression was simplified by choosing a binary
polar NRZ message signal, and a box shape for the spectrum of the spreading
signal and transfer function of the front-end filter. The numerical examples
were discussed and it was found that the cross terms created by the mixing
operation elevate the overall noise floor. The detection mechanism is noisy, and
as a result, the received SNR is decayed by at least 10.8 dB. A high spreading
factor improves the error rate in the high-CNR regime γ/S� 2

√
2/5, but at

the same time, degrades it in the low-CNR regime γ/S� 2
√
2/5. Therefore,

an optimum spreading factor (Sopt = 5γ
√
2/4) exists, which gives the best

possible BER for the lowest possible value of γ. For a BER of 10−3, the
optimum spreading factor is 20 dB. Furthermore, the simulation results were
found to be deviating from the derived analytical results for a certain set of
system parameters. However, in the region of interest (10−6 ≤ BER≤ 10−3)
the analytical expression gives a close approximation of the performance, for
large spreading factors.

In summary, in a point-to-point LOS scenario, using an N-FOM scheme
has no advantage over a coherent DSSS scheme in terms of performance. A
number of trade-offs are involved and the performance can be sensitive to the
choice of key system parameters. However, this is expected from an energy-
based detection scheme. In the next chapter, we explore the parameters and
fundamental assumptions used in this chapter.
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Implementation
considerations1

In the last chapter, we derived performance metrics of the N-FOM system,
studied its behavior, and provided design criteria for a number of system pa-
rameters. To keep things as general as possible, a generalized expression for the
SNR was derived in (2.29). However, some key assumptions were made. For
a start, perfect symbol synchronization was considered at the receiver. Simi-
larly, the LO at the receiver was assumed to be perfectly locked in phase and
frequency to that at the transmitter. Finally, the numerical examples and sim-
ulations involved an N-FOM system with a rectangular shape of the PSD of
the spreading signal and the transfer function of the receiver front-end (RFE)
filter.

These assumptions, particularly regarding the spectral shape of the spread-
ing signal and the RFE filter, are not always practical. As discussed in the last
chapter, the noise from the signal-signal cross-product is performance-limiting
in the moderate-to-high CNR regime. Therefore, the shape of the spreading
signal (and hence the bandwidth) can have a pronounced effect on the per-
formance. Similarly, the bandwidth and spectral shape of the RFE filter are
equally important. An RFE filter with a large bandwidth will capture more
noise, leading to a poor performance in the low-CNR regime. On the other
hand, an RFE filter with a small bandwidth (compared to the spreading signal)
risks rejection of the desired signal’s information and energy. It is reasonable
to conclude that, for any choice of the spreading signal, the RFE filter will also
have to be appropriately adapted. In other words, there is a relation between
the spectral shape of the spreading signal and that of the RFE filter. Secondly,
the symbol and LO synchronization are crucial in the N-FOM system. Perfect
synchronization is essential not only to get most of the desired signal energy,
but also to ensure that the bias terms originating from the cross-mixing are
moved out of the detection band. For any error in synchronization, the bias

1Part of the contents of this chapter were published in [65]
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terms can cause a significant nuisance and reduce the overall SNR.
In this chapter, we look into these considerations which are fundamental to

the realization of the system. We begin with a brief discussion on the choice of
the spreading signal in Section 3.1. Although this thesis considers pure noise
as the spreading signal, other practical choices are also outlined. Next, we
look into the relation between the spectral shapes of the spreading signal and
the RFE. An optimal filter is derived and numerical examples are discussed in
Section 3.2.2. Finally, the symbol and LO synchronization are investigated in
Section 3.3, where the effects of synchronization errors are explored. Finally,
the main findings of the chapter are summarized in Section 3.4.

3.1 Choice of the noise carrier

In the modeling and analysis of N-FOM, we have assumed WSS bandpass
Gaussian noise as the noise carrier. It is arguable whether it is a suitable choice.
In this section, we briefly discuss the possible choices and their implications.

3.1.1 Pure noise

Chaos-based communication has gained a lot of interest in recent times [66].
Chaos can be generated with a theoretically infinite number of independent sig-
nals, with excellent auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties, which has
a huge potential in multi-user SS schemes. Furthermore, the unpredictability of
chaotic signals has benefits in terms of security. A chaotic signal can be gener-
ated from a deterministic generator, such as a Chebychev polynomial function
map or chaotic Markov map [67]. These are nonlinear dynamical systems whose
state is highly sensitive to the initial conditions.

Another example of a chaotic signal is pure noise. Pure noise completely
exhibits statistical randomness and can be generated as a current through a
noisy resistor2. This is in fact the electronic noise resulting from the thermal
agitation of the charged particles in the resistor. The measured noise process
can then be filtered to limit the noise to the operational bandwidth. Since
the transmission is in RF bands, generating and processing signals in high fre-
quency has a huge power penalty. However, the noise carrier can be completely
generated at baseband. This can be accomplished by taking two independent
noise processes and identically filtering them at baseband. Treating them as
the in-phase and quadrature components (xI(t), xQ(t)) of the noise carrier, they
can be combined together using an I-Q modulator, to form the bandpass noise
carrier, which is given as

x(t) = xI(t) cos(2πfct)− xQ(t) sin(2πfct).

The basic architecture of an I-Q modulator is shown in Figure 3.1. One can
completely eliminate the lower branch, and send only the in-phase component.

2Nonetheless, this turned out to be difficult to realize in practice. This is discussed in
conclusions of the thesis.
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pure noise

pure noise

cos(2πfct)

−π/2

x(t)

xI(t)

xQ(t)

Figure 3.1: Generation of a bandpass noise carrier using a quadrature modulator.

However, in this case, the bandpass noise would no longer be WSS, and WSS
assumption is important for analytic convenience. The WSS assumption was
outlined in Section 2.2, and was used in the subsequent analysis. Finally, it
is important to mention here that both xI(t) and xQ(t) should have a mean
power of Px, not only to ensure that the total power in the bandpass signal
x(t) is Px, but also for the validity of the WSS assumption.

Although we have used the transmitter architecture given in Figure 2.1,
one can also have a different transmitter architecture. By combining the RF
LO with the frequency offset LO, one can implement the transmitter as shown
in Figure 3.2. Such an architecture was considered in an earlier work [43].
It was found that the performance for such a design suffers at least 1.8 dB
power penalty compared to that considered in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2. Due
to a potentially simpler transmitter architecture, it is an interesting option.
However, it is not further considered in this thesis.

3.1.2 Pseudo-noise (PN) carrier

Another interesting choice for the noise carrier is a PN sequence which has
spectral properties similar to that of filtered noise. It is commonly used in SS
communication systems. A PN carrier is of the form

x(t) =
√
Px

Ns−1∑
i=0

ciw(t− iTc), (3.1)

where {ci} is a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) taking values {+1,−1};
Tc=1/Bx= Tb/Ns is the chip duration; Ns is the number of chips in the PN
sequence3; and w(t) is pulse shape of each chip. The sequence {ci} is generated

3Ideally, the PN carrier should have an infinite length, but in practice, it is repeated
periodically after a certain interval, although it is generally not desired.
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noise carrier

cos(2πfct+ φ)

cos(2π(fr + fc)t+ θ)data signal

Figure 3.2: Alternative transmitter architecture.

using a deterministic algorithm, but is termed “pseudo-random” due to the or-
thogonality of the sequence with time-shifted versions of itself. The PRBS is
generated using linear feedback shift registers and the length of the sequence
Ns depends on the number of shift registers in the circuitry. The longer the
sequence, the higher the number of orthogonal sequences one can generate. For
a large period Ns, the PN sequence exhibits good auto-correlation and cross-
correlation properties. Such properties are important not only for maximizing
the SNR of the despread signal but also in ensuring that an unintended user
in a MA scenario is seen as noise, i.e., there is zero correlation between signals
from different users.

If w(t) is chosen to be a rectangular pulse, then we have constant instanta-
neous power x2(t)=Px. This means that the self-mixing of the desired signal
y(t) only produces the despread information signal and h.f.c., and does not add
to the noise. The detection does not suffer from self-interference, so Ψyy=0 in
(2.29). The SNR of the point-to-point N-FOM link will be reduced to

SNRPN =
2c2Λ2

1γ
2(1/2 + c2)−2

4η2γΛ3 + SΛ0
.

In ideal case, we have Λi = 1, for all i. Substituting the value of η2 from (2.34)
for the NRZ signaling scheme, with c=1/

√
2, the above expression is solved to

SNRPN =
γ2

5γ/2 + S
, (3.2)

which asymptotically converges to 5γ/2 for large values of γ. This is a signifi-
cant result; in contrast to N-FOM SNR asymptote in (2.39), the performance
of the link using PN carrier improves with increasing γ. Since the self-mixing
of the desired signal does not add to the total noise, there will be no BER floor.
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Comparing with the SNR of BPSK (2γ), the above SNR expression is at least
7 dB worse. On the other hand, the maximum SNR of N-FOM, with optimal
value of S for each value of γ, was shown to be 10.8 dB worse than that of
BPSK. This implies that in ideal case, using a PN carrier in a LOS link has a
3.8-dB advantage over using a noise carrier, in terms of the Eb/N0 required for
a given BER.

However, with rectangular w(t), the PSD of the spreading signal will leak
some power beyond Bx/2. It is impossible to design a filter which perfectly
collects the transmitted signal without distorting the shape of w(t), while sup-
pressing all out-of-band noise. For any other pulse shape, such as Gaussian or
raised-cosine, the system will suffer from self-mixing to some extent. Further-
more, in practical scenarios, where the system will experience NLOS fading
channels, the choice between a PN carrier and a pure noise carrier has little
added value. We will also show this in Section 6.3.4 in Chapter 6.

3.1.3 Impulse radio and chirp

For minimal to no self-interference in a LOS N-FOM communication link, one
requires a spreading signal with a constant envelope, and preferably a flat PSD.
The peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the carrier dictates the strength
of the noise from the signal self-mixing. Therefore, a Gaussian noise carrier
leads to a high self-interference, due to its Rayleigh distributed envelope and
theoretically infinite PAPR.

A plausible option for the choice of the carrier is impulse radio (IR), which
is typical to UWB schemes. IR consists of a train of sparsely-arranged narrow
pulses. The sparseness of the pulses allows one to code between them. For
instance, the pulses can be dithered to get desired spectral features. Pulse-
position modulation can be used, which is beneficial in flat-fading scenarios.
Moreover, to enable MA feature, the pulses can be made to hop between dif-
ference positions according to a TH sequence. The IR, although an interesting
concept, is more suitable to UWB techniques, and its applicability to wideband
schemes, such as N-FOM, is limited.

A family of random signals with constant envelopes and flat PSDs are chirp
signals. A chirp signal is generated by sweeping the frequency of a harmonic
carrier over a range of frequencies determined by the bandwidth. Chirp SS
(CSS) technique are widely studied, with particular focus on their robustness
to interference [68], and can be an interesting candidate for N-FOM. Whether
the noncoherent detection mechanism of CSS conforms to the design goals of
TR should be investigated. However, for the rest of the thesis, we will use pure
noise, and outline plausible alternatives in the final conclusions.

3.2 Receiver front-end filter

The spectral shape in TR has mainly been studied in the context of UWB.
Traditionally, the UWB technique employs sparse spreading sequences. The
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UWB spectrum has undesired spectral lines, and a combination of techniques
such as pulse-dithering, time-hopping and polarity randomization is used to
shape the spectrum of the IR-UWB signal [69]. Such studies aim to make the
UWB spectrum compliant to FCC rules, and do not cover the relation between
the transfer function of the filter and the spectral shape of the spreading signal.
This is partly because, unlike traditional UWB TR systems, noise from the
signal-signal cross-product is specific to the N-FOM system. Therefore, a study
of the filter in relation with the spreading signal is required, and can lead to
significant insights.

3.2.1 Filter optimization

In Chapter 2, we considered a perfectly rectangular PSD of the spreading signal;
accordingly, the RFE filter was considered to be a brick-wall filter. The SNR
of the decision variable was derived in (2.37). In practice, such a rectangular
spectrum and filter can only be approximated by other spectral shapes. A
degradation in performance can be expected by making such approximations.
To study this degradation alone, the rest of the system model is kept simple.
Specifically, the message signal is assumed to be polar NRZ, the frequency offset
is chosen as fr=1Tb, and the scaling parameter is considered to be c=1/

√
2.

Rewriting the general SNR expression in (2.29) by substituting Λi from (2.26),
ηi from (2.34) and c = 1/

√
2, we get

SNR =

8Tb

[∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃(f)|G̃(f)|2df

]2
∫ ∞

−∞
|G̃(f)|4 (25S2

x̃(f) + 40N0Sx̃(f)L+ 32N2
0L

2
)
df

. (3.3)

Clearly, the choice for the RFE filter, with transfer function G(f), depends
on the spectrum Sx̃(f) of the spreading signal. In (3.3), the numerator repre-
sents the power in the despread signal part whereas the denominator represents
the collective noise contribution from signal-signal, signal-noise and noise-noise
cross-products, respectively. One can observe that choosing a filter which min-
imizes the denominator might also suppress the numerator. Therefore, there
is a trade-off in choosing G̃(f). There exists an optimum RFE filter which,
passes the signal part while suppressing the noise from the cross-terms, such
that the SNR in (3.3) is maximized. Defining

W (f) = 25S2
x̃(f) + 40N0Sx̃(f)L+ 32N2

0L
2, (3.4)

we can rewrite (3.3) as

SNR = 8Tb

[∫ ∞

−∞
|G̃(f)|2Sx̃(f)df

]2
∫ ∞

−∞
|G̃(f)|4W (f)df

. (3.5)
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To find the optimal filter transfer function G̃opt(f), we follow the same
approach as that of the classical matched filter problem [60]. The difference is
that, instead of detecting a known pulse in additive noise, we attempt to filter
the received signal r(t) in such a way that it leads to the maximum SNR at
the output of the IDF. We invoke the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, stating∣∣∣∣∫ A(f)B(f)df

∣∣∣∣2 ≤
∫

|A(f)|2df
∫

|B(f)|2df,

with equality if A(f)=C B∗(f) for any arbitrary nonzero constant C. Suppos-

ing A(f) = |G̃(f)|2
√
W (f) and B(f) = Sx̃(f)/

√
W (f), the maximum SNR is

found as

SNRmax = 8Tb

∫ ∞

−∞

S2
x̃(f)

W (f)
df, (3.6)

for an optimum filter with equivalent baseband transfer function

|G̃opt(f)|2 = C
Sx̃(f)

W (f)
= C

Sx̃(f)

25S2
x̃(f) + 40N0Sx̃(f)L+ 32N2

0L
2
. (3.7)

The expression in (3.7) represents the squared-magnitude response of the filter
which achieves the maximum SNR (3.6) in an AWGN channel for any spectral

shape of the spreading signal. We observe from (3.7) that G̃opt(f) depends on
the channel loss L as well as on the noise level N0. Note that this implies that
the optimal filter will have to adapt dynamically to the received SNR.

3.2.2 Analysis of the optimal filter

In this section, we study the maximum SNR and the optimal RFE filter, derived
in the last section. Different filter shapes and CNR regimes will be considered
in order to get insight into the optimality of the filter. The constant C in (3.7)
is irrelevant for the overall SNR expression; therefore, it will be omitted in all
subsequent analysis.

Ideal case

To study G̃opt(f), we first consider a simple already known case. We assume
the spreading signal x̃(t) to have an ideal rectangular spectral shape as defined

in (2.31). In this case, it follows from (3.7) that G̃(f) should be a brick-wall
filter, with unity frequency response between −Bx/2 and Bx/2. This also
follows from intuition, as such a filter does not need to prefer or suppress one
spectral component of the spreading signal over any other spectral component.
The resulting SNR is the same as that in (2.37). The resulting performance
and trade-offs are already discussed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2.

One can prove that choosing a rectangular PSD for the spreading sig-
nal gives the best achievable SNR in an N-FOM system. Consider a non-
rectangular spectrum Sx̃(f) as shown in Figure 3.3a. One can approximate
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(a)

(b)

2Px

Bi

f

f

Figure 3.3: A non-rectangular PSD (a), divided into rectangular blocks (b).

the spectrum using a staircase shape i.e., by dividing the spectrum into M
non-overlapping rectangular spectral blocks {S1(f), · · · , SM (f)} as depicted in
Figure 3.3b. Each ith spectral block has a height 2Pi/Bi where Bi is its band-
width and 2Pi is total power in the block. The factor 2 stems from the fact
that we are considering the PSD of the complex baseband signal. The power
in each block satisfies

Px=
M∑
i=1

Pi.

From (3.6), we see that the SNRmax is the sum of SNR in each block, i.e.,

SNRmax=

M∑
i=1

SNRi = 8Tb

M∑
i=1

∫
Bi

(2Pi/Bi)
2

Wi(f)
df,

where Wi(f) is the PSD of noise in each spectral block. Similar to the opti-
mization w.r.t. S in Chapter 2, we can optimize each SNRi with respect to Bi.
The optimal bandwidths would scale proportionally to the received SNR per
bit γi, and hence Pi in each block. Therefore, for optimal performance, the
spectral blocks with small Pi should have smaller bandwidths, whereas those
with large Pi should have larger bandwidths. As a result of this optimization,
spectral blocks with large Pi will have have their PSDs lowered, whereas those
with small Pi will have raised PSDs. In the end, all blocks will have the same
PSD but different (optimal) bandwidths. Using the optimal bandwidths, and
redrawing the spectrum such that the blocks do not overlap, would reveal that
the optimal spectral shape is rectangular. It means that for a given γ, the spec-
trum in (2.31) with optimized value for Bx given by (2.40) is ideal, resulting
in the best achievable SNR (2.41). This allows us to define an upper bound on
the performance with respect to the spectral shapes. Using any other spectral
shape would result in an SNR at most as good as that in (2.41).
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General case

In practice, we cannot have a perfectly rectangular Sx̃(f). For any other spec-
tral shape, choosing a brick-wall filter will not result in the maximum SNR.
In this subsection, we consider a non-rectangular Sx̃(f); analyze G̃opt(f) and
SNRmax; and compare the results with those of the ideal case (rectangular
PSD). We wish to analyze how much performance penalty is suffered by using
a non-ideal spectral shape and correspondingly the optimal filter. As stated in
(2.3) we can write any given spectrum as

Sx̃(f) =
2Px

Bx
S
(
f

Bx

)
, (3.8)

where S(ν) denotes a basic spectral shape with unit width and unit area, and
ν is normalized frequency. The exact definition of the width4 will be addressed
shortly. For further illustration, we introduce a running example of a spectrum
Sx̃(f) which is shaped by a Butterworth filter, i.e.,

Sx̃(f)=
2Px

B
SB

(
f

Bx

)
, with SB(ν)=

μ

1 + (ν/ν̄)2n
, (3.9)

where SB(ν) is a Butterworth shape; n is the filter order; ν̄ is the normalized
3 dB bandwidth; and μ is a normalization variable. The variables ν̄ and μ
ensure that SB(ν) has unit width and unit area; the exact values of the variables
will be derived once Bx is defined. The Butterworth spectral shape is an
interesting example since it has maximally flat magnitude and is physically
realizable. Increasing the filter order nmakes it more uniform over the passband
with a sharp roll-off. For very large n, SB(ν) closely resembles a rectangular
PSD.

To analyze G̃opt(f), we study (3.6) and (3.7) for the asymptotic cases. At
first, we look at the low-CNR regime (γ�S). From (2.22) and (3.9), one can
derive that γ/S� 0.56 implies Sx̃(f)/L � N0 for all frequencies. Evaluating
(3.4) for Sx̃(f)/L�N0, we get W (f)≈ 32L2N2

0 for all frequencies, resulting

in |G̃opt(f)|2 ≈ Sx̃(f). This is an important observation; G̃opt(f) in this case
only depends on the PSD of the spreading signal and does not depend on the
noise levels. This indicates that, at low values of the CNR, we can conveniently
choose the RFE filter |G̃(f)|2 = Sx̃(f), i.e., the RFE filter is the same as the
one used to shape the noise carrier at the transmitter. In Figure 3.4a, where
we have plotted {Sx̃(f)/L,N0, |G̃opt|2} for a Butterworth spectrum in the low-
CNR regime. The filter optimization in this scenario is similar to a matched
filter problem; with the difference that the optimal filter does not require phase
conjugation. Therefore, we see that the squared-magnitude response of the
optimal filter is equal to the PSD Sx̃(f). From (3.6), the SNRmax in the low-

4In Chapter 2, we had considered the spectral shape to have a width Bx, but had not
defined the exact definition of the width for a non-rectangular PSD.
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(a) Low-CNR regime, γ/S = 0.1
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(b) High-CNR regime, γ/S ≈ 316

Figure 3.4: G̃opt(f) in low and high CNR regimes for a Butterworth PSD Sx̃(f),
with filter order n = 4 and a 3 dB bandwidth Bc
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CNR regime, with our notation in (3.8), is derived as

SNRmax ≈ γ2

S

∫ ∞

−∞
S2(ν) dν. (3.10)

The above result is exactly equal to that of the rectangular PSD in the low-CNR
regime in (2.38), if we define the spectral shape S(ν) such that∫ ∞

−∞
S2(ν) =

∫ ∞

−∞
S(ν) = 1. (3.11)

This property of the spectral shape will be used throughout this thesis. Using
(3.8), this implies that the definition of bandwidth is

Bx =
(2Px)

2∫∞
−∞ S2

x̃(f)df
=

(∫∞
−∞ Sx̃(f)df

)2

∫∞
−∞ S2

x̃(f)df
. (3.12)

Note that this is in accordance with (2.31); and this definition of bandwidth
does not change the analysis carried out in Chapter 2.

With the notations in (3.8) and (2.22), SNRmax in (3.6) can be written as

SNRmax=

∫ ∞

−∞

8γ2 S2(ν) dν

25(γ2/S)S2(ν)+20γ S(ν)+8S
, (3.13)

The above expression represents the maximum achievable SNR for an N-FOM
system in AWGN, using an optimal filter for any spectral shape S(ν) and a
fixed value for spreading factor S.

We now turn to our running example. Using the relations
∫ S(ν) dν=1 and∫ S2(ν) dν=1, we derive in Appendix B.3,

μ =
2n

2n− 1
, and ν̄ =

1

2μ
sinc(1/2n), (3.14)

where sinc(x)= sin(πx)/(πx). To find the maximum achievable SNR for But-
terworth PSD, we have to evaluate the integral in (3.13) for S(ν) = SB(ν).
This can be evaluated with the help of Residue Theorem, resulting in

SNRmax=
4

5
γ
(
2κ2−2κ+1

)− 1
2μ sin

(
1

μ
tan−1

(
κ− 1

κ

))
, (3.15)

where κ :=1+5γμ/(4S). The performance results for an N-FOM LOS link with
S=100 is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The solid lines depict the performance using
the optimal filter for our running example; the dashed lines will be discussed
later. We first observe that, as expected, the results for the low-CNR regime
(γdB�SdB − 2.5 dB) are similar for the system using a rectangular PSD and
that using an optimal filter for a Butterworth spectrum. In the high-CNR
regime, the system using a Butterworth spectrum with a small filter order
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Figure 3.5: BER as a function of Eb/N0, for an N-FOM system using a But-
terworth PSD of different orders n, with optimal and suboptimal filtering, and
spreading factor S=100.

n outperforms the system using a large n. Interestingly, it also outperforms
the system with a rectangular PSD in the regime. This may seem counter-
intuitive, as one may expect the performance to improve as the PSD approaches
a rectangular shape (by increasing n).

To investigate this phenomenon, we study the optimal filter for the other
asymptotic case. Evaluating (3.4) and (3.7) for the high-CNR regime (γ�S),

we getW (f)≈25S2
x̃(f) which leads to |G̃opt(f)|2≈1/Sx̃(f) over the frequencies

where Sx̃/L� N0. The optimum filter in the high-CNR regime has dips at
frequencies where the PSD of the spreading signal has peaks and vice versa.
This phenomenon is illustrated Figure 3.4b. For high received signal power,
the noise from the signal-signal cross-product (corresponding to the first term
in (3.4)) dominates the total noise. The PSD W (f) will have more power
concentrated at the center. The optimal filter attenuates the received signal
where W (f) is strong, and amplifies where the signal spectrum Sx̃(f) is low,
as long as it is above N0. We see that the optimal filter inverts Sx̃(f) at
frequencies, where Sx̃(f)/L is larger than N0. As a result, the bandwidth of

the filtered PSD (|G̃opt(f)|2Sx̃(f)) increases. In other words, the optimal filter
attempts to increase the bandwidth (and hence spreading factor) to improve
the SNR. This explains the counter-intuitive result, we observed earlier. At
large values of γ, optimal filtering increases the bandwidth of a spectrum with
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a slow roll-off (small n) at a higher proportion than that of a spectrum with a

sharp roll-off (large n). Therefore, the spectrum |G̃opt(f)|2Sx̃(f) of the filtered
signal has a larger bandwidth than that for the rectangular case, thus resulting
in an improved performance. Note that due to this bandwidth enhancement,
the curve for the optimal filtering has no BER floor.

To see how close we can get to the upper bound (2.41) by using optimal
filtering, we derive the achievable performance for an optimized spreading fac-
tor Sopt. For our running example, Sopt is found by numerically maximizing
(3.15) with respect to κ. The derived Sopt, and SNRmax using Sopt are tab-
ulated in Table 3.1, for different filter orders. The performance results for an
N-FOM LOS link with optimized S are illustrated in Figure 3.6. We first direct
attention to the solid lines, which depict the maximum achievable performance
using the optimal filter for our running example (the dashed lines will be dis-
cussed later). As in the previous figure, we observe that the performance for
the Butterworth spectrum with optimal filtering is similar to that for ideal rect-
angular PSD in the low-CNR regime. This is expected and is in line with our
observation regarding (3.10). Furthermore, we see in the figure that the ideal
case presents an upper bound on the performance. Finally, the degradation in
performance for using a non-ideal (Butterworth) spectral shape is marginal. To
achieve any desired BER using a Butterworth spectral shape of the spreading
signal, optimal filtering has a power penalty of 1.22 dB for n=1 and 0.29 dB
for n=3, given that an optimal spreading factor is employed.

3.2.3 Suboptimal filtering

We have seen that, in order to achieve the optimal performance, the receiver
has to adapt the RFE filter to the received signal levels. For most practical
scenarios, this is unfeasible. Moreover, the average performance in multipath
channels is dominated by low-SNR conditions. Therefore, we may conveniently

Table 3.1: Parameter values for optimal and suboptimal filtering
using a Butterworth PSD.

n μ
optimal filtering suboptimal filtering

Sopt SNRmax(Sopt) (λ1, λ2) SNRsub(Sopt)

1 2 1.83γ 0.125γ (1.5, 2.5) 0.107γ

3 6/5 1.785γ 0.155γ (1.1, 1.25) 0.149γ

6 12/11 1.776γ 0.161γ (1.04, 1.11) 0.158γ

10 20/19 1.772γ 0.163γ (1.02, 1.06) 0.161γ

∞ 1 1.768γ 0.165γ (1, 1) 0.165γ
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choose |G̃(f)|2=Sx̃(f) in all cases, i.e.,

∣∣Gsub(f)
∣∣ = √

S
(
f−fc
Bx

)
+

√
S
(
f+fc
Bx

)
⇒ ∣∣G̃sub(f)

∣∣2 = 4S
(
f

Bx

)
. (3.16)

Although such a filter is optimal only for low received signal strengths, it will
be interesting to see if this convenient choice of the filter is an overall good
compromise. We therefore wish to find how close we can get to the optimal
performance (SNRmax) by using this suboptimal filter. At first, we make a
performance comparison of suboptimal filtering with that of the ideal case.
Choosing |G̃sub(f)|2 for any spectral shape, it follows from (3.4), (3.5), (3.8)
and with the definition of Eb from (2.22) that the resulting SNR of the decision
variable is given by

SNRsub=
8γ2∫∞

−∞ [25(γ2/S)S4(ν)+20γ S3(ν)+8S] dν
,

=
8γ2

25λ2γ2/S + 20λ1γ + 8S
, (3.17)

where the last equality follows by defining

λ1=

∫ ∞

−∞
S3(ν) dν, λ2=

∫ ∞

−∞
S4(ν) dν. (3.18)

For our running example, these values are calculated in Appendix B.3.3 as

λ1 =
4n− 1

2(2n− 1)
, λ2 = λ1 · 6n− 1

3(2n− 1)
. (3.19)

The values are tabulated in Table 3.1 for a few filter orders of the Butter-
worth filter. We refer again to Figure 3.5, and observe the dashed lines this
time. The curves depict the BER of N-FOM systems using the Butterworth
spectral shape for different filter orders n and a fixed S=100. As a reference,
we also plot the achieved error rates using a rectangular PSD. We see that in
the low-CNR regime (γ/S�0.56), suboptimal filtering leads to the same per-
formance as that of an ideal case (2.37), as expected. In the high-CNR regime,
the difference between the BER floor for the two scenarios is determined by
λ2. Moreover for n=6, the performance of a suboptimal filter is comparable
to that of an ideal rectangular spectrum. The trend shows that the difference
further reduces as we increase the filter order; and for very large filter order,
the performances will be identical, as expected.

For further comparison between the optimal and suboptimal filtering, we
study the achievable performance with an optimized spreading factor. For
suboptimal filtering, this optimization is carried out by finding minima of the
denominator in (3.17) with respect to S. This results in Sopt=5γ

√
2λ2/4, and

SNRsub(Sopt) =
2γ

5(λ1+
√
2λ2)

, (3.20)
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Figure 3.6: BER as a function of Eb/N0, for an N-FOM system using a But-
terworth PSD, with optimal and suboptimal filtering, and an optimized spreading
factor Sopt.

which is the maximum achievable performance using suboptimal filtering. In
Figure 3.6, we compare an N-FOM system using an optimal filter to that using
a suboptimal filter, with an optimized spreading factor Sopt for each system.
As a reference, we also plot our upper bound (2.41). Compared to the optimal
filter, we observe a slight performance degradation by using the suboptimal
filter (penalty of 0.67 dB for n= 1 and 0.16 dB for n= 3). This degradation
is further reduced if Sx̃(f) is shaped by a filter with high filter order. In other
words, for a spectral shape which closely resembles a rectangular shape, the
suboptimal filter leads to optimal performance for all values of γ. The results
reveal that in optimal sense, we do not lose much by choosing the suboptimal
filter.

3.3 Synchronization

In the performance calculations so far, we have assumed that the receiver is
perfectly synchronized to the incoming signal. This means that not only the
phase and frequency of the receiver LO are perfectly matched to those in the
transmitter, but the integration time intervals of the detection filter are also
synchronized to the bit transitions. In practice, the radio transceivers have an
internal clock which provides a timing reference to all components. The aim
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is to have all operations, such as bit transitions, sampling, LOs, listening and
transmission intervals, synchronized with each other. It is fair to consider that
in an N-FOM receiver, the integration time of the detection filter is coupled with
the phase of the LO. So far, we had assumed that the clocks at the transmitter
and the receiver nodes are perfectly matched. In practical scenarios, this is
not guaranteed and the communication risks performance degradation. In this
section, we explore the effect of synchronization errors and present a potential
synchronization strategy.

3.3.1 Timing synchronization

To quantify the effect of synchronization errors, we need to examine the demod-
ulated bit. We consider that the receiver is not synchronized to the incoming
bit stream. The IDF and the receiver LO are off in time by a random offset τ ,
as shown in Figure 3.7. Note that the offset oscillators are assumed to be locked
in frequency, i.e., fTx=fRx=fr. Furthermore, we also assume the initial phase
of the LOs be matched, i.e., φRx=φTx=φr. The offset τ is considered to be a
fixed value in the interval [0, Tb]. Reproducing (2.18), the mean of the decision
variable with a timing mismatch, is given by

E[d0] =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(u) cos

(
2πfr(u−τ)+φr

)
p(u− τ) du

+ Png

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
2πfr(u − τ)+φr

)
p(u− τ) du

=
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(t+τ) cos

(
2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt

+ Png

∫ ∞

−∞
cos(2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt, (3.21)

where the last equality follows from substitution of variable t = u− τ . The
second integral is analogous to that in (2.18). This bias will be suppressed if
the conditions on the pulse shape and the frequency offset are satisfied, i.e.,
the Frequency transform of the pulse is zero at f =fr. Substituting a(t) from

t = τ + kTb

cos
(
2πfr(t− τ)

)
dk

(·)2
b̂k

matched
filter

Figure 3.7: N-FOM receiver with a synchronization mismatch τ .
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(2.10) and m(t) from (2.5), (3.21) is rewritten as

E[d0] =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
1

2
+m2(t+τ) cos2

(
2πfr(t+τ)+φr

))
cos(2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt

+
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t−kTb+τ)p(t)

(
cos(2πfrτ)+cos

(
2πfr(2t+τ)+2φr

))
dt

=
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk cos(2πfrτ)

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t−kTb+τ)p(t) dt+Ξ

(
fr, τ,m(t), φr

)
, (3.22)

where we have denoted Ξ(fr, τ,m(t)) as the combination of bias terms. This
term is similar to the bias term in (2.20). It is shown in Appendix B.2 that
for any generic signaling scheme, it is suppressed if fr≥ 3Bp, where Bp is the
absolute bandwidth of the pulse. This condition is the same as that mentioned
in Section 2.2.2. However, for a polar NRZ signaling scheme, the conditions
are slightly different. In this case, the bias term Ξ(·) is suppressed if either
fr � 1/Tb, or if fr = n/Tb with φr = (2n+1)π/4 for a positive integer n.
We assume that these conditions are met, and proceed with the assumption
Ξ
(
fr, τ,m(t), φr

)≈0.
The integral in (3.22) represents correlation of p(t) with a delayed version

of itself. We can rewrite

E[d0] =
Pxg

L
cos(2πfrτ)

∑
k

bkRpp(τ − kTb)

=
1√
2Tb

EbΛ1 cos(2πfrτ)
(
b0Rpp(τ) +

∑
k�=0

bkRpp(τ − kTb)
)
, (3.23)

where we have substituted Pxg
=
∫
Sx̃(f)|G̃(f)|2df as mean power of the filtered

signal; Eb from (2.22); and Λ1 from (2.26). The above result is in line with
(2.21), for perfect synchronization (i.e., τ=0). For a pulse shape that satisfies
the zero ISI condition (i.e., Rpp(kTb) = 0 for k 
= 0, and Tb for k= 0), (3.23)
solves to (2.21), for τ=0 and c=1/

√
2.

The above expression shows that a synchronization mismatch τ has the
following effects on the demodulated information bit:

1. First, there is an effect of the phase mismatch, characterized by the factor
cos(2πfrτ). This factor is independent of the pulse shape.

2. Second, as a result of the error in sampling instants, the detection scheme
fails to sample the matched-filter’s output at its peak. This is manifested
by b0Rpp(τ) in (3.23).

3. Finally, due to mismatch in the integration interval, the demodulated bit
suffers interference from neighboring bits. The energy reduction strongly
depends on the polarity of neighboring bits, as well as on how swiftly the
ACF decays.
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Although the summation in (3.23) implies an infinite sum, in practice, the
ACF Rpp(τ) decays rapidly outside the interval [−Tb, Tb]. Therefore, the inter-
ference from neighboring bits is significantly lower for each consecutive neigh-
boring bit. The normalized ACFs of a rectangular pulse, and a root raised-
cosine (RRC) pulse with different roll-off factors α, are depicted in Figure 3.8.
Compared to the ACF of the rectangular pulse, the ACF of the RRC pulse
has a flatter magnitude for small values of τ . This implies that the RRC pulse
is less sensitive to a timing mismatch and therefore, the first term in (3.23)
is larger for the RRC pulse in comparison with the rectangular pulse. This
comes at the price of interference from the neighboring bits, manifested by the
second term in (3.23). Since the ACF of the rectangular pulse is zero outside
the interval [−Tb, Tb], it suffers interference from only one neighboring bit. On
the other hand, depending on the roll-off factor α, using an RRC pulse can
lead to interference from more than one neighboring bit.

In Figure 3.9, we plot the normalized E[d0] from (3.23) as a function of τ for
the different pulse shapes. The frequency offset is chosen 3Rb; the desired bit
is assumed to be a binary 1; and the surrounding two neighboring bits are both
considered to be −1. Note that the figure considers the worst case scenario,
where each neighboring bit has an opposite polarity. For τ = 0, the receiver
captures the desired bit b0=1, whereas for τ =Tb, it captures the neighboring
bit b1 = −1. We further observe that the curves oscillate, due to the cosine
term in (3.23). The oscillations increase for a large fr, leading to an increased
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Figure 3.8: Normalized ACF against normalized delays for a rectangular pulse and
a root raised-cosine pulse.
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sensitivity of N-FOM to the timing mismatch τ . For a large frequency offset, a
small τ can potentially suppress the demodulated bit, as indicated by the zero
crossings in the figure. Finally, it seems that the RRC pulse apparently has no
added benefit over the rectangular pulse as far as sensitivity to synchronization
errors is considered. However, it must be kept in mind that the suppression of
bias terms for a rectangular pulse also entails conditions on φr.

3.3.2 Solution

Clearly, additional steps have to be taken to rectify the synchronization prob-
lem. Timing synchronization in IR-UWB has been widely studied, most no-
tably by Yang [70], introducing the idea of using “dirty templates” for syn-
chronization. The idea is similar to TR; the received UWB signal for one
symbol is correlated with the neighboring symbol. The result gives a unique
maximum for the correct synchronization time, τ=τ0. The algorithm involves
scanning the delay τ over one symbol period with an appropriate resolution.
After finding the unique maximum, the correct symbol timing is fed back to
the demodulation stage.

The mechanism behind the dirty template method is similar to TR. There-
fore, one can implement the algorithm in N-FOM without compromising the
receiver complexity. Goeckel studied a similar method for TR-UWB in [42],
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Figure 3.9: Normalized magnitude of the demodulated bit (b0=1, with neighbor-
ing bits of opposite polarity) as a function of the normalized synchronization offset
τ/Tb, for a rectangular pulse and a root raised-cosine pulse, and fr=3Rb.
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where he suggested to find the unique maximum from the variance of the deci-
sion variable. We propose to extract the delay τ from the mean of the decision
variable (3.23), using a training sequence. If all ones are sent, i.e., bk = 1 for
all k, one can see from (3.23) that the maximum value will be at τ = 0 and
τ = Tb for fr = 1/Tb. However, if fr is a higher multiple of the symbol rate,
then there will be no unique maximum in the interval [0, Tb]. This is depicted
in Figure 3.10, which illustrates the normalized E[d0] for fr = Rb (in dashed
lines) and fr =5Rb (in solid lines), with bk =1 for all k. On the other hand,
if one sends a sequence with alternating polarity, i.e., bk = −bk−1, there is a
unique maximum for all values of fr=n/Tb, as seen from Figure 3.9. Scanning
the parameter τ over one symbol period, one can find the unique maximum.

Note that, since the correlation is carried out over one symbol period, the
synchronization algorithm is not affected by a fading channel, as long as the
channel does not vary over a symbol period. Secondly, the training sequence
does not need to be long. For one trial value of τ , a training sequence of two
symbols is sufficient, as indicated by Figure 3.9. Although we have provided
a concept of the timing synchronization in N-FOM, it is not investigated in
detail. The goal was to show that one can correct for timing errors with simple
methods, without increasing the receiver complexity. For the rest of the thesis,
perfect synchronization will be assumed.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized magnitude of the demodulated bit, with bk = 1 ∀k, as
a function of the normalized synchronization offset τ/Tb, for fr = Rb (in dashed
lines) and fr = 5Rb (in solid lines).
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3.4 Conclusions

For an N-FOM point-to-point link in an AWGN channel, we studied funda-
mental implementation considerations of the system. The use of pure noise
and PN carriers were briefly discussed. The instantaneous power of the pure
noise is random and fluctuates highly with respect to its mean. As a result,
the self-mixing of the signal adds to the noise. Due to their fixed instanta-
neous power, PN carriers with rectangular pulses do not cause self-interference
after the mixing operation. Thus it has an advantage over pure noise carriers,
although a desired spectral shape can be difficult to achieve.

Further, the relation between the PSD of the pure noise carrier and the
required RFE filter was explored. It was found that for a fixed set of system
parameters, the brick-wall shape for both the signal’s PSD and the transfer
function of the RFE filter is ideal. However, for a non-rectangular spectral
shape, the choice of the RFE filter is not straightforward in an N-FOM com-
munication system. The expression for an optimal filter was derived and it
was observed that the optimal filter depends on the received signal strength
and noise levels. In the low-CNR regime, the total noise is dominated by the
AWGN. Therefore the transfer function of the optimal filter is matched to the
spectral shape of the spreading signal. In the high-CNR regime, the total noise
is dominated by the signal self-mixing, resulting in a BER floor; hence, better
performance can be achieved by increasing the spreading factor. Therefore,
the optimal filter in the high-CNR regime is similar to an inverse filter, which
increases the bandwidth (and hence the spreading factor) of the filtered signal.

A suboptimal solution for the filter was also suggested, which is practically
more feasible than the optimal filter. The suggested filter is close to optimal
for low-to-moderate CNRs. In the high-CNR regime, it is close to optimal if
the spectral shape closely resembles a rectangular shape. For a carrier signal
shaped by a Butterworth filter of order 1, the maximum achievable performance
using a suboptimal filter has a penalty of 1.89 dB, compared to the maximum
achievable performance using a rectangular PSD.

Finally, we studied the timing synchronization in N-FOM. The effect of the
synchronization mismatch is manifested in the ACF of the used pulse shape.
It was found that the N-FOM link performance is sensitive to timing errors,
particularly for large values of the frequency offset. With rectangular pulses,
and the frequency offset chosen three times the symbol rate, a timing error
one tenth of the symbol time can suppress the magnitude of the demodulated
bit by more than 50%. It was observed that for a pair of neighboring bits
with opposite polarity, the decision variable has a unique maximum which
corresponds to the correct timing. A simple timing synchronization algorithm
was suggested based on this observation.

The study about the N-FOM mechanism, which began with fundamental
analysis in Chapter 2, culminates in the implementation considerations with
this chapter. In the next three chapters, the N-FOM system will be considered
in different scenarios, namely, the LOS multiple-access environment, the LOS
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interference-rich environment, and the NLOS dense multipath fading environ-
ment.
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Chapter 4

Multiple access and
scalability1

In monitoring applications, a large or small number of energy-efficient sensor
nodes are scattered in a geographical area. The nodes work in tandem to
transport measurements data from one point to another, and finally to a final
management node, as depicted in Figure 4.1. With effective routing protocols,
the information is reliably carried around the region via multihop transmissions.
If a node is faulty or if a particular communication link has a poor quality,
alternative routes can be taken to traverse the region. The reliability of a WSN
is enhanced by having redundant nodes. Redundancy improves consistency of
the measured data and boosts tolerance of the WSNs to node failures.

fire monitoring 

station

Figure 4.1: Fire monitoring WSN with a faulty node.

One aspect of a WSN is that at any given time, multiple communication
links are established in the network. In other words, multiple nodes are si-
multaneously accessing the wireless channel. To enable MA in PHY, different

1The main results in this chapter were published in [71].
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strategies are adopted; for example in frequency division MA (FDMA), differ-
ent frequency bands are allotted to the simultaneous links. A receiver node
distinguishes between signals from different links by knowledge of the allotted
frequency band. In DSSS systems, all links share the same frequency band;
MA is enabled by using a unique spreading sequence for each link. A receiver
node distinguishes between the different signals by knowledge of the unique
spreading sequence associated with each link. N-FOM, on the other hand, is a
noncoherent SS system, where the receiver node does not know the spreading
sequence. In N-FOM, MA is enabled by using a unique frequency offset for
each concurrent link [39].

Unlike in FDMA systems where users do not interfere with each other by
virtue of using separate frequency bands, MUI is unavoidable in SS systems.
Therefore, in WSNs using SS communication schemes, tolerance to MUI is
essential. It determines whether the WSN is suitable for large scale implemen-
tation, where multiple nodes are communicating in an ad-hoc fashion. The
higher the resistance to MUI, the larger the number of communication links
that can be established simultaneously. Generally, coherent SS systems are
tolerant to MUI. However, the same cannot be supposed about noncoherent SS
techniques such as N-FOM. The scalability of N-FOM was partly addressed by
Haartsen et al. in [39], where they considered a MA N-FOM system in an ide-
ally power-controlled setup. In this chapter, we revise that model and consider
a general setup. Particularly, we investigate the maximum MUI an N-FOM
communication link can withstand, while still operating at an acceptable error
rate.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 begins with an overview
of MA in N-FOM, where we study how multiple links can be established in
an N-FOM network and what that means for the choice of the frequency off-
sets. Section 4.2 presents the MUI problem and provides the system model
and performance analysis. The resulting performance trends are studied and
discussed in Section 4.3. In the end, Section 4.4 briefly discusses MAC layer
considerations, followed by conclusions in Section 4.5.

4.1 Multiple access mechanism

As discussed in Chapter 1, MA in N-FOM can be realized by using unique
values of the frequency offset for different communication links. Without losing
generality, let us consider two simultaneous communication links in the network
as shown in Figure 4.2. The Tx1-Rx1 link is using a frequency offset f1,
whereas the Tx2-Rx2 link is using f2<f1. Perfect synchronization is assumed
between each pair of communicating nodes, i.e., the Tx and Rx in a particular
communication link are locked in frequency, phase and timing.

Let us focus on the Tx1-Rx1 link; the signal obtained by the receiver Rx1
is a linear combination of the desired signal from Tx1 and the undesired signal
from Tx2. The detection mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The squaring
operation at the receiver despreads both the desired and undesired signals. The
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desired message signal, depicted in green, appears at f1, whereas the undesired
message signal, depicted in red, appears at f2. Additionally, the self-mixing
also gives rise to multiple bias terms, which are depicted in blue in the figure.
Analytically, these terms can be written similarly to Ξ(·) in (2.20), which was
discussed in Chapter 2. To detect the desired demodulated signal, the receiver
shifts the outcome of the squarer by f1. This moves the desired signal to
baseband, which can be recovered using an LPF. In this way, the receiver can
extract the desired information. This analysis can be extended to any arbitrary
number of concurrent links. Furthermore, a multipoint-to-point communication
link is also possible. One can see from Figure 4.3 that if the receiver Rx1 wishes
to decode the signal from Tx2, it can do so by either tuning the frequency of
the LO to f2 or by filtering the signal at f2. Given that the values of the
corresponding frequency offsets are known, a single node can communicate
with multiple users, or a transmitter can address a particular receiver.

Tx1

Tx2 Rx2

Rx1

Figure 4.2: Two simultaneous links in the network interfere with each other.

4.1.1 Conditions on frequency offset

For MA in N-FOM, the values of the frequency offsets must be carefully chosen.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the suppression of the bias terms in the mean of the
decision variable imposes a few conditions on the pulse shape and the frequency
offset. If a polar NRZ message signal is chosen, then the frequency offsets (fi)
used in the network must be integer multiples of the symbol rate, i.e., fi=n/Tb
for any positive integer n. For such a signaling scheme, the bias terms (depicted
in blue) in Figure 4.3 are frequency-shifted impulse functions. One can notice
from the figure, that for recovery of the desired signal, the frequency offset
f1 cannot be twice f2, i.e., f1 
=2f2. Violation of this condition will result in
appearance of an undesired bias term along with the desired signal at baseband.
As such, the received symbols will be displaced from its original constellation
point by this bias term, which can significantly deter the link performance. This
condition on frequency offset applies to all simultaneous (mutually interfering)
links in the network. For N concurrent links in the network where each link is
interfering with all other links, the condition fi=n/Tb 
=2fj must be satisfied2

2This rule has only one exception. The link with the lowest of the frequency-offsets can
operate without experiencing crosstalk. It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that one can extract
the signal at f2 (by employing f2 at the LO) even if f1=2f2.
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(·)2 LPF
data

cos(2πf1t)

f1−2f2f2 2f12f2 f1+2f2f1f1 f1−f2 f1+f20 0

Figure 4.3: Receiver operation in MA scenario. The insets depict narrowband
signals (not to scale) before and after frequency-realigning at the receiver.

for all i and j.
On the other hand, if the message signal employs any arbitrary pulse shape

with an absolute bandwidth Bp, then the suppression of the bias terms impose
a different condition on f1 and f2. In this case, ensuring |f1−2f2| ≥ 3Bp is
sufficient to suppress the bias terms. This will be shown later in Section 4.2.2.

4.1.2 Usable frequency offsets

Theoretically, N-FOM has a large number of frequency offsets at its disposal.
For a large geographic area, where two simultaneous links are operating without
causing noticeable interference to each other, one can choose any value for fi
as long as the conditions mentioned in Section 2.2.2 are met, i.e., fi = n/Tb
for a rectangular pulse, and fi≥3Bp for any general pulse shape with absolute
bandwidth Bp.

For a rectangular pulse shape, fi = 1/Tb is the lower limit on the usable
frequency offset, whereas fi�Bx imposes an upper limit. The upper limit is
determined by the multipath environment; the frequency offset must be very
small compared to the channel coherence bandwidth. Table 6.1 in Chapter 6
discusses this condition in detail. For now, let us assume a fixed upper limit on
usable frequency offset and denote it by fU. The maximum number of available
frequency offsets is then Na = fUTb. If we consider interference between the
links, then we also have to impose the condition fi 
= 2fj. In that case, the
maximum number of usable frequency offsets, Nu is

Nu =

nmax∑
n=1

⌊
Na+4n

22n+1

⌋
+
⌊Na+1

2

⌋
� 2Na/3 (for a large Na). (4.1)
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where
⌊
b
a

⌋
denotes floor operation, and nmax = �log4(Na)�. The expression

(4.1) and the subsequent approximation is proved in Appendix C.1 by mathe-
matical induction.

On the other hand, if any arbitrary pulse shape with an absolute bandwidth
Bp is chosen, then computing the number of the usable frequency offsets is not
straightforward. The upper limit on the usable frequency offset fU remains
the same. The lower limit is fi = 3Bp. Two mutually interfering links with
frequency offsets f1 and f2 should satisfy |f1−2f2|≥3Bp, such that the receiver
can recover the information from a desired user, without crosstalk.

4.2 System model and analysis

As mentioned earlier, MUI is unavoidable in the SS system. On the other hand,
coherent SS systems exhibit high resistance to MUI. In coherent systems, the
receiver has knowledge of the spreading signal employed by a desired user. The
spreading sequences used by different links in the MA are mutually orthogonal.
To obtain the desired information, the receiver correlates the received waveform
with the spreading signal associated with the particular link. The desired signal
is despread, whereas all the undesired signals are mitigated which add to the
noise level. Certainly, a large number of links in the MA will increase the
overall noise level. This imposes a limit on the maximum number of links.

MUI hugely depends on the received signal strength from the interfering
node. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the nodes in an established link might be
far away from each other. The signal transmitted by Tx1 will suffer a high
propagation loss. In such a setup, an interferer Tx2 in the vicinity of the
receiver can potentially inhibit the desired signal. The transmitter Tx1 has
to significantly increase its transmission power to maintain a reliable link with
Rx1. This is commonly referred to as the near-far problem, and is a frequently
encountered phenomenon in SS networks.

In this section, we present a model of an MA N-FOM network. We first
analyze and derive the performance metrics for two concurrent links in the
network. This is later on generalized for any arbitrary number of mutually
interfering links.

desire
d signal

interfering userTx 1

Tx 2

Rx 1

Rx 2

Figure 4.4: Near-far problem; a strong interferer clouds the desired signal.
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4.2.1 System model

Consider a MA N-FOM communication system shown in Figure 4.5, where
a desired signal from Transmitter 1 is interfered by an undesired signal from
Transmitter 2. Each transmitting user locally generates a bandpass spreading
signal with a complex envelope x̃i(t) where i ∈ {1, 2} in this example. The
spreading signals are modeled as independent zero-mean WSS Gaussian pro-
cesses. The complex envelope of each spreading signal has a PSD

Sx̃i
(f) =

2Pxi

Bx
S
(
f

Bx

)
, (4.2)

where Pxi
is the mean power in the bandpass signal of User i; Bx is the

bandwidth; S(ν) is the spectral shape which satisfies the criteria
∫ S(ν)dν =∫ S2(ν)dν = 1. The message signal mi(t) of each user is modeled as

mi(t) =
∑
k

bk,ip(t− kTb), (4.3)

where p(t) is any arbitrary pulse with energy Tb; {bk,i} is a binary bit sequence
of user i, taking values {+1,−1} with equal probability. The pulse shape is
chosen such that it satisfies the zero-ISI criterion, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
The frequency offsets used by transmitter 1 and 2 are f1 and f2 respectively;
and both are assumed to satisfy the conditions mentioned in Section 4.1.1. The
signal transmitted by each node i has a complex envelope

ỹi(t) = x̃i(t)

(
mi(t) cos (2πfit+φi)+

1√
2

)
=: x̃i(t)ai(t), for i = 1, 2. (4.4)

where ai(t) denotes the narrowband part of the signal, and is given by

ai(t) = mi(t) cos (2πfit+ φi)+
1√
2
. (4.5)

The wireless links between the transmitting nodes and the receiving node is
modeled as flat-fading additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. The
receiver obtains a linear combination of the transmitted signals, i.e.,

r̃(t) =
1

2
g̃(t)⊗

(
ỹ1(t− τ1)/

√
L1 + ỹ2(t− τ2)/

√
L2

)
+

1

2
g̃(t)⊗ ñ(t),

where g̃(t) is the baseband equivalent impulse response of the front-end LTI
filter; τi is transmission delay associated with each link; ñ(t) is the baseband
equivalent of the noise, independent from x̃i(t); and {L1, L2} represent propa-
gation losses experienced by the signals from Node 1 and Node 2 respectively.
Under the assumption fi�Bx, the transmitted signal ỹi(t) has approximately
the same bandwidth as that of the spreading signal. For such a case, we use
the key results regarding suboptimal filtering in Section 3.2.3. We use an RFE
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t = kTb

1√
2

1√
2

g(t)

m
a
tc
h
ed

fi
lt
er

x2(t)

x1(t)

m2(t)

m1(t)

y2(t)

y1(t)

cos(2πf1t+φ1)

cos(2πf1t+φr)

cos(2πf2t+φ2)

z(t)r(t) dk b̂k
(·)2

Figure 4.5: A MA N-FOM system with two concurrent links in the network.

filter which ensures |G̃(f)|2=4S(f/Bx), i.e., the transfer function of the filter
is matched to the spectral shape of the spreading signal. Furthermore, since
the filter is wideband, one can consider the NB function ai(t) to be almost
constant over the filter impulse response. In other words, one can move the
NB function out of the convolution y(t) ⊗ g(t). The above equation can be
rewritten as

r̃(t) =

2∑
i=1

x̃g,i(t− τi)ai(t− τi)/
√
Li + ñg(t), (4.6)

where we have defined {x̃g,i(t), ñg(t)} as the baseband equivalents of the filtered
spreading signal and the filtered noise, analogous to the definitions in (2.9). The
input of the detection filter, we have

z(t) = r2(t) cos (2πf1t+ φr) =
1
2 |r̃(t)|2 cos(2πf1t+ φr) + h.f.c., (4.7)

where the second term in the last equation represents high frequency compo-
nents. The frequency re-aligning at the receiver moves the despread information
signal to baseband, where it is recovered by a detection filter. The impulse re-
sponse of the detection filter is matched to the pulse shape p(t). The output
of the matched filter is sampled, which gives us the decision sample

dk=
[
z(t)⊗p(Ts − t)

]
t=Ts+k Tb

=

∫ ∞

−∞
z(u)p(u− k Tb) du. (4.8)

The decision sample is passed through a comparator, resulting in a bit estimate
b̂k,1. In traditional MA SS communication, signals from the communicating
nodes raise the noise level. This is inherently different than N-FOM. The
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squaring operation at the receiver produces multiple cross-terms; the noise
level is raised by the self- and cross-mixing products of the signals from the
communicating nodes. The strength of these mixing products varies differently
with system parameters. In this sense, the near-far problem has a different
effect on the N-FOM system compared to the standard SS system.

4.2.2 Performance analysis

We now derive a closed-form expression for the SNR of user 1 in the MA network
shown in Figure 4.5. Without loss of generality, the derivation is carried out for
the data index zero, i.e., the desired information bit is b0,1. Furthermore, since
the bandwidth of the pulse is much smaller than RF, the h.f.c. in (4.7) will be
suppressed by the filter. Therefore, we ignore this term for further analysis.
Moreover, using the properties of WSS processes, the signals {x̃g,i(t), ñg(t)}
have PSDs and mean powers

Sx̃g,i
(f) =

(
2Pxi

Bx

)
S2

(
f

Bx

)
, Sñg

(f) = 2N0 S
(
f

Bx

)
(4.9a)

Pxg,i
:=

1

2
E
[|x̃g,i(t)|2] = Pxi

, Png
:=

1

2
E
[|ñg(t)|2

]
= 2N0Bx, (4.9b)

where we have used the properties of S(ν) from (3.11).
The input to the detection filter can be written as a linear combination of

signal-cross-signal, MUI-cross-MUI, signal-cross-MUI, signal-cross-noise, MUI-
cross-noise, and noise-cross-noise mixing products. Substituting (4.6) in (4.7),
we define the mixing products

zyi
(t) := 1

2Li
|x̃g,i(t− τi)|2 a2i (t− τi) cos(2πf1t+ φr), (4.10a)

zy1y2
(t) := 1

2
√
L1L2

[
x̃g,1(t−τ1)x̃∗g,2(t−τ2)+x̃∗g,2(t−τ2)x̃g,1(t−τ1)

]
· a1(t− τ1)a2(t− τ1) cos(2πf1t+ φr), (4.10b)

zyin(t) :=
1

2
√
Li

[
x̃∗g,i(t−τi)ñg(t)+x̃g,i(t−τi)ñ∗

g(t)
]

· ai(t−τi) cos(2πf1t+ φr), (4.10c)

zn(t) :=
1
2 |ñg(t)|2 cos(2πf1t+ φr), (4.10d)

for i = 1, 2. Using these definitions, (4.7) is written as

z(t) = zy1
(t) + zy2

(t) + zy1y2
(t) + zy1n(t) + zy2n(t) + zn(t). (4.11)

Before proceeding further, we assume that the receiver is synchronized3 to the
desired user. This means that the receiver has acquired and compensated for
the delay τ1; furthermore, the phase of the receiver oscillator is assumed to be
in phase with that of the LO at Node 1. Therefore, for further analysis, we set
τ1 = 0, and φr = φ1.

3A synchronization solution in N-FOM was discussed in Section 3.3.
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Statistics of the decision variable

In line with the discussion in Section 2.2.1, we invoke the CLT and consider
the decision variable to be a Gaussian distributed random variable. Therefore,
it is sufficient to analyze the mean and variance of the decision variable. The
mean of the decision variable is

E [d0,1] =

∫ ∞

−∞
E [z(u)] p(u) du. (4.12)

We can solve the integration by separately calculating the contribution of each
term in (4.10). Using (4.10)a and (4.12), the desired information in zy1

(t) is
extracted as∫ ∞

−∞
E[zy1

(u)]p(u) du =
1

2L1

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[ |x̃g,1(u)|2 ]a21(u) cos(2πf1u+ φ1)p(u) du

=
1

L1
Px1

∫ ∞

−∞
a21(u) cos(2πf1u+ φ1) du =

1√
2L1

b0,1Px1
Tb, (4.13)

where the second last equality follows from (4.9b), and the last equality follow
similar analysis as that in Section 2.2.1, given that the conditions on f1 and
p(t) stated in Section 2.2.3 are satisfied.

The undesired MUI self-mixing product zy2
(t) contains narrowband terms

at different frequencies, as illustrated earlier in Figure 4.3. Ideally, we would like
these terms to be suppressed by the detection filter. However, the contribution
of these narrowband terms to the mean of the decision variable is not necessarily
zero, and thus results in crosstalk. This crosstalk is is defined as

χ :=

∫ ∞

−∞
E[zy2

(t)] dt. (4.14)

The mechanism behind the crosstalk is visualized in Figure 4.6a. The detection
filter captures part of the despread signal from the undesired user. Due to the
delay τ2, the desired and undesired signals are not orthogonal in the integration
interval. There is no crosstalk, if the neighboring bits of User 2 in the inte-
gration interval have the same polarity, or if the signals from User 1 and 2 are
aligned in time, e.g., τ2=τ1=0. However, since these two conditions cannot be
guaranteed, there will be crosstalk, and we have to find suitable design choices
that is sufficient to suppress or minimize χ.

It is shown in Appendix C.2 that χ can be modeled as a bias term. The
crosstalk depends on the frequency offsets used by the different links, as well
as the signaling scheme of the communication system. In the appendix, the
crosstalk is analyzed in the context of two signaling schemes. For a generic
signaling scheme that employs a pulse p(t) with an absolute bandwidth Bp,
it is shown that for the crosstalk-free reception, it is sufficient to choose the
frequency offsets such that |f1− 2f2| ≥ 3Bp and fL := f1− f2 ≥ 2Bp. For
a polar NRZ signaling scheme, note that the transfer function of the pulse
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(a) Bit transition of an undesired user

over the filter integration period.
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(b) Normalized magnitude of crosstalk for differ-

ent values of fL.

Figure 4.6: Depiction of crosstalk in a MA scenario a) mechanism and b) effect.

decays slowly with frequency. In this case, the crosstalk is approximately zero
if the frequency offsets are chosen such that fL = f1−f2�1/Tb.

For a polar NRZ signaling scheme, the expression for the crosstalk is given
in (C.2). In Figure 4.6b, we plot the magnitude of the crosstalk (C.2) against
transmission delay of User 2 (τ2), for different values of fL. Here, Rb is the
data rate; τ1 
= τ2; b2,k−1 
= b2,k; and f2=3Rb. The magnitude of the crosstalk
is normalized to the received bit energy (Eb,2) of User 2. The larger the Eb,1

compared to Eb,2, the smaller the impact of the crosstalk. Nonetheless, it
causes nuisance. However, as seen from the graph, the crosstalk is negligible
if one chooses the frequency offsets such that |fi−fj |�1/Tb for a polar NRZ
signaling scheme. The difference does not necessarily has to be very large.
However, larger frequency differences are preferred for a crosstalk-free recep-
tion. Introducing this new criterion reduces the number of usable frequency
offsets given in (4.1), and hence limits the scalability of the system. If we set
the criterion4 fi−fj ≥ 4/Tb, then it can be shown that the number of usable
frequency offsets is Nũ = �(Na + 3)/4�. For further analysis, we assume that
the frequency offsets are chosen such that the bias term χ is suppressed.

Since {x1(t), x2(t), n(t)} are mutually independent and zero mean processes,
the wideband terms {zy1y2

(t), zy1n(t), zy2n(t)} have no contribution to the mean
of the decision variable. Moreover, following similar analysis as in Section 2.2.1,
one can show that the noise self-mixing product znn(t) also has no mean con-
tribution, as long as the conditions on the pulse shape and the frequency offset
f1 are satisfied. Therefore, the mean of the decision variable, conditioned on
data bit b0,1, follows from (4.13), and is given by

E [d0,1] =

∫
Tb

E [zy1
(t)|b0,1] dt+ χ≈ 1√

2L1

b0,1Px1
Tb. (4.15)

4With this criterion, the crosstalk from a secondary user has a magnitude of less than or
equal to γ2 − 10 dB.
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The variance of the overall noise in the MA N-FOM communication is

σ2
d0,1

= E

[(
d0,1−E [d0,1|b0,1]

)2]
=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

Czz(t1, t2) dt1dt2,

where Czz(t1, t2) is the covariance function of z(t). The covariance function
contains multiple cross-covariance and auto-covariance terms. However, due to
the mutual independence of {x̃1(t), x̃2(t), ñ(t)}, one can prove that Czz(t1, t2)
is the sum of the auto-covariance functions of each term in (4.10). Defining the
noise contribution from any mixing product zqs(t) as Ψqs, one can write

σ2
d0,1

= Ψy1y1
+Ψy2y2

+Ψy1y2
+Ψy1n +Ψy2n +Ψnn.

The terms are analogous to those in Section 2.2.1. The terms {Ψy1y1
,Ψy2y2

}
are analogous to the noise contribution from the signal self-mixing product
derived in Appendix A.1.2, whereas {Ψy1n,Ψy2n} are analogous to noise con-
tribution from the signal-noise mixing product, derived in A.1.3. Moreover,
since {x1(t), x2(t)} are bandlimited white noise processes, the term Ψy1y2

fol-
low similar analysis as that of a signal-noise mixing product. Furthermore,
analogous to {η1, η2} in (2.27), we define

ηyi
=

1

Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
a4i (t− τi) cos

2(2πf1t+ φ1) dt (4.16a)

ηy1y2
=

1

Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
a21(t− τ1)a

2
2(t− τ2) cos

2(2πf1t+ φ1) dt (4.16b)

ηyin =
1

Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
a2i (t− τi) cos

2(2πf1t+ φ1) dt (4.16c)

For NRZ signaling scheme, the terms {ηy1
, ηy1n} are same as {η1, η2} in (2.34)

for c=1/
√
2. The terms {ηy2

, ηy1y2
, ηy2n} = {17/16, 5/4, 1} can be calculated

in a similar fashion. Using the definitions, the variance can be shown to be:

σ2
d0,1

≈ (
ηy1

E2
b,1 + ηy2

E2
b,2 + ηy1y2

Eb,1Eb,2

)
λ2/S

+ 2 (ηy1nEb,1 + ηy2nEb,2)N0λ1 +N2
0S/2

=
(
25E2

b,1+17E2
b,2+20Eb,1Eb,2

) λ2
16S

+(5Eb,1+4Eb,2)
N0λ1
4

+
N2

0S

2
, (4.17)

where λ1 =
∫S3(ν) dν and λ2 =

∫ S4(ν) dν , and Eb,i is the received bit energy
of User i, given by

Eb,i=
1

Li

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
y2i (t)

]
dt =

Pxi
Tb

Li
, (4.18)

which is derived similarly as that in (2.22). The expression in (4.17) represents
the power of the total noise, experienced by an N-FOM receiver while detecting
a desired user in the presence of one interfering user.
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SNR of the decision variable

Using (4.15) and (4.17), the SNR of the decision variable of User 1 is

SNR1=
E2 [d0,1]

σ2
d0,1|b0,1

=
8γ21

(25γ21+17γ22+20γ1γ2)λ2/S+(20γ1+16γ2)λ1+8S
, (4.19)

where γi = Eb,i/N0 is the received bit SNR of User i, and S = BxTb is the
spreading factor. Compared to the total SNR in a point-to-point link (2.29), we
see additional terms in the denominator of the above expression. The number
additional terms quadratically increase with each additional interfering user;
and the magnitude of these terms depends on the received bit SNR (γi) of the
interferer. Therefore, the larger the number of interferers with a significant
signal strength, the lower the total SNR. The parameters {λ1, λ2} depend on
the spectral shape of the spreading signal (see Table 3.1), and are both equal
to one for a brick-wall PSD. If the information of User 2 is to be decoded, one
can do so by choosing f2 as frequency of the LO at the receiver. The resulting
SNR of user 2 can be found from (4.19) by interchanging γ1 and γ2, given that
the receiver is synchronized to the the incoming bit stream of User 2.

For more than two transmitting nodes, the number of cross-terms increases
quadratically. For a desired User 1 in N simultaneous links, the variance of the
decision variable of the desired user can be written as

σ2
d0,1|b0,1 =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Ψyiyj
+

N∑
i=1

Ψyin +Ψnn, (4.20)

where the first and the second term, respectively represent summation of noise
from all cross terms of the form zyiyj

(t) and zyin(t) for all i and j. Compared
with the variance (4.17) for an MA system with one interfering link, the above
expression has a higher number of noise terms. A main difference between the
two expressions is that (4.20) also includes noise from cross-products of signals
of the undesired users, i.e., noise from the terms zyiyj

(t) for i, j 
= 1 and i 
= j.
Combining (4.15) with (4.20), the SNR of User 1 in N simultaneous links is

SNR1 =
E2[d0,1|b0,1]
σ2
d0,1|b0,1

:=
(
SNR−1

yy + SNR−1
yn + SNR−1

nn

)−1

, (4.21)

where we have defined

SNRyy =
8S

25λ2
+

N∑
i=2

2Sγ1
5λ2γi

+
N∑
i=2

8Sγ21
17λ1γ2i

+
N∑
i=2

N∑
j �=i,j �=1

γ21S

λ2γiγj
, (4.22a)

SNRyn =
2Sγ1
5λ2γi

+

N∑
i=2

γ21
2γiλ1

. (4.22b)

We have written SNR1 in terms of multiple SNR expressions in order to gain
insight. The expressions show how the SNR of User 1 is affected by MUI.
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Analogous to the discussion related to Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2, we can say
that SNR1 will always follow the lowest of the SNR functions in (4.22). Having
multiple interfering links can have a compounded effect. The SNR depends on
the magnitude of not only the products of the desired and undesired signals,
but also on that of all the undesired signals with each other. In order to achieve
a certain BER for User 1, one has to increase γ1, such that γ21/(γiγj) is large
for any i and j.

Furthermore, one can see that choosing γi = 0 in (4.22) for all i≥ 2, and
substituting the result in (4.21), we get the result for a point-to-point commu-
nication link (2.37). On the other hand, the performance of a coherent DSSS
MA system [62] is

SNRss
1 = 2γ1

/(
1 + 2

N∑
i=2

γi/S

)
. (4.23)

Evidently, the tolerance of coherent DSSS to MUI is much higher than that
of the N-FOM system. In N-FOM, the receiver mixes the undesired signals
with themselves as well as with each other, which increases the overall noise. It
is expected that an N-FOM link will not be able to tolerate many concurrent
links. Furthermore, similar to the SNR expression of a point-to-point N-FOM
link, the SNR in an MA scenario is not a monotonic function of S. As observed
from (4.21), an optimum S exists which maximizes the SNR. By finding the
minima of (4.21) with respect to S, we derive

Sopt=

√√√√√
⎛⎝25

8
γ21+

17

8

N∑
i=2

γ2i +2

N−1∑
i=2

N∑
j=i+1

γiγj+
5

2
γ1

N∑
i=2

γi

⎞⎠λ2, (4.24)

as the optimal spreading factor in an MA scenario. By substituting S = Sopt

for each value of γi in (4.21), we get

SNRmax = 2γ2/Φ, where (4.25)

Φ=

√√√√(
50γ21+34

N∑
i=2

γ2i +40γ1

N∑
i=2

γi+32

N−1∑
i=2

N∑
j=i+1

γiγj

)
λ2+

(
5γ1+4

N∑
i=2

γi

)
λ1,

which is the maximum SNR for a given link in a MA N-FOM network, with
N − 1 multi-user interferers. It can be verified that SNRmax in the above
expression solves to (3.20), if one substitutes γi = 0 for all i ≥ 2.

Since the decision variable is Gaussian distributed, and the message signal
is antipodal, the BER can be shown to be

BER1 = Q
(√

SNR1

)
=

1√
2π

∫ ∞
√
SNR1

exp

(
−u

2

2

)
du, (4.26)

where Q(x) is the Gaussian tail probability.
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4.3 Results and discussions

In the last section, we carried out the performance analysis of an MA N-FOM
communication system. We derived a close-form expression for the SNR of
a particular user, subject to MUI posed by other users. In this section, we
study numerical examples and supplement them with simulation results, to
understand the effect of the MUI in an N-FOM communication network. For
all the subsequent analysis, the message signal is modeled as polar NRZ, and
the frequency offsets are chosen such that they satisfy the conditions mentioned
in Section 4.2.2. Finally, the simulation model is unchanged as compared to
that discussed in Section 2.3.

We consider the scenario in which the receiver is simultaneously receiving
signals from two transmitting users, as earlier depicted in Figure 4.4. Transmit-
ter 1 is the intended user, whereas Transmitter 2 is the interferer. In Figure 4.7,
we fix S=200 and plot the BER of User 1 as a function of γ1 for different values
of the received bit SNR of User 2. As a reference we also plot the BER of an
N-FOM system in a single-user point-to-point link, which can be obtained by
substituting γ2=0 in (4.19).

The graph clearly shows the effect of MUI. The error rate of User 1 de-
teriorates as the strength of the signal received from Transmitter 2 increases.
A strong signal from User 2 masks the weak signal from User 1, making it

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
10-6

10-4

10-2

100

BE
R

1

simulation
theory
MUI-free link (theory)
MUI-free link (simulation)

Figure 4.7: BER of a desired user 1 as a function of the received SNR per bit of
User 1 (γ1), for different values of γ2 and a fixed S = 200, in an N-FOM MA link.
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difficult for the receiver to recover the desired information. The steep perfor-
mance degradation is attributed to the elevated noise levels (resulting from the
mixing operation) endured by the N-FOM detection mechanism. Ultimately,
one needs to increase the transmit power of User 1 (and hence γ1) to achieve
an improved error rate. We also see a slight difference between simulated and
theoretical values of the performance metric. This phenomenon, as discussed in
Chapter 2, is due to the loose CLT approximation. Nonetheless, in the region
of interest [10−3 ≤ BER1 ≤ 10−6], the difference between the theoretical and
simulation results for the required γ1 is less than 0.5 dB.

Alternatively, if it is desired to decode the signal from Transmitter 2, then
the signal from Transmitter 1 will cause interference. If one wishes to establish
a multipoint-to-point link, i.e., the receiver is communicating with both User
1 and User 2, then the nearby node (with a strong signal strength) will lead
to the near-far problem, and as such, additional measures have to be taken to
reduce or prevent the problem. One method is to reduce the transmit power
of the nearby node (strong user) such that the receiver can listen to the signals
from both users. This is called adaptive power control (APC) and is frequently
implemented in coded division MA systems. The objective is to achieve an
equilibrium state where the received energies of the signals from each user are
almost the same.

In the following discussion, we consider an MA system where a receiver
is simultaneously communicating with multiple nodes at the same time. We
further assume that APC is implemented, such that the received SNR-per-bit
of each user is the same, i.e., γi = γ for all i. Accordingly, the error rate of
each user is also the same, i.e., BERi=BER. In Figure 4.8, we fix S=200 and
plot the BER as a function of γ. In this multipoint-to-point link, the receiver
aims to extract information from each transmitting node, and, hence, we have
implicitly assumed that the receiver is synchronized to each user.

The figure shows that an adequate performance can be achieved if there is a
small number of concurrent links in the network. However, for more than three
users, the cross-mixing at the receiver results in an increased overall noise at the
input of the detection filter. Consequently, achieving an acceptable link quality
(10−3) demands an excessively high γ. This result was previously analyzed and
discussed in [39]. Another observation from the figure is that the difference
between the simulation and the theoretical results is low for a high number
of interfering users. This can be explained with the help of two important
points from our discussion in Section 2.3. Recall that the theoretical results
are less consistent with the simulation results in the high-CNR regime (i.e.,
γ/S�0.56). Secondly, the moderate-CNR regime is determined by Sopt, which
corresponds to the value of S for which there is no dominant noise component.
Since the optimal spreading factor Sopt in (4.24) is different for each additional
interferer, the CNR regimes are also different. The simulation curves for N=3
and N=4 in the figure only span low-to-moderate CNR regimes, therefore we
do not see substantial difference between simulation and theoretical results.

We now compare the performance of a MA N-FOM link with that of a MA
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Figure 4.8: BER of N concurrent links in a network, where transmit power of
each transmitter is adaptively controlled, for a fixed S = 200.

DSSS link that employs a coherent receiver (4.23). As in previous graph, we
assume multipoint-to-point links in a scenario where APC is implemented. For
S=200, we plot the BER for N simultaneous inks in Figure 4.9. As expected,
the figure shows a large difference between the performance of the two systems
which increases with the number of users in the MA. This is because unlike
the N-FOM receiver, the traditional DSSS receiver does not produce multiple
cross-terms and hence has a much lower noise level. It is clearly evident from
(4.23), which has fewer terms in the denominator compared to that of (4.21).
In the coherent DSSS receiver, the number of noise terms scale with N , whereas
in N-FOM, it scales with N2, thus resulting in a huge performance difference
as N increases.

4.4 MA and channel access protocols

From the results so far, we have established that N-FOM is not highly scalable.
Due to the high sensitivity of the receiver to MUI, only a modest number (∼ 3)
of simultaneous links can be established, even with perfect power control. Since
N-FOM is aimed at ad-hoc networks, APC is extremely difficult to implement.
Therefore, it is pertinent to avoid many simultaneous links in a given time slot.
In this context, valuable contributions were made in the medium access control
(MAC) track of the WALNUT project [72], which we summarize in this section.
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Figure 4.9: BER comparison of N-FOM and a coherent DSSS system for N
concurrent links in a MA scenario, assuming perfect power control and a fixed
S = 200.

Medium access control (MAC) is at the heart of every communication net-
work. It specifies the model of networking; it defines how and when should the
nodes access the channel, when to sleep or wake up, and how to establish a
wireless link. The N-FOM system has unique challenges and opportunities. It
offers fast link establishment owing to the low synchronization times, but also
risks performance degradation due to a noisy detection mechanism. Parallel to
the PHY track of the project, Morshed designed a new MAC protocol, called
the Transmit-Reference MAC (TR-MAC), for an N-FOM network [73]. The
idea was to exploit the low synchronization times of N-FOM to reduce the en-
ergy consumption at the link establishment stage. With the help of a detailed
mathematical model, it was shown that the suggested TR-MAC consumes little
energy, and it was further optimized to ensure that energy-efficiency is main-
tained in varying data rate.

From the perspective of MA in N-FOM, efficient channel access schemes are
essential for a decent performance of a link, particularly when considering MUI
from simultaneous links. Considering the number of tolerable interfering links
and the maximum number of usable frequency offsets, Morshed et al. proposed
a channel access model for N-FOM. The idea was to ensure minimum simul-
taneous links in a given time slot. It was found that the expected throughput
increases with the pool size of the usable frequency offsets. With a sizable
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the pool (∼25) of usable frequency offsets, more than 100 links can be estab-
lished in a certain time-frame [72, Sec. 5.4]. It was concluded that TR-MAC
is suitable for networks with a few devices with moderate traffic load, or many
devices with very low traffic load, as long as the overall offered traffic is low.

4.5 Conclusions

We studied the N-FOM communication system in an MA scenario, where mul-
tiple users are communicating in the network. To enable MA in an N-FOM
network, each link employs a different frequency offset. In order to ensure a
crosstalk-free reception, the values of the frequency offsets have to satisfy cer-
tain conditions, discussed in Section 4.2.2. In summary, the crosstalk is neg-
ligible or suppressed altogether, if the difference between the offsets is much
larger than the bandwidth of the pulse. These conditions impose a limit on
the number of usable frequency offsets. For an NRZ signaling scheme, this was
investigated and an expression for the maximum number of usable offsets was
derived.

We further investigated the link performance in face of interference posed
by other links in the MA. An expression of the BER was derived and numeri-
cal examples, supplemented by simulations, were discussed. The results reveal
that the MUI critically limits the performance of a link. Each additional inter-
fering link in the network enhances the total noise substantially, especially in
comparison with a traditional DSSS system. This acute degradation is mainly
attributed to the operation of the self-correlation receiver which produces mul-
tiple noise terms. If the nodes in an established link are far away from each
other, then an interfering node in close proximity of the receiver can poten-
tially prevent the communication. An adaptive power control can help counter
this near-far problem in a multipoint-to-point link. However, even with perfect
APC implementation, the number of simultaneous links in a MA is limited
to less than four. One concludes from the analysis that N-FOM is ill-suited
to networks with many concurrent transmissions, since the N-FOM link suffers
greatly from MUI. The user scenario where N-FOM could be used, is a network
where the transmissions are sporadic and the nodes are sparsely located.

This chapter considered interference from users in the N-FOM network. In
the next chapter, we will consider how external interference affects the overall
link performance, and how can the system be made more robust to its effects.
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Interference and coexistence1

Typically, SS communication schemes employ large spreading bandwidths. As
discussed in Chapter 1, larger bandwidths in SS systems not only improve
immunity to frequency-selective fading but also to interference. A large oper-
ational bandwidth demands a significant chunk of the scarce radio frequency
spectrum. One may use the unlicensed bands which comprise of chunks of
frequency spectrum, reserved by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), to be used unlicensed for industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) pur-
poses. The most notable ISM bands are 915MHz, 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz bands.

Operation in an ISM band implies that signals from other devices in the
band will pose interference. Coherent SS systems are generally robust to in-
band interference. By using a high spreading factors, the effect of any interferer
is diminished by a factor comparative to the spreading gain. This was illus-
trated in Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1. On the other hand, the effect of interference
on TR systems is different. The self-correlation operation at the N-FOM re-
ceiver will create multiple cross-terms of interference; which can be detrimental
to communication. In this chapter, we aim to gain insight into the effect of
in-band interferers on the performance of an N-FOM system. We begin with
an overview of potential interferers and theoretical background in Section 5.1.
Section 5.2 presents the system model for an in-band interferer in an N-FOM
communication link. Next, the analysis is provided in Section 5.3, followed
by key results and performance trends in Section 5.4. A brief discussion on
interference mitigation is provided in Section 5.5. In the end, Section 5.6 sum-
marizes the main findings and results.

5.1 Background

A large number of industrial and home appliances operate in the ISM bands.
Applications such as weather stations, RFID tags, navy surveillance radar and
home automation systems use the 915MHz band [76]. In some regions, the

1The contents of this chapter were published in [74] and [75].
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900MHz band is licensed and is used for 2nd generation cellular services. In
1985, the 2.45GHz band was opened up for the public and has been one of the
most popular ISM bands. Most notable devices such as baby monitors, toys,
microwave ovens, peripheral devices, cordless phones, Bluetooth and WiFi de-
vices, all operate in the 2.4GHz ISM band. Later in the 1990s, the ISM 5.8GHz
band was also made available for public communication. It allowed for trans-
mission of higher data rates, albeit at the cost of reduced transmission range.
Since all devices in the unlicensed bands share the frequency spectrum, any de-
vice operating in the ISM band has to tolerate potentially harmful interference
from all neighboring devices. In order to reduce this interference, a restriction
on maximum allowed transmission power and the type of modulation scheme
was placed by the ITU. Particularly, spread spectrum must be used for op-
eration at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz, whereas in the 900MHz band, there is a
limitation on maximum transmit power of 1mW for non-SS and 1W for SS
modulation [77]. Table 5.1 lists notable applications in different ISM bands,
along with the restriction on their effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP).

In-band interferers can be classified in a number of ways. With respect
to bandwidth of the interferer and the desired signal, it is either narrowband
interference (NBI) or wideband interference (WBI). As the name suggests, NBI
refers to an interferer whose bandwidth is much smaller than that of the desired
signal. Similarly, WBI refers to interferer with a larger bandwidth than that
of the desired signal. In this chapter, we mainly focus on NBI, and comment
on the effect of WBI on the N-FOM link.

In the context of UWB, the robustness of TR system against NBI has been
widely studied [78–81]. Pausini et al. investigated a time-offset TR system in
the presence of a continuous wave (CW) or single-tone interferer [78, 79], with
a bank of correlators for demodulation. They showed that the interference
cross-terms, produced as a result of self-correlation, have a huge impact on
the performance. Particularly, the self-mixing of interference can completely
disrupt the communication. The nuisance from the interference self-mixing was
modeled as a random bias term, whose strength was shown to be dependent

Table 5.1: Regulations on EIRP of appliances using unlicensed ISM band.

ISM Band Applications Sub-band(s) Tx Power

900MHz
Home automation

902–928MHz
1mW

Military radar 300kW

2.45GHz

Bluetooth 2.4–2.484GHz 100mW
WiFi 802.11b/g 2.412–2.462GHz 100mW
Microwave oven 2.45GHz 5mW*

Car alarms 2.447–2.452GHz 500mW

5GHz WiFi 802.11a/n
5.15–5.35GHz 200mW
5.47–5.725GHz 1W

*This number is the FCC limit on power radiated during the lifetime of the

appliance.
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on the center frequency of the NBI. A similar conclusion was reached by Quek
and Win in [80], where they provided an analytical method for quantifying the
effect of NBI on the performance of a time-hopping TR-UWB system. The
effect of NBI on the frequency offset UWB-TR system was studied by Lai et
al. in [81]. It was found that, while single-tone NBI introduces multiple terms
of nuisance, the effect of the interference self-mixing term is negligible in a
frequency offset TR system.

f�

‡†

Figure 5.1: Spectrum of wideband signal
(�) interfered by single-tone NBI (†) and
modulated NBI (‡).

The extremely large bandwidth of
UWB systems allows most interfer-
ing systems (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth,
etc.), to be modeled as single-tone
interferers. For non-UWB systems
such as N-FOM, the bandwidth of
the interfering systems must be con-
sidered, since it can be large enough
to squelch a significant chunk of the
desired signal energy. This is ex-
plained with the help of Figure 5.1,
where we have shown spectrum of a desired wideband signal subject to the two
types of NBI, single-tone and a rather wideband interferer. Due to lack of an
appropriate terminology, the latter of the two types of NBI will be referred to
as modulated NBI. This is one example of how a modulated interfering signal,
such as an OFDM-based WiFi signal, is modeled. In the next few sections, we
model an N-FOM link in presence of NBI; both the interference level and the
bandwidth will be considered to study and quantify the effect of NBI.

5.2 System model

In this section, we present the communication model and outline the key as-
sumptions. We consider a binary N-FOM communication system as shown in
Figure 5.2, where a LOS link between two nodes is subject to interference.
Perfect synchronization is assumed between the communicating nodes. The
transmitter sends the TR signal

y(t) = x(t)
(
1/

√
2 +m(t) cos(2πfrt)

)
=: x(t) a(t), (5.1)

where x(t) is the spreading signal,m(t) is the message signal, and a(t) is the NB
function defined analogous to (4.5). To study the effects of the interference, we
keep the system model simple as outlined in Section 2.2.4. This implies that the
spreading signal is considered to have a perfectly rectangular spectrum, a mean
power Px and a bandwidth Bx, as given in (2.31); and m(t) is modeled as an
antipodal signal with rectangular pulse shape, as given in (2.33). Furthermore,
the frequency offset is considered equivalent to the symbol rate, i.e., fr = 1/Tb.
Perfect synchronization is assumed between the communicating nodes.

The wireless link between the N-FOM transmitter and receiver node is mod-
eled as frequency-flat AWGN channel. The received signal is passed through a
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x(t)

m(t)

y(t)
cos(2πfrt)

cos(2πfrt)

i(t)

z(t)r(t) dk b̂k
(·)2

∫
Tb

1√
2

Figure 5.2: N-FOM communication system in the presence of an interferer.

front-end filter, that is assumed to have an ideal response, such that it perfectly
collects the TR signal and suppresses all out-of-band signals. At the output of
the receiver front-end filter, we obtain

r(t) = y(t)/
√
L+ i(t) + n(t), (5.2)

where L is propagation loss; i(t) is the NBI; and n(t) is filtered noise, which is
modeled as a WSS Gaussian bandpass process with PSD,

Sn(f) =

{
N0/2, |f − fc| ≤ Bx/2,
0, otherwise.

(5.3)

where fc is the carrier frequency.

5.2.1 NBI model

As discussed earlier, NBI can be modeled as a single-tone or a modulated signal.
We will cover both models in our analysis. For the single-tone model, i(t) is
considered to be a sinusoid with a random phase, that is

i(t) =
√
2Pi cos(2πfit+ θi), (5.4)

is a WSS process with mean power Pi; θi is the random phase uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and 2π; and fi is the spectral position of the tone within
the desired signal band, i.e., |fi−fc| <Bx/2. Note that the interference has
a constant envelope; the complex baseband equivalent of the interference is
ĩ(t)=

√
2Pie

j2π(fi−fc)t+jθi .
For modulated interference, a common interference model [82], that we also

adopt here, is to consider i(t) as a WSS Gaussian random bandpass process
with a PSD

Si(f) =

⎧⎨⎩
Pi

2Bi
, fi −Bi/2 ≤ |f | ≤ fi +Bi/2,

0, otherwise,
(5.5)
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where Bi is the bandwidth of the interferer. The bandwidth Bi and center
frequency fi are modeled such that Bi<Bx, and |fi|−Bi/2≥ |fc|−Bi/2, i.e.,
the interference is relatively narrowband (Bi < Bx) and fully in-band to the
desired received signal y(t). Finally, we assume that, compared to the N-FOM
system, the interferer is a high-data-rate system, that is 1/Tb � Bi. This
assumption follows from considering that the transmit-reference based scheme
targets low-data-rate applications, whereas the interferer (e.g. WLAN) might
be a high-data-rate system.

5.2.2 Receiver model

The receiver obtains r(t) as given in (5.2), and mixes it with a frequency-shifted
version of itself. The detection filter receives

z(t) = r2(t) cos(2πfrt) =
1

2
|r̃(t)|2 cos(2πfrt) + h.f.c.

= zy(t)+zi(t)+zyi(t)+zni(t)+zyn(t)+zn(t) + h.f.c., (5.6)

where h.f.c. denotes high frequency components, and the mixing-products are
defined as

zy(t) :=
1
2L |x̃(t)|2 a2(t) cos(2πfrt), (5.7a)

zi(t) :=
1
2

∣∣̃i(t)∣∣2 cos(2πfrt), (5.7b)

zyi(t) :=
1

2
√
L

[
x̃(t)̃i∗(t)+x̃∗(t)̃i(t)

]
a(t) cos(2πfrt), (5.7c)

zyn(t) :=
1

2
√
L

[
x̃∗(t)ñ(t) + x̃(t)ñ∗(t)

]
a(t) cos(2πfrt), (5.7d)

zni(t) :=
1
2

[
ñ(t)̃i∗(t)+ñ∗(t)̃i(t)

]
cos(2πfrt), (5.7e)

zn(t) :=
1
2 |ñ(t)|2 cos(2πfrt), (5.7f)

Compared with the mixing products in an interference-free scenario (2.13),
the presence of an interferer introduces three additional terms to z(t): the
interference self-mixing product (5.7b), the interference-cross-signal product
(5.7c), and the interference-cross-noise product (5.7e).

As in previous chapters, the detection filter is an integrate-and-dump filter.
The decision variable for the bit with a data index i = 0 is given by

d0 =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

z(t) dt. (5.8)

Since all mixing products are random processes, d0 is a random variable, with
certain probability distribution. To find the statistics of the decision variable,
we need to study the additive noise terms introduced by the interference in
(5.6). We conduct this analysis for each model of the NBI.
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5.3 Performance analysis

In this section we derive the BER of the N-FOM system in the presence of
in-band interference, for both single-tone and modulated NBI models. The
statistics of the decision variable d0 are conditioned on b0 as well as the inter-
ference. However, for brevity of notation, we drop the conditional variables.

5.3.1 Single-tone interference

This type of interference has a constant envelope, even if there is some sort of
phase of frequency modulation. The contribution of the interference self-mixing
term zi(t) to the decision variable, is simplified as∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

zi(t) dt =
1

2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∣∣∣√2Pie
j2π(fi−fc)t+jθi

∣∣∣2 cos(2πfrt) dt
= Pi

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos(2πfrt) dt = 0.

This is an important observation: for a constant envelope interference, the
disturbance from the NBI self-mixing product is suppressed by the N-FOM
receiver. For such an interference model, |̃i(t)|2 is a constant DC which is then
moved to a frequency f = fr. As long as the conditions (discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.3) on the pulse shape and the frequency offset are met, the bias term
arising from squaring the NBI is moved out of the detection filter band. This is
an advantage of using a frequency offset instead of a time offset in TR commu-
nication. While many energy-detector-based receivers use additional filtering
blocks (e.g., Teager-Kaiser based filtering) to remove the NBI self-mixing com-
ponent, the suppression of this term is an inherent trait of a frequency-offset
TR receiver.

+
|fi−fc|−fr

|fi−fc|+fr
f

f

1/Tb

Bx

Szni
(f)

Figure 5.3: Spectral constituents of the
interference cross-term zni(t).

The rest of the terms in (5.7) are
wideband terms. The interference-
cross-signal product zyi(t) is in fact
a collection of scaled versions of y(t),
centered at frequencies that are closer
to f = 0. Same thing goes for zni(t)
which is a collection of scaled ver-
sions of n(t). This is exemplified
in Figure 5.3, which shows spectral
constituents of the interference cross-
term zni(t). Note that since fi is
within the signal band, these mix-
ing terms are effectively at baseband.
The detection filter with bandwidth
1/Tb will capture a part of these
cross-terms. Since the bandwidths
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(∼Bx) of these terms is much larger than the detection filter band, therefore,
as motivated in Chapter 2, the Central Limit Theorem still holds. The decision
variable can be considered a Gaussian distributed variable with a certain mean
and variance.

It is important to make some additional remarks. In case the interference
is not in-band to the desired signal (i.e., if |fi−fc|>Bx/2), but still captured
by (a non-ideal) front-end filter, then subject to the choice of the frequency
offset, the interference cross-terms {zyi(t), zni(t)} may not affect the decision
variable. As observed from the figure, if |fi−fc|−fr is larger than Bx/2 , then
the cross-terms will lie outside the detection filter band, and hence, they will be
suppressed. In this chapter, we are looking at the worst-case scenario. We are
considering that all cross-terms have a significant portion within the detection
filter band.

Mean of the decision variable

The mean of the decision variable is given by

E[d0]=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E[z(t)|b0] dt=
∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E

[
zy(t)+zyn(t)+zn(t)+zyi(t)+zni(t)

]
dt,

where the second equality follows from (5.6) and by substituting zi(t) = 0,
which follows from the discussion earlier in this section.

The first three terms in the last expression have been previously treated
in Section 2.2.1. Therefore, we focus on the additional terms {zyi(t), zni(t)}.
Since {x(t), n(t), i(t)} are mutually independent zero mean WSS processes, one
can show that these interference cross-term {zni(t), zyi(t)} are also zero mean
processes, and hence their contribution to E[d0] is zero. Therefore, the mean
of d0 is the same as in (2.21), with c=1/

√
2 and Λ1=1, i.e.,

E[d0] =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E[z(t)|b0] dt =
∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E[zy(t)|b0] dt = 1√
2
b0Eb, (5.9)

where Eb=PxTb/L is the received bit energy, and is derived similarly to (2.22).

Variance of the decision variable

The variance of d0 is calculated as

σ2
d0

=E
[
(d0−E[d0])

2
]
=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

Czz(t1, t2) dt1dt2,

:=Ψyy +Ψyn +Ψnn +Ψyi +Ψni, (5.10)

where Czz(t1, t2) is the covariance function of z(t), and Ψab represents power
of the noise contribution from a mixing product zab(t) for any signals a(t) and
b(t). Due to the mutual independence of y(t), i(t) and n(t), it can be shown
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that the covariance function Czz(t1, t2) is the sum of the covariance functions
of the individual mixing products. The variables {Ψyy,Ψyn,Ψnn} were cal-
culated earlier in Section 2.2.1 and follow from Appendix A.1.5. The noise
contributions from the interference cross-terms {zyi(t), zni(t)} are calculated
in Appendix A.2. This results in

σ2
d0

=
25E2

b

16S
+

5

4
EbN0 +

1

2
N2

0S + PiTb

(
5Eb

4S
+N0

)
, (5.11)

where S = BxTb is the spreading factor. Using (5.9) and (5.11), the SNR of
an N-FOM link in the presence of a single-tone interferer is given by

SNR =
E2[d0]

σ2
d0

=
8γ2

25γ2/S + 20γ + 8S + 4 (5γ2/S + 4γ)/Φ
, (5.12)

: =

[
SNR−1

yy + SNR−1
yn + SNR−1

nn + SNR−1
yi + SNR−1

ni

]−1

where γ = Eb/N0 is the received SNR per bit; Φ := Px/(PiL) is the ratio of
the received power of the TR signal to that of the interference, also known as
the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR); and

SNRyy =8S/25, SNRyn = 2γ/5, SNRnn = γ2/S, (5.13a)

SNRyi := 2ΦS/5, SNRni :=
1

2
γ Φ. (5.13b)

The multiple terms in the denominator of (5.12) correspond to the noise power
of the cross-terms that arise after the squaring block. The number of these
terms is one fewer than that in (5.6). This is because the NBI self-mixing
product zi(t) for a single-tone interferer is suppressed by the N-FOM receiver.
Furthermore, we have written the overall SNR as a function of multiple SNR
functions. The functions SNRyi and SNRni scale with the CIR. As discussed
in Section 2.3, the total SNR will follow the lowest of the the SNRab functions.
This will be discussed later in Section 5.4.

5.3.2 Modulated interference

We now consider the modulated NBI model, which has a PSD specified by
(5.5). Note that with reference to the desired signal, the complex envelope of
the interference has a PSD

Sĩ(f) =
2Pi

Bi
rect

(
f − fi + fc

Bi

)
. (5.14)

Here we have implicitly assumed that fi>fc. The subsequent analysis applies
to this assumption, nonetheless, the results do not change if fi < fc, as long as
the interference is in-band to the desired signal.
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For this NBI model, the spectra of interference self-mixing product zi(t)
and the interference cross-mixing product zni(t) are exemplified in Figure 5.4.
The term zi(t) comprises of scaled versions of Sĩ(f) ⊗ Sĩ(f), centered around
f =±fr. One can see that if fr >Bi, then an insignificant portion of Szi(f)
will be captured by the detection filter. Hence, its contribution to the total
noise will be negligible. In this case, the effect of interference is analogous
to that of the single-tone interferer, discussed in Section 5.3.1. On the other
hand, if fr is in order of Bi, then there will be some noise contribution from
zi(t). In this chapter, we consider the worst-case scenario: we assume fr�Bi

and 1/Tb�Bi, such that the spectral constituents of Szi(f) are approximately
at baseband, and have a maximum contribution to the total noise. This is
also analytically convenient. We can motivate the CLT approximation, and
consider the decision variable to be a Gaussian distributed variable.

Mean of the decision variable

Following similar reasoning as that in Section 5.3.1, the cross-terms zyi(t) and
zni(t) do not contribute to the mean of the decision variable. The contribution
from the interference self-mixing term to the mean of d0 is given as∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E[zi(t)] dt =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E[|̃i(t)|2] cos(2πfrt) dt

= 2Pi

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos(2πfrt) dt = 0,

which shows that the interference does not contribute to E[d0], as long as
the conditions on the frequency offset and the pulse shape (discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.3) are satisfied. As a result, the mean of the decision variable d0
remains the same as that in (5.9).

+
+

|fi−fc|−fr

|fi−fc|+frfr

−fr

2Bi

Szi(f)

f

f

f

f

1/Tb 1/Tb

Bx+2Bi

Szni
(f)

Figure 5.4: Spectral constituents of the terms zi(t) and zni(t), for an arbitrary
value of fr (figure not to scale).
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Variance of the decision variable

The variance of the decision variable for the N-FOM link, in case of a modulated
interferer, will be

σ2
d0

=E
[
(d0−E[d0])

2
]
=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

Czz(t1, t2) dt1dt2,

:=Ψyy +Ψyn +Ψnn +Ψii +Ψyi +Ψni. (5.15)

In presence of a modulated NBI, the interference self-mixing term contributes
to the total noise. As per discussion above, this is one major difference between
the effects of modulated NBI and single-tone NBI (5.10). Moreover, the total
noise will also depend on the bandwidth of the interferer.

The variables {Ψyy,Ψyn,Ψnn} remain unchanged, compared to that in
(5.15). We derive the noise contribution from the interference mixing-terms
{zi(t), zyi(t), zin(t)} in Appendix A.2. The variance is given by

σ2
d0

= Ψyy + Ψyn +Ψnn +Ψii +Ψyi +Ψni

=
25E2

b

16S
+

5

4
EbN0 +

1

2
N2

0S + PiTb

(
Pi

2Bi
+
5Eb

4S
+N0

)
. (5.16)

Using (5.9) and (5.16), the SNR of an N-FOM link in the presence of a random
interferer, modeled as Gaussian bandpass process with a certain bandwidth
Bi�fr, is computed as

SNR =
E2[d0]

σ2
d0

=
8γ2

25γ2/S + 20γ + 8S + 4( 2γ
BiΦTb

+5γ/S+4)γ/Φ
(5.17)

: =

[
SNR−1

yy + SNR−1
yn + SNR−1

nn + SNR−1
ii + SNR−1

yi + SNR−1
ni

]−1

where Φ=Px/(PiL) was earlier defined as the CIR; the individual SNR func-
tions, barring SNRii, are given in (5.13); and the additional SNR function
SNRii := BiΦ

2Tb. Compared to the SNR in (5.12) for a single-tone interferer,
the total SNR in (5.17) is a quadratic function of the CIR. Furthermore, it
also depends on the interference bandwidth Bi. This will be explained later in
Section 5.4 with the help of Figure 5.8.

For each NBI model, we reasoned that the decision variable follows Gaussian
distribution. Therefore, the BER of the N-FOM link, for both of the NBI
models, is found by substituting the corresponding SNR expression (5.12) or
(5.17) in

BER = Q
(√

SNR
)
. (5.18)

5.4 Results and discussions

In this section, we investigate the effects of the interference on an N-FOM
communication link. At first, we look at the single-tone NBI, with the SNR
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expression given in (5.12). In Figure 5.5, we fix S=200 and plot the BER of the
N-FOM system against received SNR per bit, in the the presence of the single-
tone NBI for different values of the CIR, Φ=Px/(PiL). As a reference, we also
plot the interference-free case; the SNR expression for this case directly follows
from (5.12) by substituting 1/Φ=0. A general observation is that an N-FOM
link perturbed by a single tone interference can achieve an acceptable perfor-
mance (i.e., BER≤ 10−3) for medium-to-low values of the CIR. One further
discovers that the BER curves for the NBI case follow a similar trend as that
of the interference-free case. Note that, in the figure, we have fixed the CIR
by adjusting the interference power for each value of γ. In practice, however,
CIR increases as γ increases. Therefore, the BER curve of the interference case
will converge to the interference-free case for increasing values of γ. Finally, as
discussed in Chapter 2, slight differences exist between theoretical and simula-
tion results, which stem from the loose CLT approximation. Nonetheless, the
differences in γ are not significant for a desired range of the BER [10−6, 10−3].

Clearly, the N-FOM link needs to operate at a higher Eb/N0 to achieve a
certain BER in the presence of NBI. To investigate this further, we wish to
know the value of Eb/N0, the N-FOM receiver requires, to maintain an error
rate of 10−3. In Figure 5.6, we plot theoretical values of the required Eb/N0 as a
function of the CIR, for different values of the spreading factor S. We make two

5 10 15 20 25
10-6

10-4

10-2

100

BE
R

Figure 5.5: BER against γ=Eb/N0 of the N-FOM system in the presence of a
single-tone interferer, with different values of CIR and a fixed S = 200. Theoretical
curves are depicted in solids, whereas simulation results are depicted in circles.
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observations. First, the required Eb/N0 to achieve the given BER converges
to an asymptote as the CIR increases above 0 dB. This asymptote corresponds
to the interference-free case. As the SIR drops below 0dB, the N-FOM system
suffers a significant penalty in Eb/N0, and a vertical asymptote is observed.
This indicates that the N-FOM link cannot tolerate very low values of CIR.

Secondly, we observe from the figure that for the depicted range of γ, it is
better to choose a large S for operation in the low-CIR regime, and a small
S for operation in the high-CIR regime. This phenomenon results from two
mechanisms. First, a large spreading factor implies that the despreading at the
receiver results in a low PSD of the interference-cross-signal term. Therefore, a
large spreading factor is always beneficial against interference. This can also be
seen from (5.12); a large S reduces the noise contribution from the interference-
cross-signal term. Second, as discussed in Section 2.3, a large S is beneficial
for high values of γ, and a small S for low values of γ. This will be further
explained in Figure 5.8.

For interference analysis of non-UWB systems, the single-tone NBI model
in (5.4) is inapplicable to most interferers, such as WiFi. Commonly, such
an OFDM-like interferer is modeled [83] as a WSS Gaussian bandpass pro-
cess, presented in (5.5). For the following discussions, we consider this type
of interferer; and we choose the bandwidth Bi such that fr � Bi < Bx.

-10 -5 0 5 10 15

17.7
18

18.5

20

22

24

26

28

30

Figure 5.6: Required γ=Eb/N0 to achieve a BER = 10−3, as a function of the
CIR, Φ=Px/(PiL).
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Particularly, we study how the interference parameters influence the perfor-
mance metrics of the N-FOM link. For a fixed set of system parameters
{Bi = Bx/10, S = 200, fr = 100 kHz}, Figure 5.7 illustrates the BER of the
N-FOM link against the received SNR per bit, for different values of the CIR, Φ.
As a reference, we also plot the BER of the interference-free scenario (1/Φ = 0).
It is observed that the BER degrades significantly as the mean power of the
interference increases. Despite the reasonably high value of the spreading fac-
tor S, an interferer with modestly higher transmission power than that of the
TR system, can potentially inhibit the information signal at the detector.

To investigate this further, we fix Bi = Bx/10 and S = 200, and plot the
SNR components in (5.17), as well as the total SNR, as functions of γ = Eb/N0

in Figure 5.8. The CIR is not fixed, and increases with an increase in γ. One
can see that the total SNR follows the lowest of the individual SNR components
in (5.17). For γ ≤ γb, the component SNRii is the lowest and dictates the total
SNR. The value of γb is the value of Eb/N0 where

Φ =
2
√
2

5

√
Bx

Bi
.

It is interesting to observe that, a change in the spreading bandwidth with
respect to that of the interferer, will slide the curve SNRii along the x-axis.
The smaller the ratio Bx/Bi (for a fixed Φ), the lower the value of γb, and

5 10 15 20 25

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

BE
R

simulation
theory
NBI-free

Figure 5.7: BER against γ of an N-FOM system with a fixed S = 200 in the
presence of a modulated interference.
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hence, the interference self-mixing product zi(t) will have smaller contribution
to the total noise. This phenomenon will be explained in the next figure. Notice
that reducing Bx can also lower the spreading factor S, which, in turn, lowers
SNRyy. Therefore, an optimal spreading factor, if exists, will have a number
of trade-offs.

Finally, for a single-tone interferer, the product zi(t) does not contribute to
the noise. Therefore, for low-to-moderate CNR regimes, the total SNR will be
dominated by either {SNRyn, SNRnn} or {SNRyi, SNRni}, depending on which
one is the lowest. One can see from (5.13) that

SNRyi =
ΦS

γ
SNRyn =

CIR

CNR
SNRyn

SNRni =
ΦS

2γ
SNRnn =

1

2
· CIR

CNR
SNRnn,

where CNR=γ/S. The above expression indicates that the total SNR will be
dictated by the interference cross-terms {SNRyi, SNRni} if CIR < CNR, and
by {SNRyn, SNRnn} if CIR is roughly above CNR. In other words, the SNR
trend will depend on the ratio of power of the in-band noise to that of the
interferer. This is an expected result; if interference has a higher power than
the in-band noise, the SNR will be dictated by the interference. In this figure,
we have considered CIR < CNR. For such a case, the total SNR will follow

SN
R

 [d
B]

Figure 5.8: SNR components against increasing value of γ = Eb/N0, and hence
the CIR, Φ = Px/(PiL), for a fixed S = 200
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SNRni for CNR≤−1 dB, and SNRyi for 4S/5≤ γ ≤ γa, where γa defines the
value of Eb/N0, where Φ=4/5 [−1 dB].

One concludes from the above figure that the effect of the interfering cross-
products {zyi(t), zni(t)} depend on whether the interference power is greater
than the power for the noise from the AWGN channel. For a modulated inter-
ferer, the interference self-mixing term zi(t) can a huge impact, which depends
on CIR as well as the ratio of the bandwidth of the N-FOM system to that
of the interferer. Finally, as γ increases, the total SNR asymptotically con-
verges to that of the interference-free case (8S/25), however, the convergence
is comparatively slower.

We have seen that, for a fixed CIR, the effect of the modulated NBI is
reduced if the interferer has a rather large bandwidth. This implies that the
PSD (Pi/Bi) of a modulated interference plays a role in determining its effect
on the total SNR. In Figure 5.9 we fix CIR=1/2, S=200, Bx=20MHz, and
plot the BER of the N-FOM system for different bandwidths of the interferer.
We observe that for a fixed CIR, the N-FOM link suffers less degradation from
an interferer with a larger bandwidth than that with a smaller bandwidth. This
is because increasing the bandwidth Bi flattens the spectrum of i(t) in (5.5),
and hence the spectrum of the interference self-mixing product. A low PSD of
NBI implies that less interference power is concentrated in the detection filter
band. Analytically, this is also observed from (5.17); a very large Bi will reduce
the noise from the interference self-mixing product.

This shows that can N-FOM link exhibits resistance to NBI, for an interferer
which is either ultra narrow band (single-tone) or fairly wideband. As per our
discussion pertaining to Figure 5.4, one can also help reduce the performance
deterioration caused by the self-mixing product by choosing a frequency offset
that is much larger than the bandwidth of the interference, i.e., fr�Bi. With
this choice, the frequency shift applied by the self-correlation receiver will move
the interference self-mixing term out of the detection filter band. However,
choosing a large frequency offset leads to substantial performance limitation
for operation in multipath channels; this will be discussed in the next chapter.

Finally, one can also infer that, compared with NBI, an interferer with a
bandwidth larger than Bx will degrade the N-FOM link to a lesser extent. In
fact, such wideband interference (WBI) can be modeled similar to AWGN, and
will have a similar effect on the link. By choosing Bi =Bx in Figure 5.9, we
have exemplified the effect of a wideband interferer.

5.5 Interference mitigation

It is established in the last few sections that NBI, both modulated and single-
tone, significantly limits the performance of an N-FOM link. It warrants design
of suitable techniques to better cope with interference. These techniques were
not formally investigated in relation with N-FOM, mainly due to the associated
complexities. Nonetheless, in this section we aim to review relevant techniques
that have been used to enhance interference robustness of TR-UWB systems.
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Furthermore, we also provide an overview of the research work in the circuit
design track of the WALNUT project, where they have designed a receiver
which tolerates CIRs as low as −50dB while ensuring BER of 10−3 [84, 85].

5.5.1 Interference avoidance

As the name suggests, the idea of this method is to avoid interference chan-
nels, either by withholding communication, or by finding alternative channel
resource for communication. The latter involves both the transmitter and the
receiver in a link, to adapt their modulation and demodulation techniques in
the presence of an interferer.

Two of the most popular interference avoidance techniques are dynamic fre-
quency selection (DFS) and adaptive frequency hopping (AFH). The latter is
implemented in FHSS modulation, such as in Bluetooth; whereas the former is
used in both WiFi and ZigBee technologies. The idea behind both techniques
is to switch to a different frequency than the one used by the interferer. For
example, in Europe, both 802.11a/cWiFi and weather radar operate in the un-
licensed 5GHz band. To protect the radar, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) requires all radios in the 5GHz band to employ
DFS. Upon detecting radar signals in a particular frequency channel, the DFS-
enabled WiFi radio ceases transmissions on the channel and randomly selects
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Figure 5.9: BER against γ of an N-FOM system in the presence of a modulated
NBI, for different interferer bandwidths and a fixed CIR, Φ = 1/2.
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a different channel for further communication.

Due to rather large bandwidth of the N-FOM system compared with the
BLE and ZigBee systems (see Table 1.1), the number of frequency channels are
limited for feasibility of DFS. Therefore, the N-FOM has to coexist with other
systems and tolerate the potentially harmful interference.

5.5.2 Interference suppression

This approach involves reducing the effect of the interference or suppressing
interference altogether at the receiver. In the context of TR-UWB, many NBI
suppression techniques have been suggested. Comprehensive research on NBI
in TR-UWB has been carried out by Alemseged and Wirtisal [83, 86]. They
considered delay-hopped TR-UWB, with a bank of correlators at the receiver,
in the presence of modulated NBI. A training sequence was used to collect sta-
tistical information about the interference; and optimal weights were derived
for a linear interference-mitigating filter. For a TR link affected by NBI, the
outcome of the correlators were linearly combined using the optimal weights.
Exploiting the statistical properties of the NBI, the suggested combining tech-
niques were proven (with the help simulations) to nearly completely reject the
noise from NBI self- and cross-mixing products.

The strength of such NBI post-cancellation techniques not only lies in the
number of parallel correlators, but also in a digital signal processing (DSP) unit
which can accurately obtain the statistical information about the NBI. Consid-
ering bursty transmissions, implementing post-cancellation techniques entails
hefty overheads in term of complexity, synchronization and energy consump-
tion; and as such, it is not suitable for the N-FOM system. Blind interference
mitigation schemes, which do not require prior knowledge of the interferer or
a DSP unit have also attracted research interest [87,88]. These techniques are
based on idea of moving the NBI self-mixing product to a specific intermediate
frequency (IF), followed by rejection filters. The N-FOM receiver achieves this
by principle. We have shown that, although, the NBI self-mixing product is the
dominant nuisance, the performance degradation due to NBI cross-products is
still unacceptable.

Suppressing the NBI before the despreading stage, without digital imple-
mentation, can be ideal for the N-FOM receiver. Typically, an NBI pre-
cancellation scheme require a notch filter whose center frequency and band-
width are matched to those of the NBI. Alemseged had found that, as long as
the NBI is fairly narrowband, the performance of a notch-based NBI mitiga-
tion scheme comes as close as 2 dB to that of the linear interference mitigation
techniques [83]. Notching implies that the desired signal energy in the notch
band is also rejected. Therefore, there is a trade-off between improvements
gained by suppressing an NBI and loss of the desired signal energy. In [79], the
authors derived an upper bound on the bandwidth of the notch filter, which
benefits the overall performance.

There are two main difficulties in implementing a notch filter. First, an RF
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notch filter is power-expensive; one solution could be that the received signal
be first moved to an IF band before applying an appropriate notch filter. Sec-
ond and the perhaps the most difficult one, is obtaining the exact knowledge
of the NBI center frequency and bandwidth. Evidently, the notch filtering also
involves computational complexities, which do not resonate with the N-FOM
design goals. To avoid such complexities, one may identify prominent inter-
ferers in the operating band (such as cordless phones in ISM 900MHz) before
implementation, and integrate appropriate non-adaptable notch filters. Such a
model was discussed by Lai et al. for a frequency offset TR-UWB system [81].
The approach in such an implementation is rather pessimistic, since it assumes
that the interferers are always present. However, considering the impact of NBI
on the N-FOM system, it is more beneficial to sacrifice a bit of signal energy
rather than to face a probable interferer [81].

5.5.3 Shifted limiters for NBI rejection

We mentioned in Chapter 1 that this thesis is part of the inter-disciplinary
WALNUT project. In the ICD track of the project, significant research has
been carried out, especially in the design of an interference-robust receiver
circuit. In this subsection, we provide an overview of the research; interested
readers are referred to their work [84, 85].

An obvious disadvantage of the N-FOM detection mechanism is that the
mixer (squaring block) in Figure 5.2 will further weaken a weak input signal.
A high-gain low-noise-amplifier (LNA) is required before the mixing stage for
an adequate amplification of the desired signal. Figure 5.10(a) depicts voltages
at the input and output of a regular LNA. In presence of strong interference,
the desired signal is shown as the envelope of the received signal. At very low
CIRs, the LNA will be saturated, and it will clip the received signal. To counter
this, Ye et al. suggested to replace the LNA by a shifted-limiter (SL) in the
presence of NBI. An SL can be thought of as a regular LNA which amplifies
voltages above a certain threshold. This is shown in Figure 5.10(b). An SL
will amplify the peaks for the most part, while effectively suppressing the NBI.
The designed receiver was integrated in CMOS [84]. It was shown that for
single-tone NBI, a BER of 10−3 or lower can be ensured for SIRs as low as
−50 dB, in the absence of AWGN.

Most interferers can not be modeled as a single-tone. Depending on the
bandwidth of the NBI, the peak of the interference also fluctuates. Ye further
extended the above receiver design to consider certain band-limited NBI [85].
A tracking loop was added that adjusted the threshold of the SL to the peaks
of the NBI. Since the speed of this adaptation is limited, this could only be
tested for interferers with a bandwidth less than the frequency offset. For an
amplitude shift keying (ASK) interferer, the SL-equipped receiver was shown
to tolerate SIRs of −30dB (for BER of 10−3).
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Figure 5.10: Regular LNA in (a) versus LNA with shifted operating point in (b).

5.6 Conclusions

The performance of an N-FOM communication link in the presence of NBI was
investigated, where the NBI was modeled as either a single-tone random process
or a band-limited (OFDM-like) random process with a bandwidth much larger
than the frequency offset. A closed-form expression of the BER was derived
and performance trends were discussed.

The mixer operation at the N-FOM receiver gives rise to NBI mixing prod-
ucts. The NBI self-mixing term is the dominant interfering term, with power
that scales quadratically with that of the NBI. For single-tone NBI as well as
for interferers with bandwidths much smaller than the frequency offset, this
self-mixing term is moved out of the detection filter band, and hence the per-
formance of the N-FOM link is completely unaffected by the NBI self-mixing.
Nonetheless, the cross products of the interference with the desired signal and
the noise, also have a significant impact. For CIRs of less than −5 dB, exces-
sively high values of Eb/N0 is required to achieve a BER of 10−3.

For modulated interferers with bandwidths much larger than the frequency
offset, the NBI self-mixing term is not suppressed by the receiver. The noise
contribution from this term dictates the overall SNR. The power of the noise
from this cross term depends on the PSD of the interferer. Hence, for a fixed
value of CIR, an N-FOM link suffers smaller degradation by an interferer with
a large bandwidth than that with a small bandwidth.

One concludes that in general, the N-FOM system is not very resistant to
NBI due to the noise from the mixing products, produced by the detection
mechanism. However, it can still exhibit a degree of immunity, especially in
comparison to energy-detector-type receivers.
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Chapter 6

Propagation in dense
multipath channels1

In previous chapters, we considered a direct LOS between the nodes in an
N-FOM communication link. Typically inWSNs, the nodes are distributed over
a geographical area and LOS is usually not guaranteed. There can be multiple
obstacles between the communicating nodes, as depicted in Figure 6.1. In such
NLOS propagation environments, the transmitted signal arrives at the receiver
after reflecting off multiple obstacles. There can also be local scatterers around
each obstacle, such as windows, walls, and edges of buildings. The received
signal consists of a linear combination of multiple copies of the transmitted
signal, each with a different delay and magnitude.

In order to recover the transmitted signal energy, it is essential to decode
the signal from each reflection, realign them in time, and combine them intel-
ligently, such that the SNR is maximized. In DSSS systems, this is achieved
by employing a rake receiver. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, the rake
receiver has stringent requirements on synchronization and accurate channel
estimation. One of the key motivations behind TR modulation is that the TR
receiver can recover energy from each multipath component (MPC) without
compromising the receiver complexity. Nonetheless, as concluded in the last
few chapters, TR also suffers a performance penalty due to the elevated noise
levels. Performance analysis of the N-FOM system in a dense multipath prop-
agation environment is imperative. So far, we have seen that N-FOM is not a
good choice in a LOS link, and whether it performs well in an NLOS environ-
ment is crucial to assess the overall utility of the communication scheme. This
chapter addresses this question.

We begin with a description of the multipath propagation environment in
Section 6.1. The system model in an NLOS link is presented in Section 6.2,
followed by the derivation of a performance metric in Section 6.3. In some ap-
plications, the quantity of interest is the probability that a certain link quality

1Parts of this chapter are published in [89].
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Figure 6.1: A non-line-of-sight propagation environment.

will not be guaranteed in a certain channel environment. This is addressed in
Section 6.4 where we derive an approximated expression for the outage prob-
ability. Combining the theoretical models with a simulation framework, the
derived results and performance trends are discussed in Section 6.5. Soft limits
on the system parameters are observed and discussed, and the overall findings
are summarized in Section 6.6.

6.1 Multipath propagation environment

In a NLOS link, the energy radiated from a transmitter experiences scatter-
ing, diffraction, reflection and absorption. We will refer to it collectively as a
multipath propagation environment. The MPCs in a multipath propagation
environment arrive at the receiver with different phases and magnitudes, and
give rise to multipath fading. Small changes (such as displacements of all inter-
acting objects) in the propagation environment results in rapid changes in the
received signal strength over a small area (e.g., ten by ten wavelengths [90]).
This is called small-scale fading. A large scale fading, also termed as shadow-
ing, arises from slow variations in the signal strength. This typically happens
due to changes in diffraction conditions; the variations in signal strength oc-
cur over large distances (100m to few km). For example, large buildings, hills
and other structures between the communicating nodes can cause the received
signal strength to vary slowly over changes in position.

The small-scale fading is important for the design of any modulation scheme.
Since it is strongly frequency-dependent, it can influence the demodulated sig-
nal differently in different radio systems. On the other hand, the shadowing
effect is typically frequency-flat, and its effect on each modulation scheme is
calculated similarly. It is important mainly for predicting coverage over a geo-
graphical area. Typically, on the basis of the terrain involved, a fade margin is
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calculated for shadowing effects and added to the link budget. Since the effect
of shadowing is more or less similar to all modulation schemes, this chapter
does not look into shadowing effects. We focus on the effects of the small-scale
fading.

There are two main effects of small-scale fading in wideband systems; de-
lay dispersion and fading. In wideband systems, the impulse response of the
channel is not a delta function, but a combination of delayed delta functions,
i.e., the channel is delay-dispersive. As a result, the received data symbol has
a longer duration than the transmitted symbol. Consequently, neighboring
symbols overlap each other, giving rise to inter-symbol-interference (ISI). If
viewed in the frequency domain, certain frequency components of the trans-
mitted signal experience larger attenuations than others. In other words, the
transfer function of the channel is not flat over the signal bandwidth. Conse-
quently, the channel is said to be frequency-selective; in fact, delay dispersion
is equivalent to frequency selectivity. Finally, since each delta function has its
own phase and magnitude, each reflection is attenuated. The received signal
experiences fluctuations in strength, and the signal is said to be faded.

6.1.1 Channel description

The interaction of a transmitted signal with a multipath channel is similar
to linear filtering. If the received signal field strength varies over time, for
example, due to a moving radio, the channel is said to be time-variant. We
consider the channel to be the response at the output of the receiver antenna
in Figure 6.1, to an impulse sent from the transmitter antenna at time t. The
baseband equivalent impulse response of a wideband channel is written as

h̃(t, τ) =
∑
i

ci(t) δ(τ − τi). (6.1)

where δ(τ) is the Dirac delta function, τi and ci(t) are respectively, the delay
and complex coefficient associated with each MPC.

A time-variant channel can be characterized as fast fading or slow fading.
A fast moving mobile node, reflector or obstacle, leads to channel variations
faster than the baseband signal variations (fast fading channel). On the other
hand, a more or less stationary node and stationary interacting objects, lead to
a slow-fading channel. In some cases, a slow-varying channel can be considered
quasi-static or time-invariant over one frame/burst of communication. The
baseband equivalent impulse response of a linear time-invariant (LTI) channel
can be written as

h̃(τ) =
∑
i

ci δ(τ − τi). (6.2)

In monitoring applications, the sensor nodes as well as the interacting objects
in the environment are usually static. There can be slow variations in the
environment, but for bursty communication, the channel can be considered
static over duration of one data block or a burst of transmission. Therefore,
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for the performance analysis of N-FOM in multipath propagation environments,
the quasi-static channel model is sufficient, and we ignore the time dependence
in this thesis.

6.1.2 Statistical characterization

The variations in the received signal field strength over the absolute time t and
the delay τ are modeled as random. To simplify the channel characterization,
the most commonly used assumptions are WSS and uncorrelated scatterers
(US), together abbreviated as WSSUS. The WSS assumption means that the
statistical properties of the channel do not change2 over time t. The US as-
sumption means that the different MPCs do not carry information about each
other and are thus uncorrelated. With the US assumption, the ACF of the LTI
channel simplifies to

Rh̃(τ, τ
′) = Eh

[
h̃(τ)h̃∗(τ ′)

]
= Ph(τ)δ(τ − τ ′), (6.3)

where Eh[·] denotes averaging over the channel ensemble, and Ph(τ) denotes
the power delay profile (PDP) of the channel. The PDP specifies the channel
energy received in a certain delay bin [τ, τ + dτ ]. The total channel energy or
channel gain Ph can be calculated by integrating the PDP, i.e.,

Ph =

∫ ∞

0

Ph(τ) dτ =

∫ ∞

−∞
Eh

[∣∣H̃(f)
∣∣2]df=4

∫ ∞

−∞
Eh

[∣∣H(f)
∣∣2]df= 4

L
, (6.4)

where L is the average channel loss, H(f) is the transfer function of the LTI
channel, and the factor 4 follows from the properties of complex baseband
equivalents. The average channel loss, also called the mean propagation loss,
is range-dependent; it follows from the inverse-square law, and also depends on
the absorption by water vapors, and ground reflection [91].

The PDP gives information about energy distribution and delay dispersion
of the channel. However, it is preferable to have a single parameter instead of
a function that can describe the channel behavior. Among all possible param-
eters that can be derived from the PDP, the normalized second-order central
moment of the PDP, termed as the root-mean-square (rms) delay spread, is
most commonly used in analysis [90]. It is defined as

τrms =

√
1

Ph

∫ ∞

0

(τ − τ̄ )2Ph(τ) dτ , (6.5)

where τ̄ = 1
Ph

∫
τPh(τ) dτ is the mean delay of the channel. The rms delay

spread is a measure of how much the delays τi vary around their mean. It has
been shown that the effect of delay dispersion directly relates with τrms in most
cases [90, Chapter 6]. Nonetheless, it must be kept in mind that τrms does not

2Although we have considered a quasi-static channel, the WSS assumption implies that
the statistical properties of the channel remain the same over different transmissions.
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completely specify the channel behavior. In practice, it is convenient to define
maximum excess delay τm, which defines the delay after which the energy in
the MPCs are insignificant. An example of PDP, with τrms and τm, is depicted
in Figure 6.2a.

To better understand the frequency selectivity of a channel, it is convenient
to study the transfer function H(f) = F{h(τ)} of the channel. For an LTI
channel, an example of |H(f)| is depicted in Figure 6.2b. The nulls or dips in
the transfer function will suppress the corresponding frequency components of
a signal transmitted over the multipath channel. For a signal with a bandwidth
narrower than the that of the dips, the transmitted signal risks being signifi-
cantly suppressed by the channel. Therefore, a wideband system shows better
resistance to frequency-selective fading, as not all frequency components of the
signals are suppressed.

P
h
(τ
)

τ

τrms τm

(a) Power delay profile.

-15

-10
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0

5

|H
(f
)|

[d
B
]

frequency, f

(b) Frequency response of a channel.

Figure 6.2: Delay and frequency domain channel characterization.

The frequency correlation function RH(Δf) of a channel is given as

RH̃(Δf) = Eh

[
H̃(f)H̃∗(f −Δf)

]
= Eh

[ ∫ ∞

0

h̃(τ)e−j2πfτdτ

∫ ∞

0

h̃∗(τ ′)ej2π(f−Δf)τ ′

dτ ′
]

=

∫ ∞

0

Eh

[∣∣h̃(τ)∣∣2]e−j2πΔfτdτ =

∫ ∞

0

Ph(τ)e
−j2πΔfτdτ,

where Ph(τ) was earlier defined as the PDP. The width of the frequency cor-
relation function is termed as the coherence bandwidth Bc of the channel. For
an exponential PDP, i.e., Ph(τ) =

1
Ph

exp(−τ/τrms), one can show that

RH̃(Δf) =
1/Ph

1 + j2πΔfτrms
.

If Bc is defined as the 3 dB bandwidth of this function, then the coherence
bandwidth can be shown to be precisely equal to

√
3/(2πτrms). The frequency

correlation function and its 3 dB coherence bandwidth are depicted in Fig-
ure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Normalized frequency correlation
function, as a function of frequency differ-
ence, of an LTI channel that follows an ex-
ponential PDP.

The coherence bandwidth is
significant in the context of
N-FOM. For a signal transmit-
ted over the channel, its spec-
tral components with frequency
spacing of more than Bc, experi-
ence uncorrelated fading. Spec-
tral components with frequency
spacing much lower than Bc ex-
perience more or less similar fad-
ing. Therefore, in an N-FOM sys-
tem, the frequency offset should
be much smaller than Bc to en-
sure that the reference and the
information signals do not lose
coherence between them.

The MPCs arrive at the receiver more or less continuously. In practice,
however, a receiver cannot resolve all MPCs. For a system with a bandwidth
Bx, the receiver can resolve signals that are 1/Bx apart. Therefore, in modeling,
the MPCs arriving in the delay bin [i, i−1]/Bx are represented by a single tap.
This leads to the well-known tapped-delay line (TDL) representation [90], i.e.,

h̃(τ) =

∞∑
i=0

ciδ(τ − iTs), (6.6)

where Ts = 1/Bx follows from Nyquist’s criterion. Since each channel tap ci
is summation of a number of MPCs, the CLT approximation holds, and the
coefficients ci are modeled as zero mean circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian
variables. Since all channel taps are uncorrelated, they are also mutually-
independent. The TDL representation above, although simple, is accurate
only if Bx is the absolute bandwidth of the transmitted signal.

6.1.3 N-FOM in a multipath channel

In a coherent DSSS system, the receiver decodes each reflection of the trans-
mitted signal and combine them coherently. Thus, if properly implemented,
a coherent DSSS receiver corrects for channel effects. On the other hand, the
N-FOM receiver does not correct for delay dispersion, and thus, a highly disper-
sive channel will introduce ISI. Secondly, the detection is based on correlation
of the reference and information signals; it is imperative that the two signals
arrive at the receiver with their coherence maintained. Employing a large fre-
quency offset fr may result in different impact of the frequency-selective channel
on the two signals. The coherence can be lost, which can inhibit the SNR of
the demodulated signal. In this sense, a dispersive channel not only introduces
ISI but also decoherence between the information and the reference signals. We
will refer to this phenomenon as the reference decoherence effect (RDE).
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Since the TR receiver does not correct for the delay dispersion, it is not a re-
placement for a rake receiver in multipath channels. However, Choi et al. found
that in a multipath propagation environment, a receiver which tracks only the
strongest path, is outperformed by a time-offset TR-UWB receiver [31]. The
authors suggest that TR can be a good compromise if the design goal is to
have a simple receiver. A frequency-offset TR-UWB system in fading environ-
ment was studied in [42, 44, 81]. In [42], the BER expression conditioned on a
channel realization, was derived. Ignoring both IPI and ISI, the performance
was shown to be in par with that of a time offset TR-UWB system. While
ISI-free communication can be easily ensured by low-data-rate operation, the
IPI-free assumption is an oversimplification. In [81], IPI was incorporated in
the model; the results indicated a significant limitation on performance. Since
the collective noise from IPI is enhanced by the increase in transmission power,
the SNR attains an asymptote for an increasing value of received signal power.

N-FOM is not a UWB technique, and its interaction with a propagation
environment is different than that of a TR-UWB system. In the next few
sections, we will model an N-FOM system in a dense wideband multipath
channel and carry out performance analysis. The effects of multipath fading will
be isolated from that of the delay dispersion, i.e., the model will not consider
effects of ISI and reference-decoherence. Those will be considered later in
Section 6.3.3 in which we explore the interplays between the channel effects
and design parameters, with the aim to identify suitable system parameters for
practical considerations.

6.2 System model

We consider a binary N-FOM communication system shown in Figure 6.4. For
mathematical convenience, the bandpass signals are described in terms of their
baseband equivalents. The transmitter generates a spreading signal which is
modeled as a wide-sense-stationary Gaussian bandpass process centered around
an RF frequency fc. The complex envelope x̃(t) of the spreading signal has a
two-sided PSD

Sx̃(f) =
2Px

Bx
S
(
f

Bx

)
, (6.7)

where Px is mean power in the bandpass signal x(t), Bx is the bandwidth, and
S(ν) is the shape of PSD. The spreading signal spreads a message signal m(t)
at one branch of the transmitter. On the other branch, the spreading signal is
sent as a reference signal. The message signal is modeled as

m(t) =
∑
k

bkp (t− k Tb) , (6.8)

where bk ∈ {+1,−1} is a binary bit sequence; 1/Tb is the data rate; and p(t)
is the pulse shape with energy Tb. A frequency shift fr �Bx, already known
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Figure 6.4: A non-line-of-sight N-FOM communication link in a dense multipath
fading channel h(t).

to the receiver, is applied to the information signal. The frequency offset fr
and p(t) are chosen such that they satisfy the criteria discussed earlier in Sec-
tion 2.2.3. This implies that, for rectangular p(t), fr is an integer multiple
of the symbol rate. On the other hand, for an arbitrary pulse with absolute
bandwidth Bp, we have fr≥3Bp.

The transmitter linearly combines the information signal and the spreading
signal to form the TR signal, which has a complex envelope

ỹ(t) = x̃(t)
[
1/

√
2 +m(t) cos(2πfrt)

]
= x̃(t)a(t), (6.9)

where we have defined the narrowband term

a(t) = 1/
√
2 +m(t) cos(2πfrt+ φr). (6.10)

We assume that the LO at the transmitter and at the receiver are locked in
phase and in frequency, i.e., fTx=fRx=fr, and φTx=φRx=φr. The TR signal
is sent over the wireless channel. Since fr � Bx, the bandwidth of the TR
signal y(t) is approximately equal to that of the spreading signal (Bx).

6.2.1 Channel model

We consider a dense multipath fading environment. The channel is assumed
to be linear, and time-invariant over one burst of transmission. The channel
impulse response is h(τ) with a transfer functionH(f), and a complex baseband
impulse response h̃(τ) given in (6.2). The channel has a certain PDP, with a
certain delay spread τrms and mean excess delay τm. The total gain in baseband
equivalent of the channel is Ph=4/L, as given in (6.4). Furthermore, from the
properties of complex Gaussian variables [92], it follows

Eh

[∣∣H(f)
∣∣4] = 2E2

h

[∣∣H(f)
∣∣2] = 2P 2

h = 32/L2. (6.11)

The delay spread τrms can vary from tens of nanoseconds to a few micro
seconds, depending on the operational environment. Since we operate at very
low data rates, we assume that the symbol time is much larger than the rms
delay spread of the channel, i.e., τrms�Tb. We further assume that fr�1/τrms.
These assumption guarantees a scenario where the effects of ISI and RDE
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are negligible. These assumptions are made in order to isolate the effect of
fading from that of delay dispersiveness of the channel, and are valid only for a
particular range of the system and channel variables. For a much larger delay
spread or frequency offset, we can no longer consider an ISI- and RDE-free
scenario. This will be discussed later in Section 6.3.3.

6.2.2 Received signal model

At the receiver, a front-end filter with an impulse response g(t) processes the
received signal. At the output of the RFE filter, we obtain

r(t) = h(τ) ⊗ g(t)⊗ y(t) + g(t)⊗ n(t),

where n(t) is AWGN with a PSD N0/2.

Since the effects of delay dispersion are negligible in the current model, one
can consider the variations in the narrowband term a(t) in (6.9) to be negligible
over the impulse response of the channel h(t). Therefore, using the definitions
in (2.9), the above equation can be written as

r(t) =
(
h(τ) ⊗ xg(t)

)
a(t) + ng(t). (6.12)

As discussed in Chapter 3, the optimal choice of the front-end receiver filter
g(t) depends on the PSD of the spectral shape and the total noise levels. We
also presented a practical but suboptimal filter, that is matched to the spectral
shape of the spreading signal. It was shown that such a filter is optimal in
the low-CNR regimes, and is close to optimal in other CNR regimes if the
spectral shape S(ν) is more or less uniform. Although the suboptimal filter is
not optimal in fading channels, it is a good compromise for the noncoherent
system. In this analysis, we use the suboptimal filter given in (3.16) and assume
that the spectral shape S(ν) has the properties as given in (3.11). The filtered
signal and noise have the PSDs

Sx̃g
(f) =

1

4
Sx̃g

(f)
∣∣G̃(f)∣∣2 df =

2Px

Bx
S2

(
f

Bx

)
(6.13a)

Sñg
(f) =

1

4
Sñg

(f)
∣∣G̃(f)

∣∣2 df = 2N0S
(
f

Bx

)
. (6.13b)

Note that the power in Sx̃g
(f) is 2Px; and that in Sñg

(f) is 2N0Bx. The
receiver recovers the information bit by a matched-filter operation followed by
sampling and threshold detection. The input to the detection filter is given by

z(t) = r2(t) cos(2πfrt+ φr) =
1

2
|r̃(t)|2 cos(2πfrt+ φr) + h.f.c.

= zy(t) + zyn(t) + zn(t) + h.f.c., (6.14)
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where we have defined the mixing products as

zy(t) :=
1

8

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)x̃g(t−u) du

∣∣∣∣2a2(t) cos(2πfrt+φr) (6.15a)

zyn(t) :=
1

4
a(t) cos(2πfrt+φr)

[
ñ∗
g(t)

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)x̃g(t− u) du

+ ñg(t)

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃∗(u)x̃∗g(t− u) du

]
(6.15b)

zn(t) :=
1

2

∣∣ng(t)
∣∣2 cos(2πfrt+φr), (6.15c)

The fading channel affects the desired signal in zy(t), but also affects the unde-
sired terms. In the next section, we derive the SNR of an N-FOM NLOS link,
conditioned on a particular channel realization.

6.3 Performance analysis

As in earlier chapters, the decision variable dk can be considered a Gaussian
distributed variable using CLT approximation. Therefore, we need to find
the mean and variance of the decision variable. Without loss of generality,
we consider the data index 0. We derive statistics of d0, conditioned on the
channel realization h and data bit b0. The decision variable can be written as

d0 =

∫ ∞

−∞
z(t)p(t) dt =

∫ ∞

−∞

(
zy(t) + zyn(t) + zn(t)

)
p(t) dt. (6.16)

In the above equation, we have used the fact that the matched filter will sup-
press the high frequency components (h.f.c.) in (6.14).

6.3.1 Statistics of the decision variable

We first find the mean of the decision variable. One can see from (6.16) that
E[d0] is a linear combination of mean contributions of the mixing products in
(6.16). Using similar analysis as that in Chapter 2, one can show that the
contribution from signal-noise (zyn(t)) and noise-noise (zn(t)) products to the
mean of the d0 is zero. The former stems from mutual independence and zero
mean nature of noise and the spreading signal, whereas the later follows from
relation of p(t) and fr, specified in Section 2.2.3.

The mean of the d0, given a particular channel realization, solves to

E[d0|h] =
∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
zy(t)

]
p(t) dt

=
1

8

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(t) cos(2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Rx̃g

(v−u)h̃(u)h̃∗(v) du dv.
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Given that the conditions on {fr, p(t)}, mentioned in Section 2.2.3 are met,
the first integral in the above expression can be solved following the steps from
(2.19) till (2.21). This results in

E[d0|h] = b0Tb

8
√
2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Rx̃g

(v − u)h̃(u)h̃∗(v) du dv, (6.17)

where the last equality follows from similar analysis as in (2.21). One can see
that, the mean of the decision variable is subject to variations in the channel,
and in general, will have its own mean and variance. However, we study the
mean of the decision variable for a given channel realization. Note that the
double integral in the above expression gives the total power in the spreading
signal, after filter and channel operations. Since the channel is an LTI system,
and xg(t) is a WSS process, using the properties in 2.2, we write

E[d0|h] = b0Tb

8
√
2

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2 df =
b0Tb

8
√
2
αhPh

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f) df, (6.18)

where we have defined

αh =

∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2 df
Eh

[ ∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2 df
] =

∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2 df
Ph

∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f) df

=
1

Ph

∫ ∞

−∞
S2(ν)

∣∣H̃(νBx)
∣∣2 dν, (6.19)

as a channel variable with mean Eh[αh] = 1. The last equality in the above
expression follows from substituting Sx̃g

(f) from (6.13a), and then using (3.11).
The outcome of the integration operation in (6.18) is the total power in Sx̃g

(f),
which was earlier shown to be 2Px; this results in

E[d0|h] = 1

4
√
2
b0PxTbαhPh =

1√
2L
b0PxTbαh, (6.20)

where the last equality follows from substituting Ph = 4/L from (6.4).
We now compute the variance of the decision variable. As in previous

chapters, the variance of the decision variable can be written as

σ2
d0|h = Ψyy +Ψyn +Ψnn. (6.21)

Analogous to the definition of αh in (6.19), we define

βh =
2
∫∞
−∞ S2

x̃g
(f)|H̃(f)|4 df

Eh

[ ∫∞
−∞ S2

x̃g
(f)|H̃(f)|4 df

] =
1

λ2P 2
h

∫ ∞

−∞
S4(ν)

∣∣H̃(νBx)
∣∣4 dν (6.22a)

ϑh =

∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2 df
Eh

[ ∫∞
−∞ Sx̃g

(f)|H̃(f)|2|G̃(f)|2 df
]

=
1

λ1Ph

∫ ∞

−∞
S3(ν)

∣∣H̃(νBx)
∣∣2 dν, (6.22b)
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where {λ1, λ2} are defined in (3.18), and depend on the spectral shape S(ν).
Note that Eh[βh] = 2 and Eh[ϑh] = 1. Using the definitions, we derive the
noise contributions (6.21) in Appendix A.3, and are given as

Ψyy=
25βh

16L2Bx
P 2
xTbλ2, Ψyn=

5ϑh
4L

PxTbN0λ1, Ψnn=
1

2
N2

0BxTb, (6.23)

where we have used Ph=4/L. Comparing the above terms for the NLOS link
with that for a LOS link (2.24), one infers that a multipath channel influences
the noise experienced by the decision variable. This is indicated by dependency
of Ψyy and Ψyn on channel parameters.

6.3.2 Signal-to-noise ratio

Substituting the above expressions in (6.21) and using (6.20), the SNR condi-
tioned on a channel realization is

SNR(h) =
E2[d0|h]
σ2
d0|h

=
8α2

hγ
2

25λ2βhγ2/S + 20λ1ϑhγ + 8S
, (6.24)

where S is the spreading factor; γ = Eb/N0 is the received SNR per bit; and
Eb is the average received bit energy given by

Eb =
1

L

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
y2(t)

]
dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
a2(t)

]
E

[(
xg(t)⊗ h(t)

)2]
dt

= Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)Eh

[|H(f)|2]df =
1

L
PxTb, (6.25)

where the second last equality follows from similar analysis as in (2.22) with
c=1/

√
2, and the last equality follows from (6.4). The equation in (6.24) repre-

sents the SNR of an N-FOM link in dense frequency-selective fading channels.
Since we have chosen the parameters such that the ISI and RDE are negligi-
ble, the derived SNR expression mainly models the effect of fading. The other
effects will be discussed in the next section.

In case, S(ν) in (6.7) is perfectly rectangular, then one can see from (6.19)
and (6.22b), that αh = ϑh with λ1 = λ2 = 1. Furthermore, as described in
Section 6.1.2, one can accurately apply the TDL description as given in (6.6).
The resulting SNR expression is

SNR(h) =
8α2

hγ
2

25βhγ2/S + 20αhγ + 8S
, (6.26)

with the channel parameters given by

αh :=
1

Ph

∑
i

|ci|2, βh :=
1

P 2
h

∑
i

∣∣∣∑
j

cjc
∗
j−i

∣∣∣2. (6.27)
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Analogous to that in Chapter 2, the BER of the N-FOM communication system,
for any given channel realization, is given by

BER(h) = Q
(√

SNR(h)
)
, (6.28)

where Q(·) is the Gaussian tail probability. Comparing the above relation with
the SNR expression for a N-FOM LOS link in (2.37), we observe the influence
of the channel on the demodulated signal energy (in the numerator) and on
the total noise power (in the denominator). Furthermore, since Eh[αh] = 1
and Eh[βh] = 2, one concludes that on the average, the link’s performance in
a multipath fading channel will always be lower than that in a LOS AWGN
channel.

The SNR expressions above represent the error rate for a particular channel
realization. To find the average BER, we have to compute the BER for all
possible channel realizations, i.e,

BER = Eh

[
BER(h)

]
. (6.29)

6.3.3 RDE and ISI

As discussed earlier, the ability of the N-FOM receiver to effectively capture
the received energy relies on coherence between the received reference and
the information signal. We had assumed fr � 1/τrms in conjunction with
Tb�τrms, which not only ensures ISI-free communication, but also guarantees
that the channel transfer function has the same response for the two signals.
The assumptions were incorporated in the system model (6.12) by considering
that the channel does not affect the narrowband part

(
a(t)

)
of the transmitted

signal.

For a large frτrms or a large τrms/Tb or both, the system model has to
be extended. We do that by incorporating effect of the channel on a(t) in
(6.12). With this modification, the signal self-mixing product from (6.15a) can
be rewritten as

zyy(t) =
1

8

∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)x̃g(t− u)a(t− u) du

∣∣∣2 cos(2πfrt).
Here, we have implicitly assumed that the RFE filter has no effect on a(t). The
motivation for this assumption follows from the consideration fr�Bx.

To analyze ISI and RDE, we need to look at the reduction in the energy
of the recovered information, which lies in the mean of the decision variable
d0. As explained in Section 6.3, the mixing products zyn(t) and znn(t) do not
contribute to the mean of d0. Therefore, using the above expression, the mean
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of the decision variable is written as

E[d0|h] = 1

8

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)Rx̃g

(v − u)

· a(t− u)a(t− v) cos(2πfrt)p(t) du dv dt

≈ 1

8

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)Rx̃g

(u − v) dv

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(t− u) cos(2πfrt)p(t) dt du,

where the approximation follows from observing that the support of Rx̃g
(u−v)

is very narrow (∼ 1/Bx), and the function a(t) hardly varies over the support
of the ACF. Substituting a(t) from (6.10), the above expression is solved to

E[d0|h] =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)Rx̃g

(v − u) dv

· 1

8
√
2
cos(2πfru)

∫ ∞

−∞
m(t− u) dt du+ Ξ,

where Ξ denotes a bias term, similar to that in (2.20). It is suppressed if the
conditions on p(t) and fr, mentioned in Section 2.2.3, are met. Therefore, we
assume that this term is suppressed. Substituting m(t) from (6.8) in the above
expression, we get

E[d0|h, bk] =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)Rx̃g

(v − u) dv

· cos(2πfru)
8
√
2

⎛⎝b0Rp(u) +
∑
k �=0

bkRp(kTb + u)

⎞⎠du, (6.30)

where Rp(τ) represents ACF of the pulse p(t), with Rp(0) = Tb. Comparing
the above expression with the mean of of d0 in (6.17) for the ISI- and RDE-free
case, one observes a couple of differences.

First, due to delay dispersion, the received symbol is distorted. The sum-
mation in (6.30) represents interference from neighboring symbols. The longer
the duration of the impulse response h̃(u), the higher the number of neighbor-
ing symbols which interfere with the desired information bit b0. The magnitude
in the recovered sample is reduced, if the neighboring symbols have a different
polarity. A low symbol rate, i.e., a small τrms/Tb, reduces ISI.

Second, even for negligible ISI, i.e., when τrms/Tb � 1, the magnitude of
the recovered sample is reduced, as signified by the term cos(2πfru) in (6.30).
The frequency offset oscillator at the receiver is not locked in phase to the
arriving MPCs. Therefore, the demodulated signal from each MPC suffers
from a small phase offset. The effect of the phase offset is magnified for a large
value of frτrms. In other words, the reference and information signals tend to
be incoherent if one chooses a large fr.
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To explain this further, we consider negligible ISI. This can be ensured by
duty-cycling3 or by choosing the data rate such that τrms/Tb � 1. In order
to say something about the maximum performance deterioration due to RDE,
we consider that the channel has attained its average state4. Rewriting (6.30),
and averaging over the channel ensemble, we get

Eh

[
E[d0]

]
=
b0Tb

8
√
2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Eh

[
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)

]
Rx̃g

(v − u) cos(2πfru) du dv

=
b0Tb

8
√
2
Rx̃g

(0)

∫ ∞

−∞
Ph(u) cos(2πfru) du

=
b0PxTb

4
√
2

Re
{
RH̃(fr)

}
, (6.31)

where the second equality follows from (6.3); and RH̃(f) is the frequency corre-
lation function of the channel. One can directly compare the above expression
to (6.20) for the RDE-free case. The above expression indicates that the higher
the value of fr/Bc, the poorer the performance of the link. In other words, a
large value of frτrms gives rise to the reference-decoherence effect. We refer to
Figure 6.3, which depicts RH̃(f) for a channel with an exponential Ph(τ). For

an exponential PDP Ph(τ), one can solve that for a value frτrms=
√
3/2π≈0.27,

one risks losing half of the received energy. For frτrms≤0.077, only 10% of the
signal energy is lost. Nevertheless, RDE will always affect the signal.

Recall that the smallest recommended value of fr is 1/Tb for NRZ signaling
scheme, and 3Bp for a generic signaling scheme. Therefore, a large τrms/Tb
also leads to large frτrms; in other words, ISI is coupled with RDE. If ISI is
experienced in a link, RDE will also be observed. However, one can isolate RDE
(without experiencing ISI) by choosing a large frequency offset (large frτrms),
and a small data rate (small τrms/Tb). The implications of the two phenomena
will be explained with the help of simulations in Section 6.5.

6.3.4 Pseudo-random noise (PN) carrier

As discussed in Chapter 3, a PN carrier in a LOS scenario gives a much better
performance than using a pure noise carrier. The SNR of an N-FOM LOS link
achieves an asymptote as Eb/N0 increases above 0.56S. On the other hand, the
performance of an N-FOM LOS link, using a PN carrier, linearly increases with
Eb/N0. However, we argued that in an NLOS link, the PN carrier has little
added value compared to the noise carrier. This argument was also supported
by Goeckel et al. in [94] in the context of a frequency offset TR-UWB system
using impulse radio (IR).

As presented in (3.1), a PN carrier consists of train of chips (or pulses) w(t),
weighted by a PRBS. For an N-FOM LOS link using a PN carrier, the trans-

3Duty-cycling can have two interpretations. Here, duty-cycling refers to using guard
intervals between symbols in a packet. A study conducted in this context showed that duty-
cycling can reduce the effect of ISI [93].

4This is called channel hardening, and will be discussed in Section 6.5.2
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mitted signal does not suffer delay dispersion. A PN carrier with polar NRZ
pulses has a constant instantaneous power, i.e., x2(t) = Px and therefore, the
self-mixing of the TR signal at the receiver does not add noise. In a multipath
environment, the receiver multiple delayed versions of the transmitted signal.
For example, the received signal in a multipath environment may look like

xh(t) =
∑
i

hix(t− iΔτ).

The self-mixing of the signal at the receiver results in∣∣xh(t)∣∣2 = Px

∑
i

|hi|2 +
∑
i

∑
j �=i

hih
∗
jx(t− iΔτ)x∗(t− jΔτ).

The first term on the right hand side corresponds5 to the power of the recovered
information sample, whereas the second term represents cross-mixing of the
different reflections with each other. Clearly, depending on properties of the
channel and the PN carrier, the self-mixing of the PN carrier will add to noise.
We will further discuss this with simulation results in Section 6.5.

Typically, in impulse radio TR-UWB systems, sparse coding is considered.
This implies that, the spacing between consecutive chips is larger than the delay
spread (or even maximum excess delay) of the channel [42]. This assumption
gives rise to high PAPR and undesired spectral properties. Usually, further
spectral shaping techniques are used to solve this problem [69]. Secondly, sparse
coding is more suitable to UWB than wideband techniques.

6.4 Outage probability

The state of the multipath channel can vary with time. At a particular time t,
the channel can be in a deep fade, thus carrying little signal energy from the
transmitter to the receiver. At other times, the transmission link will experience
a healthy channel. Due to variations in the channel state, the SNR is random
which leads to a different BER at different instances. So far, we have studied
the average BER, by taking the average of (6.28) over the channel ensemble.

The average BER is a meaningful metric when there are fast changes in
the radio environment. For example, due to mobile interacting objects or
transceiver pairs, the channel can vary within one burst (packet) of trans-
mission, thus the received signal energy is different for different symbols in the
packet. Here, finding the average link quality can be interesting for the link
design. On the other hand, if the channel is static over one burst of transmis-
sion, then the received signal energy is the same for all symbols in a packet.
However, packets sent at other time instances may experience different chan-
nels. Thus, the received signal energy may vary from one burst of transmission
to other.

5This is akin to the signal power recovered by a maximum ratio combining technique.
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In this case, one might be interested in answering the following question.
“What is the percentage of time, a desired link quality (BER) will not be sup-
ported by the channel?” This is called outage probability Pout, which specifies
the probability that the BER drops below a certain error threshold ET, i.e.,

Pout = Pr
[
BER(h) ≤ ET

]
= Pr [ SNR(h) ≤ ΓT], (6.32)

where we have defined ΓT :=
[
Q−1(ET)

]2
as the SNR threshold, and denoted

a probability operation w.r.t. the channel as Pr[ · ].
The outage probability is an important metric, in the context of link budget

calculations. For design of any transmission link, a key goal is to maintain the
received power above a certain threshold. It is necessary to know the probability
that the minimum receiver power will be ensured. A completely outage-free
operation is theoretically impossible. Allowing some flexibility can reduce the
strain on the link budget, therefore a certain level of outage probability ρ is
associated with a transmission link. This means that a certain fraction of
time, the link will be in outage. In that case, the metric of great interest is
the required γ =Eb/N0 to remain below a certain level of a tolerable outage
probability ρ. We will denote this metric by γρ. In this section, we find an
expression for the outage probability Pout, and the metric γρ.

6.4.1 Outage probability analysis

One can see from (6.32) that in order to derive an exact expression of Pout, one
needs knowledge of the PDF of SNR(h), which requires the joint PDF of the
variables {αh, βh, ϑh} in (6.24) to be known. However, since βh is a complicated
function of dependent and independent random variables, the derivation of a
joint PDF is not straightforward, and may not necessarily lead to a closed-
form expression. Allowing some approximations, we can derive a closed-form
expression for the outage probability.

Approximations

First, we consider that the spectral shape S(ν) is more or less uniform, such
that Sx̃(f) can be approximated as a brick-wall spectrum. This implies that
λ1 ≈λ2 ≈ 1, and that ϑh ≈αh. As a result of this approximation, the channel
can be accurately modeled using the TDL description. The SNR expression
can be written as that in (6.26), with the parameters {αh, βh} defined in (6.27).

Next, we remark on the relation between αh and βh. One can see from
(6.27) that

βh = α2
h +

1

P 2
h

∑
i�=0

∣∣∣∣∑
j

cjc
∗
j−i

∣∣∣∣2 = α2
h +

1

P 2
h

∑
i�=0

∑
j

cjc
∗
j−i

∑
m

c∗mcm−i

= 2α2
h +

1

P 2
h

∑
i�=0

∑
j �=m

∑
m

cjc
∗
mcm−ic

∗
j−i (6.33)
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The parameter αh is proportional to the energy in a channel realization. The
second term in (6.33) represents cross-energy of different channel taps, and it
depends on the overall channel energy. It can be seen from (6.33), that when
αh is low, βh also tends to be low, and vice versa. The channel is considered
to be in deep fade (i.e., SNR(h) in (6.26) is low) when αh is low. Since an
outage occurs when a deep fade occurs, we are only interested in low values
of αh. For such values, we approximate βh ≈ 2α2

h, i.e., we have approximated
the second term in (6.33) to be negligible. We briefly postpone the discussion
on the validity of the approximation, and apply it to see its utility. Using the
approximations on the spectral shape S(ν) and βh, we can write (6.26) as

SNR(h) ≈ ŜNR(h) =
4α2

hγ
2

25α2
hγ

2/S+10αhγ+4S
, (6.34)

where ŜNR(h) denotes approximated SNR(h). The SNR is now a function of a
single channel parameter (αh), thereby considerably simplifying the subsequent
analysis. Using the above expression in (6.32), we get

Pout ≈ Pr

[
α2
hγ

2(4− 25ΓT/S)− 10αhγΓT − 4ΓTS ≤ 0

]
. (6.35)

One can show from the above expression that as long as 4S/25>ΓT, Pout is less
than 100%, regardless of the value of γ. This follows from the fact that SNR(h)
achieves an asymptote as γ increases. In order to ensure Pout < 100%, one
should choose the system parameters such that the asymptote is greater than
ΓT. This defines a lower limit on S for a particular error threshold. However,
we are interested in low values of the outage probability; outage probabilities
above 10% are less meaningful.

With respect to the variable αh, the argument of Pr[·] in (6.35) is a quadratic
inequality. Applying algebra, the positive solution of the inequality, denoted
by αT, is found to be

αT =
S

γ
· 5 + 2

√
(4S/ΓT − 25) + 25/4

4S/ΓT − 25
. (6.36)

We refer to αT as the threshold on the channel gain. The outage probability
(6.35) can now be written as

Pout = Pr [SNR(h) ≤ ΓT] ≈ Pr [αh ≤ αT]. (6.37)

The approximation on βh has enabled us to find Pout from the probability
density function (pdf) of αh, whereas previously, we had to derive it from joint
statistics of αh and βh. We now scrutinize the approximation βh ≈ α2

h. We
generate a channel ensemble of 20,000 realizations, and compare βh with 2α2

h

for different values of CD :=Bxτrms. The metric CD is defined as the channel
diversity factor, and roughly indicates the number of independent frequency
bins in the channel transfer function. (More discussion on CD at the end of the
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of 2α2
h with βh, for different values of CD = Bxτrms.

section.) A dashed line represents the approximation. The difference from the
approximation is due to the variations in the second term in (6.33). From the
figure, we observe a high absolute error (|βh−2α2

h|) in the approximation for
large values of βh, but a small absolute error for small values of βh. However,
the relative error is somewhat similar for all values of βh.

Since the approximations were used to simplify the expression of SNR(h),

it is more meaningful to compare ŜNR(h) in (6.34) with SNR(h) in (6.26). We

define the relative approximation error in ŜNR(h) as

εh :=
(
SNR(h)− ŜNR(h)

)
/SNR(h),

and plot it as a function of the channel variable αh for different set of system
parameters in Figure 6.6. It is observed that the relative approximation error
tends to be small, if αh is small. Secondly, since the error εh leans towards a
positive value, the approximated Pout in (6.37) will tend to overestimate the
outage probability for large values of αh. Finally, the approximation is more
accurate for low values of the CNR (γ/S). For a fixed transmission power, a
small CNR implies a large bandwidth Bx, which, as earlier discussed, tends
to harden the channel. The channel attains its average state; consequently,
the SNR approaches a deterministic value and, hence, the approximation error
tends to be negligible. To summarize, the approximations on S(ν) and βh are
restrictive, and do not hold for all values of the system parameters. A large
error can be expected for large values of γ/S. Nonetheless, βh = 2α2

h should
hold fairly for small αh; it will be later shown with simulation results that one
can find the outage probability with a reasonable accuracy in cases of interest.

Probability distribution of αh

In order to solve (6.37), one requires knowledge of the PDF of αh. The pa-
rameter αh in (6.27) is a sum of independent exponential distributed random
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Figure 6.6: Relative approximation error εh, plotted against αh, for system pa-
rameters {Bxτrms, γ/S} clockwise from top-left as {2, 0.5}, {2, 1}, {4, 0.5}, and
{4, 0.25}.
variables, with each Gaussian element ck having a zero mean but a distinct
variance σ2

i . The statistics of such a variable (αh) have been previously treated
in renewal theory [95, p. 17] and more recently in the studies of MIMO sys-
tems [96]. It follows a generalized χ2 distribution with a PDF,

fαh
(u;N, σ2

i ) =
N∑
i=1

exp(−u/σ2
i )

σ2
i

∏N
j=1,j �=i

(
1− σ2

j /σ
2
i

) , ∀u ≥ 0 (6.38)

where N is the maximum number of the exponential distributed variables. In
channel modeling, the impulse response (6.6) is usually truncated to a duration,
such that most of the energy is received in that duration. In such case, N
represents index of the last tap of the truncated channel, and is directly related
with the maximum excess delay τm.

For two different values of CD=Bxτrms, we generate channel ensembles and
plot the histograms of αh in Figure 6.7. Using (6.38), we estimate and plot the
PDF of αh. For reference, a PDF estimate of αh using Gaussian distribution6

is also plotted. The Gaussian PDF estimate is found from the empirical mean
and variance of αh. Owing to the CLT, the PDF of αh approaches a Gaussian

6In modeling αh, we also used a Gaussian approximation for the PDF of αh. However,
the theoretical results, using the Gaussian approximation, deviated a lot from the simulation
results. This can also be see from Figure 6.7, that a Guassian PDF is a poor approximation.
Therefore, the idea was not further explored.
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Figure 6.7: Generalized χ2 and Gaussian PDF fits onto the histograms of αh.

PDF for a very large CD. Nonetheless, the figure shows that the generalized
χ2 distribution is a valid estimate for different values of CD. Secondly, the
Gaussian approximation poorly models the lower tail of the histogram, which
is the most relevant part in estimating the outage probability.

Using the PDF in (6.38), one can write (6.37) as

Pout = Pr [αh < αT] =

∫ αT

0

fαh
(u,N, σ2

i ) du

=

N∑
i=1

1− exp(−αT/σ
2
i )∏N

j=1,j �=i

(
1− σ2

j /σ
2
i

) , (6.39)

where αT is given in (6.36) and σ2
i follows from the PDP of the channel. The

equation in (6.39) represents the approximated outage probability of an N-FOM
communication link in dense multipath fading channels.

6.4.2 Minimum required energy and outage

Theoretically, an outage-free communication link is impossible. In practice, a
certain level of downtime (outage probability) is tolerated, and it is interest-
ing for the link design to know how much should the transmitter increase its
power to keep the outage probability below this threshold. The transmission
power is directly related to the received signal level, as discussed in Figure 1.9.
Therefore, we wish to find a relation between γ = Eb/N0 and Pout.

Let us consider that we wish to keep Pout less than a certain tolerable outage
ρ. We wish to find the required γ=Eb/N0 at the receiver to remain below a
tolerable level of outage, ρ. We denoted this parameter by γρ. Using (6.38),
γρ is the positive and real root of the function

f(γ) =

N∑
i=1

1− exp(−αT/σ
2
i )∏N

j=1,j �=i

(
1− σ2

j /σ
2
i

) − ρ, (6.40)
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where γ is manifested in αT. The equation does not seem to be analytically
solvable. Therefore we will numerically evaluate the above function to find γρ.

Channel diversity factor

In multiple antenna wireless systems, the channel diversity is defined as the
number of distinct independent paths from a transmitter to a receiver. In sin-
gle antenna systems, where multipath propagation is involved, this is roughly
equal to number of significant channel taps which are usually considered inde-
pendent. In many theoretical models, the number of significant channel taps
is given by N =Bxτrms. However, with such a definition of N , most but not
all of the channel energy is captured in the delay window [Δτ,NΔτ ]. For an
exponential PDP, around 64% of the channel energy lies in this interval. In
our analysis, we consider an exponential PDP, and the number of channel taps
will be determined by the 20 dB τm. For a 20 dB τm in an exponential PDP,
the maximum number of taps will be N = Bxτm = 5Bxτrms, which captures
99% of the total energy. Finally, in order to conveniently describe the channel
behavior with a single parameter, we define CD =Bxτrms in our analysis and
simulations. Therefore, CD=1 in the next section should not confused with a
single tap channel.

6.5 Results and discussions

In this section, we discuss the performance of the N-FOM system in dense
frequency selective fading channels. The goal of this section is to see how the
channel impairments affect the overall link performance. Secondly, based on
the interplays between propagation effects and design parameters, we aim to
identify suitable values of the parameters for practical implementation.

In Section 6.5.1, we describe the simulation framework that we have adopted
for the performance analysis. Since the propagation environment can have
multiple effects on the link’s performance, we isolate and discuss these effects
separately. The effect of fading is studied in Section 6.5.2, and that of de-
lay dispersion in Section 6.5.2. Next, we study performance of the system in
terms of the outage probability in Section 6.5.4. Finally, based on the ob-
served performance trends, we identify suitable values of system parameters in
Section 6.5.5.

6.5.1 Simulation framework

The steps followed for achieving the results are depicted in Figure 6.8. The
channel model used in the simulation framework is based on the TDL channel
description. For a particular multipath environment (fixed τrms), we generate
a set of NLOS channel realizations, with and exponential PDP, i.e.,

Ph(τ) = C exp(−iΔτ/τrms), i ≥ 1.
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where C is a constant that ensures
∑

i |ci|2 = Ph. The taps ci are modeled
as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian variables, each having a zero mean,
but a distinct variance σ2

i . We truncate the PDP to a length N . The total
number of taps is based on 20dB τm, i.e., N=5Bxτrms.

The PSD of the noise-based spreading signal is shaped by a type II Cheby-
chev filter with a 40 dB stopband ripple. A polar NRZ message signal is chosen,
and unless specified otherwise, the frequency offset is chosen as a unit multiple
of the symbol rate i.e., fr = 1/Tb. The channel diversity factor is defined as
CD=Bxτrms. Furthermore, we define ϕ := τrms/Tb=CD/S and � := frτrms as
indicators of ISI and RDE respectively. For negligible ISI, ϕ should be much
smaller than unity. Similarly, for negligible RDE, � should be much smaller
than unity. One can observe that for fr=1/Tb, we have ϕ=�.

For a particular multipath environment (fixed τrms and PDP), we generate
a set of NLOS channel realizations. We then simulate the N-FOM NLOS link,
obtaining a BER value for each realization. The BER simulation results are
found by averaging the BER over all channel realizations. As far as outage
probability is concerned, the simulation results are obtained by finding per-
centage of the total channel realizations over which the simulated link results
in BER(h)>ET. Next, we find the semi-analytical or theoretical results. After
computing the parameters {αh, βh} for a given channel description, we evaluate
(6.26) and (6.28) to derive semi-analytical results for BER(h). By averaging
BER(h) over the channel ensemble, we obtain the semi-analytical BER results.
The theoretical results for Pout are found by evaluating (6.39), for the given
channel environment.

Finally, we add that the dimensionless parameters {S,CD, ϕ} are all coupled
with each other. Varying one of the basic parameters {τrms, Bx, Tb} will alter
two of the dimensionless parameters. Therefore, in the subsequent figures,
some curves will be plotted as functions of two of the dimensionless parameters,
although only one of the basic parameters is varied.

6.5.2 Effects of fading

Before we present the results, we comment on the accuracy of the SNR(h)
expression in (6.24). We simulate the N-FOM system in a channel ensemble
of 1000 realizations, for two different value of S, and a particular value of γ.
The semi-analytical BER(h) and simulated BER per realization are plotted in
Figure 6.9. One can see that BER(h) in (6.28) is not precise for all channel
realizations. This is explained in the following paragraph.

In Chapter 2, we discussed that the disparity between the simulation and
theoretical results follow from the weak CLT approximation. The difference
is especially magnified in the high-CNR regime (γ/S�0.56). In a multipath
channel, the problem is two-fold. The high-CNR regime is not determined by
γ/S but by αhγ/S. For moderate values of γ (say 20 dB), a strong channel state
(αh�1) will result in a high γαh. In other words, the NLOS link can be in a
different CNR-regime for each channel realization. We observe from the figure
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of BER per channel realization between simulation and
semi-analytical evaluation of the system.

that the semi-analytical BER(h) is higher than the simulated BER for channel
realizations with a high gain (large αh). However, for small values of γ/S, the
deviations are less prominent. Therefore, there will be disparity between the
simulation and theoretical results in the following discussions. Nonetheless,
we expect small differences between the results for the average BER. Since the
average BER is dominated by realizations in deep fade (low BER(h)), the effect
on the BER will be minimal.

We now study the effect of fading on the average BER of the N-FOM NLOS
link. We simulate the system in a channel ensemble of 1000 realizations and find
the BER by averaging the BER over all realizations. By semi-analytical evalua-
tion of (6.29) over the channel ensemble, we get the semi-analytical BER. Fig-
ure 6.10 illustrates the BER for the N-FOM system in the frequency-selective
fading channel for different values of CD. To isolate the fading effects, we have
chosen the system parameters such that ϕ=��1. For reference, we also plot
the performance curve for BPSK system in both Rayleigh fading (NLOS) and
AWGN (LOS) channels. The SNR of a BPSK link in Rayleigh fading channels
is 2|h|2γ, where |h|2 is an exponential distributed variable [97] with a PDF
f|h|2(u) = exp(−u) for u ≥ 0. The BER is derived as

BER =

∫ ∞

0

Q
(√

2|h|2γ)f|h|2(u) du =
1

2

(
1−

√
γ

1−γ
)
. (6.41)

The figure shows a degradation in performance of the N-FOM system due
to multipath fading. However, a small fading margin is required in comparison
with a standard BPSK system, particularly at high values of Eb/N0. At BER=
10−3 in fading channels, the BPSK system can have up to a 5-dB performance
penalty compared to the N-FOM system with S=200. Moreover, we observe
that for the chosen sets of system parameters, the theoretical BER closely
follows the the average performance of the simulated system. It indicates that
one can fairly approximate BER from the semi-analytical results, as earlier
discussed.

Finally, a higher channel diversity factor CD further improves the perfor-
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(b) For spreading factor S = 200.

Figure 6.10: Average BER against average γ = Eb/N0 for different values of CD,
in an ISI- and RDE-free scenario.
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mance. For CD→∞, the channel is hardened, i.e., it behaves deterministically.
The parameters αh and βh assume values of 1 and 2 respectively, i.e., (6.26)
reduces to

SNR(h) =
8γ2

50γ2/S + 20γ/S + 8S
(6.42)

The hardened channel case is a hypothetical scenario. As the channel tends
to be hardened, the variations in SNR(h) tend to be negligible. Therefore,
the hardened channel case provides a lower bound on the average BER. For
this hypothetical scenario, a performance curve is depicted in the figures. One
concludes that with increasing CD, the performance achieves an asymptote. To
shed further light on the matter, we study the above expression for different
values of the spreading factor S, in Figure 6.11. Analogous to (2.40), the curve
for Sopt=5γdB/2 is found from optimizing the above expression w.r.t. S, and
substituting the result in (6.28). This curve represents the best possible error
rate performance in dense multipath fading channels, for any set of values of
the system parameters. The figure shows that, in favorable channel conditions,
a spreading factor of approximately 200 is optimal for an average BER of 10−3,
which is achieved for γ=18.5 dB. Although these values apply to a hypothetical
scenario, this information serves as a guideline for further analysis.

We now compare the performance achieved using a pure noise carrier and
that using a PN carrier. Without using any sort of spectrum shaping tech-
niques, we simulate the two systems. The RFE filter was kept the same (Cheby-
chev type II) as in earlier simulations. For a spreading factor of 100, and CD=2,
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between BER of N-FOM systems with different spreading
factors S, in a hardened channel environment.
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the average BER is depicted in Figure 6.12. The plot shows insignificant dif-
ference between the two systems, in terms of γ. As earlier discussed in Section
6.3.4, the TR system using a PN carrier also suffers from self-interference.
Therefore, in dense multipath fading environments, using a PN carrier has lit-
tle added value. Nonetheless, the PN carrier has a better PAPR than a pure
noise carrier. Therefore it might be a preferred choice from an implementation
perspective. Although this thesis does not look into implications of using PN
carriers, it could be a potential research direction. We will comment on this in
Chapter 7, but for the rest of the analysis, we will use the pure noise carrier.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of average BER between two N-FOM systems, one using
a pure noise and the other using a PN carrier, with a fixed S = 100.

6.5.3 Effects of delay dispersion

As earlier discussed, the N-FOM system exhibits improved performance in a
channel environments with a large CD = Bxτrms. However, for environments
with large delay spreads (and hence large CD), the delay dispersiveness of the
channel can introduce ISI and RDE. In previous subsection, we had assumed
the values of fr and Tb such that ϕ = τrms/Tb � 1, and � = frτrms � 1. To
investigate the effect of delay dispersion, we fix the spreading factor and plot the
average BER against different values of CD and ϕ=� in Figure 6.13. Although,
the curves are presented as functions of two dimensionless parameters {CD, ϕ},
the only parameter varied on the x-axis is the delay spread τrms.

We observe that the average BER as a function of CD is concave up, and has
a minimal value for a certain range of the channel diversity factor. This can be
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Figure 6.13: Average BER against a combination of CD and ϕ.

explained as follows. Low channel diversity factor implies fewer channel taps.
Therefore, a tap in a deep fade has a strong influence on the average BER.
For large values of the channel diversity factor, the number of taps is large. A
tap in a deep fade has a smaller influence on the total signal level since the
other taps provide diversity. This results in an improved performance for a
large CD. However, for a much larger CD, the ISI- and RDE-free assumptions
(ϕ� 1, �� 1) do not hold, and hence performance degradation is observed.
This is clearly evident from the differences between the simulation and the
semi-analytical results. In contrast with the simulated BER curve, the semi-
analytical curve shows improved error rates as CD increases. This is because
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the semi-analytical results ignore ISI and RDE. Therefore, low error rates are
observed due to improvement in CD. Eventually, the curve approaches the
hardened channel case.

Moreover, even for low values of ϕ, we observe differences between the
simulation and theoretical results in Figure 6.13a. As discussed in Section 6.5.2,
this is due the loose CLT approximation, particularly for large values of γ/S.
One further observes in the figure, that the performance of the simulated system
degrades roughly at ϕ≥0.025. The figure does not help in identifying whether
the degradation is due to ISI or RDE, or both. To isolate the impairments due
to RDE, one can choose a large frequency offset (large �) and a small data rate
1/Tb (small ϕ). We fix ϕ�1 and CD=2, and simulate an N-FOM NLOS link
for different values of fr. Since a large fr implies a large operational bandwidth,
the stopband of the receiver front-end filter is also adjusted accordingly.

Figure 6.14 illustrates the BER-vs-�metric for a fixed CD=2 and γ=22dB,
and different values of S in the ISI-free scenario. The ISI-free scenario is ensured
by sending bits of same polarity, i.e., bi=bi−1, ∀i. We see that the performance
degrades if one increases fr. This was earlier explained in the context of (6.31);
RDE impairs the link performance for any given value of fr. The performance
degradation for high values of � is of serious concern. The MA capability
of N-FOM relies on the use of different frequency offsets for different links.
Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 4, larger frequency offsets are desired to
reduce the effects of MUI. However, the performance curves indicate that large
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Figure 6.14: Average BER against increasing values of �, and a fixed CD = 2
and γ=22 dB.
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values of � (and hence fr) lead to decoherence between the reference and the
information signal, and the NLOS link performance appears to be sensitive to
the impairments due to RDE.

In order to assess the penalty of using a high frequency offset on the received
SNR per bit γ =Eb/N0, we fix S and CD, and simulate the N-FOM link for
different values of fr. Figure 6.15 illustrates the average BER as a function of
γ for different values of �=frτrms. It is seen that for the given channel model,
the penalty for a system using � = 0.1 compared to a system with � = 0.01 is
around 2 dB, at an average BER of 10−3. Secondly, the power penalty grows
larger for each step increase in fr (or �); for instance, the penalty is a fraction
of a dB between choosing � = 0.01 and � = 0.03, but it is more than a dB
between choosing � = 0.07 and �=0.09. Clearly, large values of fr are not
feasible. Therefore, one should choose fr such that the power penalty can be
supported by the link budget. For example, simulation results for different
system parameters indicate that the penalty in required Eb/N0 to achieve an
average BER of 10−3 is less than a dB, as long as � ≤ 0.05.

One may employ DSP units to reduce the effects of RDE and ISI. However,
the resulting complexity of the receiver does not resonate with the design goals
of N-FOM. Therefore, one may carefully choose the system parameters such
that ISI and RDE is negligible. In this regard, we conclude from the observa-
tions from Figure 6.13 till 6.15 that, as a rule-of-thumb, one should choose the
data rate such that ϕ≤ 0.025, and the frequency offset such that �≤ 0.05, in
order to have negligible ISI and RDE. If this criterion is chosen, then the high-
est value of the frequency offset is fU=0.05/τrms, and the number of available
frequency offsets is Na=fUTb= .05/ϕ in (4.1). Table 6.1 presents the available
and usable frequency offsets {Na, Nu, Nũ} for different data rates and channel
delay spreads.

It is important to remind that Nu incorporates the criterion fi−fj 
=2fi for
the set of all possible users {i, j}. However, as concluded in Chapter 4, that
in order to minimize cross-talk in an MA environment, one should choose the
frequency offsets such that there is a large differences between the offsets used
by two concurrent links. Therefore, if one chooses the offsets such that fi−fj≥
4/Tb, then the number of usable offsets is reduced. This is denoted by Nũ in the
table. The values suggest that the MA capability of the N-FOM system comes
with restriction on the highest data rate, for a given multipath environment.
Moreover, the number of concurrent transmissions can be considerably limited.
Finally, it must be stressed that the criteria on the data rate and the frequency
offset are a rule-of-thumb, based on simulation results for a dense multipath
channel that follows an exponential PDP. Therefore, the criteria can be different
for different channel models and signaling schemes.

6.5.4 Outage probability performance

We now investigate the outage probability of N-FOM, which, as earlier dis-
cussed, can be a more meaningful metric in monitoring applications. We first
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Figure 6.15: Average BER versus γ = Eb/N0 for a fixed CD = 4, ϕ� 1, and
different values of RDE parameter � = frτrms.
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Table 6.1: Available and usable frequency offsets for different data rates and
multipath environments, with criterion frτrms ≤ 0.05 and ϕ ≤ 0.025.

data rate τrms ϕ fU = 0.05/τrms Na Nu Nũ

10kbps
100 ns 0.001 500kHz 40 26 10
200 ns 0.002 250kHz 20 14 5
500 ns 0.005 100kHz 8 5 2

25kbps
100 ns 0.0025 500kHz 16 11 4
200 ns 0.005 250kHz 8 5 2
500 ns 0.012 100kHz 3 2 1

50kbps
100 ns 0.005 500kHz 8 5 2
200 ns 0.01 250kHz 4 3 1
500 ns 0.025 100kHz 1 1 1

study the outage probability Pout of the system, and then study the minimum
energy required to remain below a certain value of Pout.

As illustrated in Figure 6.8, the analysis of outage probability comprises
of three parallel tracks. We begin with defining the basic system and channel
parameters. For the theoretical values of Pout, presented in Section 6.4; we
find αT in (6.36); generate the PDF of αh using the generalized χ2 model; and
find the area of the PDF where αh <αT. For the semi-analytical results; we
generate a channel ensemble; compute (6.28) for each channel realization; and
calculate the occurrences of BER(h) ≥ ET. In order to assess the validity of
the theoretical and semi-analytical results, we find Pout from simulation. The
N-FOM NLOS communication link is simulated for the given channel ensemble,
and the outage probability is computed with 99% confidence interval. It was
earlier established that our semi-analytical model is imprecise for large values
of αhγ/S. However, in the context of Pout, the differences in the results will
be significant mainly if the semi-analytical BER(h) poorly approximates the
simulated BER(h) values, close to the threshold ET in Figure 6.9.

In all subsequent analysis, we consider ET = 10−3. In line with the semi-
analytical and theoretical Pout models, the effects of ISI and RDE are ignored
by choosing small ϕ = � � 1. Due to higher run times and memory issues
associated with Monte Carlo simulations for accurate estimates of Pout< 1%,
the system is not simulated for such low values of the outage probability. Fur-
thermore, we also study the outage probability of a BPSK system for compari-
son. From (6.41), the outage probability of a BPSK system in Rayleigh fading
(NLOS) channel can be solved to Pout=1−exp

(− ΓT/(2γ)
)
.

In Figure 6.16, we plot Pout against γ for different values of the system
parameters. A couple of observations are made. First, the theoretical and sim-
ulation results have some differences, which are more pronounced at high values
of the outage probability (Pout≥20%). This is likely due to the approximation
βh =2α2

h made in Section 6.4. For high values of αh (and hence high αT and
Pout), the approximation is inaccurate. Moreover, better agreements are ob-
served for a large spreading factor in Figure 6.16b. As earlier discussed, these
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(b) For spreading factor S = 400.

Figure 6.16: Pout against γ, for different system and channel parameters.
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deviations are due to the inaccuracies in CLT approximations, particularly at
high values of αhγ/S.

Nonetheless, the differences exist prominently at high values of Pout, which
are not interesting for link design. In the significant region (1%≤Pout≤10%),
the difference in required γ for a certain Pout is a fraction of 1 dB. This indicates
that for practical design, one can fairly approximate the outage probability
of the N-FOM system from the provided theoretical model. Moreover, an
enhanced channel diversity (large CD) reduces the received energy required to
attain a certain level of outage probability. This is an expected result, which
follows from the fact that the N-FOM system exploits channel diversity.

To investigate this further, we analyze γρ, which as defined earlier, is the
γ = Eb/N0 required to remain below a tolerable value of outage probability
ρ. For ET =10−3, γρ is plotted against CD in Figure 6.17 for different values
of ρ. As a reference, we also plot γρ for BPSK, which can be shown to be
γρ = −ΓT/

(
2 ln(1−ρ)). We see that a high channel diversity factor leads to

reduction in γρ but little gain is achieved beyond CD≥4. In fact, for a very large
CD, it seems that γρ attains an asymptote. This is a plausible result; for a fixed
value of Pout, γ cannot be further reduced by improving the channel diversity
(for example, by increasing the bandwidth). The hard limit on γρ is imposed
by the performance of the N-FOM system in the hardened channel case, as
per our discussion related to Figure 6.11. For outage-free communication, this
asymptote is 18.5 dB for S=200, and is around 19dB for S=400.

Finally, we comment on comparison of the N-FOM system with a BPSK
system, in the context of outage probability. We observed from Figure 6.16 that
for low-to-moderate values of γ (i.e., γ≤21 dB), a BPSK system can achieve a
better outage probability in multipath propagation environments. However, the
values of outage probability achieved for such values of γ might be undesired.
This is further revealed in Figure 6.17. In multipath propagation environments,
N-FOM has an advantage over BPSK only if Pout ≤ 5% is desired.

6.5.5 Suitable system parameters

We considered an N-FOM system – which employs a polar NRZ signaling
scheme – in a dense multipath channel that follows an exponential PDP. The
results reveal a number of propagation effects, that are linked with the sys-
tem parameters. First, the channel fading varies the energy of the demod-
ulated signal. The N-FOM system exhibits considerable robustness against
frequency-selective fading, particularly at large values of CD = Bxτrms. The
delay dispersiveness of the channel leads to ISI as well as RDE. The implica-
tion of these effects can be significant, and it is better to choose the system
parameters such that the effects of these impairments are minimized. For the
studied model, it was found that for negligible ISI, the symbol rate (1/Tb)
should be roughly chosen such that Tb ≥ 40 τrms. Moreover, for a tolerable
RDE, a frequency offset should be roughly chosen, such that frτrms≤0.05.

This paints a complicated picture. A number of trade-offs are involved,
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Figure 6.17: Required γ to operate at Pout≤ρ against CD, with �=ϕ�1.
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and choosing optimal values of the system parameters depend on the design
objective and the operational environment. If the multipath environment is
considerably dispersive then the highest data rate and the number of con-
current MA links are limited. For a channel with an exponential PDP, the
tentative values for data rate and the number of concurrent MA links were
listed in Table 6.1. Moreover, a large spreading factor S=BxTb enhances the
channel diversity, and leads to an improved performance. In a hypothetical
case where the channel is hardened, the optimal spreading factor is 200 at an
error threshold of 10−3. However, in practice, a slightly larger spreading factor
might be preferred, for better resistance to frequency-selective fading or ISI.
A very large spreading factor is also not preferred. This is because the noise
contribution from AWGN is enhanced with an increase in the spreading factor.
For a considerable improvement in the average BER and the outage probability,
one should operate in the high-CNR regime (γ/S�0.56).

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the performance of the N-FOM communication system in a
dense frequency-selective fading channel was investigated. A quasi-analytical
expression for BER was derived and the channel impairments were studied in
relation with the design parameters. In addition to fading and ISI, the N-FOM
link also suffers from RDE, which arises due to dissimilar channel response
over the reference and the information signals. On the one hand, the system
is robust to frequency-selective fading; the self-correlation operation effectively
collects the channel energy. At S = 200, less than 3 dB of fade margin is
required to operate at an average error rate of 10−3. On the other hand, ISI
and RDE resulting respectively from using a large frequency offset fr or a large
data rate can significantly limit the performance, particularly in the high-CNR
regime. For a given channel model, a rule-of-thumb criterion for the values of
data rate and frequency offset was suggested, which ensures negligible RDE
and ISI. However, these restrictions weaken the MA capability of N-FOM. For
a data rate of 10 kbps in an office environment (τrms≈100 ns), one can choose
from a total of 40 available offsets, with a maximum of 10 concurrent links.

An approximated analytical expression for the outage probability Pout was
also derived, which was shown to be fairly estimate γ in the region of interest
Pout≤10%. For an error threshold of 10−3, it was found that the N-FOM sys-
tem can operate at Pout<1% for a nominal value of γ=23 dB. A slight increase
in γ or channel diversity factor can considerably improve the outage probabil-
ity. Comparisons with a BPSK system suggest that although N-FOM suffers
greatly from noise-enhancement, it can be beneficial in multipath environments
where outage probabilities of less than 5% are desired.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and research
directions

In this thesis, we presented and studied a noise-based frequency offset TR sys-
tem (N-FOM) in the context of its feasibility for low data rate WSNs. The
motivation for N-FOM stems from its fast synchronization and simple receiver
architecture which enables an inexpensive design, in terms of power and cir-
cuitry. Since these features are highly desired in monitoring applications where
WSNs operate in remote or accessible terrains, the N-FOM communication
scheme makes an interesting research subject. In this thesis, the N-FOM com-
munication system was investigated from the physical layer perspective, and
insights about the strengths and constraints of the scheme were presented.

In line with the research questions stated in Section 1.6, we summarize the
conclusions that can be drawn from the research. Moreover, some directions
for further research will be suggested.

7.1 Conclusions

The N-FOM receiver has a simple detection mechanism. Unlike the traditional
DSSS systems, the receiver recovers the desired information without the need
of complex rake receiver implementation and associated channel adaptation.
Nevertheless, the simplified detection mechanism comes at the cost of noise
enhancement. The mixing of the received signal with itself creates multiple
wideband noise terms. Particularly, the self-mixing of the transmitted signal
also elevates the noise level. Hence, with increasing transmission power, the
link quality achieves an asymptote. In the low-CNR regime, the total SNR is
dictated by the self-mixing of AWGN, whereas in the high-CNR regime, it is
dominated by the self-mixing of the transmitted signal. Thus, the performance
of an N-FOM link is limited in both low- and high-CNR regimes. In a LOS
link, there is at least 10.8 dB of performance penalty compared to a coherent
BPSK system. Nonetheless, in the high-CNR regime, the link performance
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is substantially improved by using a high spreading factor, albeit, at the cost
of a slight performance degradation in the low-CNR regime. Therefore, the
link performance has a non-monotonic relation with the spreading factor. An
optimal spreading factor exists which scales linearly with the received SNR per
bit γ = Eb/N0.

In a sensor network where concurrent transmissions are expected, MA is
enabled by use of different frequency offsets. With the knowledge of a frequency
offset used by each communicating node, one can establish point-to-multipoint
links. However, the analytical and simulation results the reveal interference-
limited nature of N-FOM. It was found that, due to magnification of MUI
by the self-mixing operation, a strong signal from a nearby interfering node
can disrupt communication with a faraway node. In the best case scenario,
where the transmission power of each node is adaptively controlled and the
frequency offsets are suitably chosen, three to four simultaneous LOS links can
be established with an acceptable quality (BER≤ 10−3). Therefore, N-FOM
has a limited potential in a dense network with a large amount of traffic.

Similarly, the N-FOM has limited tolerance to NBI, which is in contrast
to a coherent DSSS receiver. The NBI self-mixing product, at the output
of the mixing operation, is the dominant noise term. For an interferer with
a bandwidth smaller than the data rate of the N-FOM system, the system
exhibits better resilience to NBI, particularly in comparison with an energy
detector. On the other hand, if modulated NBI with a bandwidth much larger
than the data rate of the N-FOM system is considered, then the dominant
noise term is not suppressed by the detection mechanism. In this case, the
total SNR of the N-FOM link reduces quadratically with the CIR, and also
depends on the bandwidth of the interferer. Nonetheless, for both type of
interferers, maintaining a LOS link with a BER≤10−3 becomes optimistic for
CIRs below −5 dB.

In dense multipath fading environments, the self-correlation operation col-
lects energy from all multipath components. Employing large operational band-
widths in a rich scattering environments enhances the channel diversity, and
one can operate at BER=10−3 with less than 3 dB of fade margin. A semi-
analytical expression for the average BER was derived. The results indicate
that the system is robust to frequency-selective fading. Furthermore, the immu-
nity of N-FOM to small-scale fading relies on coherence between the reference
and information signal. A large frequency offset implies that the two signals
will be affected differently by a frequency-selective fading channel. It was found
that this leads to the reference-decoherence effect (RDE). Similarly, the delay
dispersion can introduce ISI, which is further enhanced if high data rates are
employed. A rule-of-thumb criterion on the frequency offset and the data rate
was presented, in order to ensure negligible ISI and RDE.

In addition to the average BER, an expression for outage probability Pout

was also derived, provided some approximations on the channel parameters are
allowed. It was found that one can achieve an outage probability of less than
5% for a nominal value of the average received SNR per bit Eb/N0=22 dB. In
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a high-CNR regime, a small increase in the received signal energy significantly
reduces the outage probability. Finally, although N-FOM is robust to fading,
the added value of the system manifests mainly in those scenarios where Pout≤
5% is required.

7.1.1 Design parameters

1. The frequency offset fr is a key design parameter, and its value has nu-
merous practical implications. First, for coherence between the reference
and the information signals, the frequency offset must be much smaller
than the channel coherence bandwidth. Second, the design choice should
enforce orthogonality between the two signals over one symbol time. Or-
thogonality is ensured by choosing the frequency offset from a specific
set of values, and depends on the symbol rate and the signaling scheme.
Finally, in order to minimize crosstalk in a MA link, it is preferable to
have a large difference between the frequency offsets used by the different
links. The conditions on the frequency offset limit not only the maximum
data rate, but also the highest usable frequency offset, thus limiting the
MA capability. As an example, an N-FOM network can support upto 10
mutually concurrent links, at a data rate of 10 kbps using BPSK modu-
lation.

2. Choice of the spreading factor S=BxTb depends on the design goal. It
was found that in a point-to-point LOS link, the optimal spreading factor
for operating at BER of 10−3 and 10−6, is approximately 20 dB and 23 dB
respectively. In NLOS links, large bandwidths are preferred for resistance
against frequency-selective fading. Therefore, the bandwidth should be
chosen such that the channel diversity CD =Bxτrms is large. A channel
diversity of 3 or 4 is sufficient, if a BER of 10−3 is the desired link quality.

7.1.2 Overall conclusion

To summarize, N-FOM as a communication principle – although simplifies the
receiver – has limited utility for sensor applications where scalability, immu-
nity to interference, and ultra-low power design are indispensable. The noisy
detection mechanism is central to most shortcomings. It is the prime perfor-
mance limiting factor which makes it both a noise- and an interference-limited
system. Although N-FOM retains some positive features of a coherent DSSS
system, such as robustness to fading, it loses on interference-robustness. The
risk of MUI can be reduced by employing efficient channel access schemes and
MAC protocols. However, external interferers, such as WiFi or Bluetooth,
can potentially prevent the communication. Despite its performance penalty
compared to the coherent DSSS system, its faster synchronization and sim-
pler receiver design might make it valuable for a niche of sensor applications.
Sparse WSNs in remote, interference-free, rich scattering environments, for ex-
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ample for monitoring of areal evaporation, plant-animal interactions, or other
eco-physiological factors, could benefit from N-FOM.

For possible success of the communication scheme, it seems imperative that
one treats the noise-enhancement problem of the detection mechanism. Ad-
ditional post and pre-processing schemes can be applied, in order to suppress
the noise from the mixing operation. Such schemes bring complexity; in order
to explore the trade-offs between complexity and performance, a system-level
design of N-FOM should prove beneficial for its utility.

7.2 Recommendations

In this thesis, the N-FOM principle was investigated for its potential in a low-
power and low data rate sensor network. Without compromising the receiver
complexity, for example by adding DSP modules, adaptive filtering or cod-
ing techniques, the N-FOM system was found to have limited applicability.
With added receiver complexity, the underlying TR scheme has been subject
of a number of studies, where suppression of interference is achieved by either
coding, adaptive filtering or a combination of both [98, 99]. Nevertheless, in
line with the vision of this project, this section provides recommendations and
research directions which may improve the overall utility of N-FOM without
considerably increasing the implementation and power costs.

First, we point at research directions, that builds on the work carried out
in this thesis. Next, we discuss improvements in the system model and provide
an outlook.

7.2.1 Extensions

Throughout this thesis, we have assumed perfect frequency lock between the
frequency offset LO at the receiver and that at the transmitter. Although
the low frequency offset is easy to track and lock-on to, it has to be further
investigated. Since the frequency offset and symbol timing could be coupled, a
mismatch in frequency offset could also lead to errors in synchronization and
detection. This is particularly crucial for an MA scenario, where multiple users
are communicating with different frequency offsets. A mismatch in frequency
offset and correspondingly in sampling time, might lead to severe crosstalk.
For phase synchronization in N-FOM, a first order phase-locked loop (PLL)
was investigated in [100]. The research could be extended for frequency offset
synchronization.

In this thesis, BPSK modulation was adopted for a proof of concept. Limi-
tation on maximum data rate (or symbol rate in the case of BPSK) is imposed
by the delay dispersive nature of the multipath environment. In order to in-
crease the throughput, higher order modulation schemes can be investigated.
One can also implement differential PSK (DBPSK), which encodes information
onto the phase difference between two consecutive symbols. This is valuable to
counter the effect of phase offset at the detection stage.
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Moreover, the analysis in this thesis is based on the Gaussian assumption of
the decision variable. This simplified the analysis and helped derive analytical
expressions for performance metrics. However, the approximation leads to a
poor estimation of the required received energy to achieve a certain BER, if
either the spreading factor is too low, or if the CNR is too high. This is par-
ticularly problematic in fading channels, where each received packet can have
a different CNR. Similar problems exist in chaos-based communication, and a
study on coherent chaos-based CDMA has proposed a solution [101]. To find
the exact PDF of the decision variable, the authors applied numerical methods
as well as approximations to known distributions. Although the derived BER
expression is not closed-form, it is shown to be accurate for low spreading fac-
tors. This work cannot be directly applied to N-FOM, since the statistics of the
decision variable in N-FOM vary not only with S, but also with the received bit
energy. Nevertheless, the study is valuable, as it points out a potential research
direction to help derive mathematical expressions for an accurate BER.

Finally, in this thesis, we have derived closed-form-expressions for the BER
in different operational environments. However, a closed-form-expression for
operation in an NLOS environment was not derived. Since the multipath envi-
ronment is the most relevant to WSNs, a closed-form-expression in this scenario
is very helpful for design of the system. This requires derivation of a joint dis-
tribution of the channel variables in (6.24). This is hard to solve. However, as
shown in the analysis of the outage probability, one might approximate a vari-
able as a function of another variable in different CNR regimes. This analytical
manipulation can simplify the analysis, and lead to a closed-form expression
for the BER for particular CNR regimes.

7.2.2 Improvements

First and foremost, the choice of using pure noise has to be reconsidered. Com-
pared to a PN carrier, using the noise-based carrier risks challenging implemen-
tation due to a high PAPR associated with it. Secondly, the PN carrier opens
up possibilities for applying different coding techniques, such as a time-hopping
scheme studied in [102], which can be helpful in reducing MUI. However, such
techniques are more applicable to UWB systems, where the ultra-narrow and
sparse pulses allow manipulation of their timings.

For wideband systems, one can also investigate the traditionally used chaotic
signals, such as those based on the Chebychev polynomial map. This field has
gained significant research interest over the last decade [66]. A recent study on
a chaos-based differential TR system has shown that, in a power-line multipath
channel, the scheme can outperform a rake receiver with erroneous channel in-
formation [103]. In order to reduce MUI, coding schemes can also be applied
to chaotic signals [104]. Research in this direction can potentially lead to sig-
nificant improvements in the N-FOM link performance.

A short study on N-FOM in a delay dispersive channel found that ISI can
be reduced by introducing guard intervals (duty cycling) [93]. Further study
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in this area can lead to promising improvements, and also help in easing the
restrictions on the system parameters. Moreover, one can also investigate al-
ternatives to using the frequency offset. The main purpose of the frequency
offset is to enable a receiver to distinguish between different links in a MA envi-
ronment. This separation of the signals can also be carried out using different
separating waveforms. The optimal separating waveform should have a broad
ACF [94]. As a special case of these waveforms, spreading waveforms based on
Walsh codes can be used [105]. This implies that the reference and information
signals are separated by codes instead of time or frequency. Code-shifted TR
although requires digital implementation, the gains achieved in terms of MA
capability and performance are valuable.

The noise-enhancement due to operation of the energy-detector type re-
ceiver was found to be the major performance-limiting factor. In addition
to reconsidering the noise carrier, additional steps can be taken for possible
success of the N-FOM system. One possible method is to apply pre- and post-
processing schemes to suppress NBI as well as noise from the mixing operation.
Since such techniques will have to adapt to MUI and NBI, the overall energy re-
quirement of such a receiver may eclipse the benefits of using N-FOM. One can
also find alternatives to the energy detector. Chen studied an energy-detector
type receiver [106], where the squaring operation is replaced by an arbitrary
positive power operation. For a UWB system, the author showed that the
squaring operation is not optimum, and one can achieve better BERs with the
improved energy detector, particularly at high values of Eb/N0. Adapting this
method to the frequency offset TR model can lead to valuable improvements.

Finally, the design of N-FOM should be taken to the system-level. In this
context, MAC and PHY models were partially integrated [107], and the system
was simulated for WSNs with different node densities. The results showed that
the PHY has significant impact on the logical level, particularly in the context of
the overall throughput in multi-user environments. In order to assess the overall
utility of the N-FOM system, the integration of PHY design with architectural
and logical design is required. Enabling the designer to operate at a higher
level can prove hugely significant for overall system optimization, requirement
analysis, benchmarking, and help find opportunities for further improvements.
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Appendix A

Derivation of SNR
parameters

This appendix provides derivation of the variance of the decision variable. Each
of the following sections aims to derive this SNR parameter for a different
operational scenario. First, in Section A.1, we derive the SNR parameters for a
point-to-point LOS AWGN link, that was subject of Chapter 2. In Section A.2,
an external interferer is considered, and finally in Section A.3, the parameter
is derived for an NLOS link.

The analyses in each of the following sections share similar mathematical
steps, particularly in the approximations that are made. The derivations in
Section A.1 serve as a template for the rest of the appendix. For brevity,
repetition of mathematical steps will be avoided in Section A.2 and Section A.3.
Instead, a reference will be made to the relevant part in Section A.1.

A.1 LOS AWGN link

The parameters derived in this section leads to the SNR expression (2.29).
We first derive the narrowband parameters in (2.27) and then the wideband
parameters in (2.28).

A.1.1 Narrowband parameters

The derivation of {η1, η2} is slightly different for a binary NRZ message signal,
and for a message signal with a general pulse shape.

NRZ signaling scheme

For a rectangular pulse shape p(t), η1 from (2.27a) can be written as

η1 =
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

a4(u) cos2(2πfru+φr)du

157
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(a)
=

1

Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
c+ b0 cos(2πfrt+φr)

)4
cos2(2πfrt+φr)

=
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
c4 cos2(2πfrt+φr)+4c3b0 cos

3(2πfrt+φr)

+ 6c2 cos4(2πfrt+φr)+4c b0 cos
5(2πfrt+φr) + cos6(2πfrt+φr)

)
dt, (A.1)

where (a) follows from substituting a(t) from (2.10). From the power reduction
identity of the cosine, we come to know that

cosn(θ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
2

2n

n−1

2∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
cos

(
(n− 2k)θ

)
, n is odd,

1

2n

(
n
n/2

)
+

2

2n

n
2
−1∑

k=0

(
n
k

)
cos

(
(n− 2k)θ

)
, n is even.

(A.2)

The reduction of cosines in (A.1) will lead to a summation of constants and
cosines. The arguments of the cosines will be non-zero multiples of 2πfrt with
a constant phase offset φr. Since fr is a multiple of 1/Tb, any cosine in the
integrand of (A.1) will be suppressed by the IDF. One can hence infer from
(A.2) that η1 will be integration of the constant terms. Solving for the constant
terms only, we can rewrite η1 as

η1 =
8c4 + 36c2 + 5

16(1/2 + c2)2
,

which is equal to (2.34a). Similarly, we can write η2 as

η2 =
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

a2(t) cos2(2πfru+φr)dt

=
1

Tb(1/2 + c2)

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
c2 cos2(2πfrt+φr) + cos4(2πfrt+φr)

+ 2c b0 cos
3(2πfrt+φr)

)
dt =

4c2 + 3

8(1/2 + c2)
,

which is equal to (2.34b). This completes the derivation of {η1, η2}. For
c = 1/

√
2, we have {η1, η2} = {25/16, 5/8}.

Generic signaling scheme

For a message signal with a general pulse shape, the derivation of {η1, η2} is
mathematically tedious. Given that fr is much larger than the bandwidth of
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the pulse shape p(t), η1 and η2 can be simplified to

η1 =
1

16Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
8c4 + 36c2m2(u) + 5m4(u)

)
p2(u) du

η2 =
1

8Tb(1/2 + c2)

∫ ∞

−∞

(
4c2 + 3m2(u)

)
p2(u) du.

Since the pulses in m(t) could be partially overlapping, the above integrals are
not straightforward. However, using numerical methods, we compute the above
integral for a root-raised cosine (RRC) pulse with a roll-off factor of zero. Note
that such an RRC pulse is in fact a sinc pulse. We first solve for the parameter
η2, which can be written as

η2 =
1

8Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
4c2 + 3m2(u)

)
p2(u) du

=
1

8Tb(1/2 + c2)2

(
4c2

∫ ∞

−∞
p2(u) du+ 3

∑
k

∫ ∞

−∞
p2(u− k Tb)p

2(u) du

+ 6
∑
k,l
k>l

bkbl

∫ ∞

−∞
p(u− k Tb)p(u− lTb)p

2(u) du

)

The first integral gives the energy (Tb) of the pulse, whereas the second integral
can be seen as the ACF of p2(t), evaluated at kTb, for all integer values of k.
Finally, the last integral can be seen as cross-correlation of p2(t) with a product
of two differently shifted versions of p(t). The outcome of this integral is small
(≈ 0.05Tb), and is further weighted by combination of bits {bk, bl} for k 
= l.
Since, the bits are polar and equi-probable, we approximate that the last term
in the above expression amounts to zero. Using numerical methods to find the
ACF, the above expression is evaluated as

η2 ≈ 4c2 + 2.82

8(1/2 + c2)
.

Similarly, η1 can be written as

η1 =
1

16Tb(1/2 + c2)2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
8c4 + 36c2m2(u) + 5m4(u)

)
p2(u) du

≈ 1

16Tb(1/2 + c2)2

(
8c4Tb + 33.84 c2Tb + 5

∫ ∞

−∞
p2(u)m4(u) du

)

≈ 8c4 + 33.84c2 + 4.67

16(1/2 + c2)2
.

For c = 1/
√
2, the values of {η1, η2} for the sinc pulse are {23.6/16, 4.82/8},

which are slightly less than that for the rectangular pulse {25/16, 5/8} com-
puted earlier. However, it has to be stressed that these results are obtained
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from crude approximations, and can be slightly different for RRC pulses with
different roll-off factors. For consistency in this thesis, we will use those values
of {η1, η2} which correspond to the rectangular pulses.

A.1.2 Power of noise from signal self-mixing

The noise contribution from the signal self-mixing product, is defined in (2.24a).
For better readability, we reproduce the expression below

Ψyy =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zy(u)zy(v)

]−E
[
zy(u)

]
E
[
zy(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv, (A.3)

The term E[zy(t)] was calculated in (2.16). Using the definition of zy(t) from
(2.13a), the first term in the integrand is calculated as

E
[
zy(u)zy(v)

]
=

1

4L2
E

[
x̃g(u)x̃

∗
g(u)x̃g(v)x̃

∗
g(v)

]
· a2(u)a2(v) cos2(2πfru+φr) cos2(2πfrv+φr)

=
1

4L2

(
E
[
x̃g(u)x̃

∗
g(v)

]
E
[
x̃g(v)x̃

∗
g(u)

]
+E

[|x̃g(u)|2]E[|x̃g(v)|2])
· a2(u)a2(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr),

where the last equality follows from the moment theorem of complex Gaussian
processes [92], which states that four jointly complex Gaussian random vari-
ables {s1, s2, s3, s4} satisfy

E
[
s1s

∗
2s3s

∗
4

]
= E[s1s

∗
2]E[s3s

∗
4] + E[s∗2s3]E[s1s

∗
4]. (A.4)

Substituting the expression for E[zy(u)zy(v)] in (A.3) in combination with
(2.16), we get

Ψyy =
1

4L2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
x̃g(u)x̃

∗
g(v)

]
E
[
x̃g(v)x̃

∗
g(u)

]
· a21(u)a21(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v) du dv

=
1

4L2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣Rx̃g
(u−v)∣∣2a2(u)a2(v) cos(2πfru+φr)

· cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v)dudv

=
1

4L2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣Rx̃g
(τ)

∣∣2a2(u−τ)a2(u) cos (2πfr(u−τ)+φr)
· cos(2πfru+φr)p(u−τ)p(u) dτ du,

where the last equality follows from substituting τ = u− v. Since x̃g(t) is
a wideband random process, the support of its ACF Rx̃g

(τ) is very narrow
(∼1/Bx). The narrowband functions in the above expression hardly vary over
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τ . Therefore they can be taken outside the integral over τ with τ ≈ 0. This
results in the approximation

Ψyy≈ 1

4L2

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣Rx̃g
(τ)

∣∣2dτ∫ ∞

−∞
a4(u) cos2(2πfru+φr)p

2(u) du

=
η1Tb(1/2 + c2)2

4L2

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
x̃g
(f) df,

where the last equality follows from Parseval’s theorem and the Wiener-Khinchin
relations; and the definition of η1 from (2.27a). Substituting Sx̃g

(f) using (2.11)
and (2.3), the above expression is written as

Ψyy =
η1Tb(1/2 + c2)2

64L2

(
2Px

Bx

)2∫ ∞

−∞
S2

(
f

Bx

)
|G̃(f)|4df

= η1
E2

b

16SBx

∫ ∞

−∞
S2

(
f

Bx

)
|G̃(f)|4df

where we have used definition of Eb from (2.22) and S = BxTb is the spreading
factor. Substituting ν = f/Bx in the above expression, and then using the
definition of Λ2 in (2.26), we get

Ψyy = η1E
2
bΛ2/S.

This completes the derivation of Ψyy.

A.1.3 Power of noise from signal-AWGN mixing

The noise contribution from the signal-noise mixing product, in (2.24b), is

Ψyn =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zyn(u)zyn(v)

]−E
[
zyn(u)

]
E
[
zyn(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv,

=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
zyn(u)zyn(v)

]
p(u)p(v) du dv,

where the last equality holds due to zero contribution from E[zyn(t)] to the
decision variable. Substituting zyn(t) from (2.13b), Ψyn solves to

Ψyn =
1

4L

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
E

[(
x̃g(u)ñ

∗
g(u) + x̃∗g(u)ñg(u)

)(
x̃g(v)ñ

∗
g(v)+x̃

∗
g(v)ñg(v)

)]
· a(u)a(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v) du dv

=
1

4L

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
x̃g(u)ñ

∗
g(u)x̃

∗
g(v)ñg(v)

]
+E

[
x̃∗g(u)ñg(u)x̃g(v)ñ

∗
g(v)

])
· a(u)a(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v) du dv

=
1

4L

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
x̃g(u)x̃

∗
g(v)

]
E
[
ñ∗
g(u)ñg(v)

]
+E

[
x̃∗g(u)x̃g(v)

]
· E[ñg(u)ñ

∗
g(v)

])
a(u)a(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v) du dv,
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where in the last two equalities, we have used the moment theorem of complex
Gaussian processes (A.4), and the relation E[x̃g(u)ñ

∗
g(u)] = 0 due to their

mutual independence and zero mean. Denoting Rñg
(τ) as the ACF of ñg(t),

and using similar approximations as in the last subsection, we can write

Ψyn =
1

4L

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
Rx̃g

(u− v)Rñg
(v − u) +Rx̃g

(v − u)Rñg
(u− v)

)
· a(u)a(v) cos(2πfru+φr) cos(2πfrv+φr)p(u)p(v) du dv,

≈ 1

4L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
Rx̃g

(τ)R∗
ñg
(τ) +R∗

x̃g
(τ)Rñg

(τ)
)
dτ

·
∫ ∞

−∞
a2(u) cos2(2πfru+φr)p

2(u) du

(a)
=

1

2L

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)Sñg
(f) df

∫ ∞

−∞
a21(u) cos

2(2πfru+φr)p
2(u) du

(b)
=
η2Tb(1/2 + c2)

2L

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)Sñg
(f) df,

where (a) follows from Plancherel’s theorem and the Wiener-Khinchin relations;
and (b) follows from the definition of η2 from (2.27b). Using (2.11) and (2.3),
we substitute the PSDs Sx̃g

(f) and Sñg
(f). This results in

Ψyn =
η2Tb(1/2 + c2)N0

8L

Px

Bx

∫ ∞

−∞
S
(
f

Bx

)
|G̃(f)|4 df

= η2
EbN0

8Bx

∫ ∞

−∞
S
(
f

Bx

)
|G̃(f)|4 df = 2η2EbN0Λ3,

where we have used the definition of Eb from (2.22); and the last equality
follows by substituting ν=f/Bx and then using the definition of Λ3 in (2.26).
This completes the derivation of Ψyn.

A.1.4 Power of noise from AWGN self-mixing

The noise contribution from the noise self-mixing product is given by

Ψnn =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E
[
zn(u)zn(v)

]−E
[
zn(u)

]
E
[
zn(v)

])
p(u)p(v) du dv.

To solve the above expression, we substitute zn(t) from (2.13c), and then follow
similar steps as in Section A.1.2. Recall from (2.18) that E[zn(t)] has zero
contribution to the decision variable. One can show that

Ψnn =
1

4

∫ ∞

−∞
|Rñg

(τ)|2 dτ
∫ ∞

−∞
p2(u) cos2(2πfru+φr) du

(a)
=

Tb
8

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
ñg
(f) df

(b)
=

1

32
N2

0Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
|G̃(f)|4 df,

(c)
=

1

2
N2

0SΛ0,
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where (a) follows from
∫
p2(t) dt=Tb and if either i) the bandwidth of p(t) is

much smaller than fr, or ii) for a rectangular pulse shape with duration Tb,
we choose fr=n/Tb or φr=(2n+1)π/4 for any nonzero integer n. Finally, (b)
in above relations follows from (2.11), and (c) follows from definition of Λ0 in
(2.26). This completes the derivation of Ψnn.

A.1.5 Simplified case

For a simplified case, described in Section 2.2.4, the parameters {Ψyy,Ψyn,Ψnn}
can be derived from the results in the above subsections. For a rectangular PSD
of the spreading signal, we have a rectangular front-end filter G(f), which has

a unit magnitude in the interval {fc − Bx

2 , fc +
Bx

2 }. Accordingly G̃(f) = 2;
this results in Λi = 1, ∀i in (2.26). Substituting this outcome in (2.28), we get

Ψyy = η1E
2
b/S, Ψyn = 2η2EbN0, Ψnn = N2

0S/2.

Furthermore, if one considers a polar NRZ message signal and c = 1/
√
2, then

using values of {η1, η2} from Section A.1.1, the above parameters solve to

Ψyy =
25E2

b

16S
, Ψyn =

5EbN0

4
, Ψnn =

1

2
N2

0S.

A.2 LOS link with external interference

In this section, we derive the SNR parameters for a point-to-point LOS link
subject to an external NB interferer, for both modulated and single-tone NBI
models. The parameters derived in this section lead to the SNR expressions in
(5.12) and (5.17). In the analysis below, we will use a few key properties of WSS
Gaussian bandpass processes. Any zero-mean bandpass process, with a PSD
that is symmetric around a carrier frequency, has uncorrelated but identical
quadrature components. Furthermore, the PSDs of the components are also
symmetric. If the process is Gaussian, then the quadrature components are
jointly-Gaussian and mutually-independent. In conclusion, a zero-mean WSS
Gaussian process s(t), centered around fc satisfies

Rs(τ) = RsI (τ) cos(2πfcτ) −RsIsQ(τ) sin(2πfcτ) = RsI (τ) cos(2πfcτ)

⇒ SsI (f) = SsQ(f) =

{
2S(f + fc), f + fc > 0
0, f + fc ≤ 0

A.2.1 Power of noise from NBI self-mixing

We denote the noise contribution from the NBI self-mixing product as Ψii. For
single-tone NBI, this term is zero since the receiver operation moves it out of the
detection band, as discussed in Section 5.3.1. For a modulated (OFDM-like)
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interferer, this can be written as

Ψii =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

Czizi(t1, t2) dt1 dt2

=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
E
[
zi(t1)zi(t2)

]−E
[
zi(t1)

]
E
[
zi(t2)

])
dt1 dt2.

Recall from Section 5.3.2 that E[zi(t)] has zero contribution the decision vari-
able. Substituting zi(t) from (5.7b), we get

Ψii =
1

4

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E
[|̃i(t1)|2 |̃i(t2)|2] cos(2πfrt1) cos(2πfrt2) dt1 dt2

=
1

4

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

|Rĩ̃i(t2−t1)|2 cos(2πfrt1) cos(2πfrt2) dt1dt2,

where the last equality follows from (A.4), and from the definition of ACF.
Since the interference bandwidth was assumed to be much larger than the
frequency offset, the sinusoids in the above integral are almost constant over
the narrow supports of the ACF of the NBI. Using similar steps of derivation
as in Section A.1.2, the above expression solves to

Ψii =
1

4

∫ ∞

−∞
|Rĩ̃i(τ)|2 dτ

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos2(2πfrt)dt =
Tb
8

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
ĩ
(f) df

=
Tb
8

(
2Pi

Bi

)2

=
P 2
i Tb
2Bi

,

where the second line of expressions follow from substituting complex baseband
equivalent of Si(f) from (5.5). This completes the proof of Ψii. Although, we
had assumed an interferer with a rectangular spectral shape, we would have
obtained a similar result for any spectral shape as long as the spectrum is more
or less uniform.

A.2.2 Power of noise from NBI-signal mixing

The NBI-cross-signal product in both (5.11) and (5.16) is defined as

Ψyi =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
E
[
zyi(t1)zyi(t2)

]− E
[
zyi(t1)

]
E
[
zyi(t2)

])
dt1 dt2

=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E

[
zyi(t1)zyi(t2)

]
dt1 dt2, (A.5)

where the last equality follows because we had shown that E[zyi(t)] does not
contribute to the decision variable. For any NBI model, we can write the
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NBI-cross-signal product as

zyi(t) =
1

2
√
L

(
ỹ(t)̃i∗(t) + ĩ(t)ỹ∗(t)

)
cos(2πfrt)

=
1√
L
Re

[
x̃(t)̃i∗(t)

]
a(t) cos(2πfrt)

=
1√
L

(
xI(t)iI(t)+xQ(t)iQ(t)

)
a(t) cos(2πfrt). (A.6)

Using (A.6) and (A.5), we find the noise power from zyi(t) for the two models
of interferers.

Unmodulated NBI:

The complex baseband equivalent of single-tone NBI is
√
2Pi e

j(2π(fi−fc)+θi).
We define fIF := fi−fc≤Bx/2 as the intermediate frequency. Using (A.6), the
NBI-cross-signal mixing product is

zyi(t) =

√
2Pi

L

[
xI(t) cos

(
2πfIFt+θi

)
+xQ(t) sin

(
2πfIFt+θi

)]
a(t) cos(2πfrt),

where {xI(t), xQ(t)} are the quadrature components of the bandpass signal
x(t). Since x(t) is a zero mean WSS Gaussian process with rectangular PSD,
both xI(t) and xQ(t) have a power of Px which follows from the properties
of bandpass processes. Solving (A.5), the noise contribution from this term is
solved as

Ψyi =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E
[
zyi(t1)zyi(t2)

]
dt1dt2

=
Pi

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
RxI

(t1 − t2) +RxQ
(t1 − t2)

)
· cos (2πfIF(t1 − t2)

)
a(t1)a(t2) cos(2πfrt1) cos(2πfrt2) dt1 dt2,

where have used the fact that θi is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π, and
is independent from x(t). Using similar approximations as that in Section A.1.3,
we simplify

Ψyi ≈ Pi

L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
RxI

(τ) +RxQ
(τ)

)
cos(2πfIFτ) dτ

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

a2(t1) cos
2(2πfrt1) dt1

(a)
=

η2PiTb
2L

(
SxI

(fIF)+SxI
(−fIF)+SxQ

(fIF)+SxQ
(−fIF)

)
(b)
=

2η2PiTb
L

SxI
(fIF),

where (a) follows from Plancherel’s theorem, and from the definition of η2
from (2.27b) for c = 1/

√
2, φr = 0, and a rectangular p(t); and (b) follows from
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the symmetry of the PSDs of the quadrature components. The above result
indicates that the noise from the interference-cross-signal term depends on the
carrier frequency of the interferer, as well as the PSD of the spreading signal. If
x(t) has a rapidly decaying PSD, then noise from zyi(t) can be small, if fi − fc
is large. However, in practice, the signal is shaped such that its PSD is more or
less uniform. In our model, x(t) has a brick-wall spectrum; solving the above
expression, we get

Ψyi =
2η2PiTb

L
· Px =

5PiTbEb

4S
,

where the last equality follows from value of η2 in Section A.1.1 for c = 1/
√
2;

and by substituting S = BxTb and Eb = PxTb/L. This completes the deriva-
tion of the noise contribution from zyi(t) product for a single-tone interferer.

Modulated NBI:

The noise power from NBI-signal mixing product, for modulated NBI, is de-
rived in a similar fashion. In this case iI(t) and iQ(t) in (A.6) are wideband
signals, with bandwidths much larger than both 1/Tb and fr. These quadrature
components of i(t) are mutually independent, and their first and second order
statistics are the same. Using similar steps of derivation as the last subsection,
one can show that

Ψyi =
η2Tb
L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
SxI

(f)SiI (f) + SxQ
(f)SiQ(f)

)
df

(a)
=

2η2Tb
L

∫ ∞

−∞
SxI

(f)SiI (f) df
(b)
=

5

4L
Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
SxI

(f)SiI (f) df,

where (a) follows from the properties of bandpass Gaussian processes; and (b)
follows from the value of η2 in Section A.1.1 for c = 1/

√
2. The PSD of ĩ(t) was

given in (5.14). From the properties mentioned in the beginning of Section A.2,
it follows that iI(t) has a PSD SiI (f) =

Pi

Bi
rect

(
(f − fIF)/Bi

)
. Using this in

the above expression, we get

Ψyi =
5

4L
Tb

∫ fIF+Bi/2

fIF−Bi/2

Pi

Bi
SxI

(f) df =
5

4L
Tb

∫ fIF+Bi/2

fIF−Bi/2

PiPx

BiBx
df

=
5PiPxTb
4BxL

=
5PiTbEb

4S
.

This completes the derivation of the noise contribution from the NBI-cross-
signal product for modulated NBI. It is not surprising that the result is the
same as that of a single-tone interferer.

A.2.3 Power of noise from NBI-AWGN mixing

The derivation of the noise contribution from NBI-cross-noise product is similar
to that of the NBI-cross-signal product in Section A.2.2. For single-tone NBI,
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we can solve

Ψni = 2Pi

∫ ∞

−∞
RnI

(τ) cos(2πfIFτ) dτ

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos2(2πfrt)dt

= PiTbSnI
(fIF) = PiN0Tb,

For the OFDM-like NBI, it is solved as

Ψni =

∫ ∞

−∞

(
SnI

(f)SiI (f) + SnQ
(f)SiQ(f)

)
df

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos2(2πfrt)dt

= Tb

∫ ∞

−∞
SnI

(f)SiI (f) df = Tb

∫ fIF+Bi/2

fIF−Bi/2

Pi

Bi
N0 df = PiN0Tb,

which completes the derivation of the noise contribution from NBI-cross-noise
mixing product.

A.3 NLOS link

In this section, we derive the variance of the decision variable for an N-FOM
point-to-point link in a dense frequency-selective channel. The expression for
the variance is given in (6.21), which is a sum of noise contribution from three
mixing products {zy(t), zyn(t), zn(t)} defined in (6.15). The power of noise
from these terms were given in (6.23); in this section, we derive those values.
Note that the term Ψnn is the same as that in Section A.1.4, with Λ0 = 1.
Below, we find the power of noise from the remaining two terms.

A.3.1 Power of noise from signal self-mixing

The noise contribution Ψyy is defined as

Ψyy =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Czyzy (t1, t2)p(t1)p(t2) dt1 dt2

=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

(
E

[
zy(t1)zy(t2)

]
− E

[
zy(t1)

]
E
[
zy(t1)

])
p(t1)p(t2) dt1 dt2.

(A.7)

The second term in the integrand can be solved similarly as that in (6.17).
Using the definition of zy(t) from (6.15a), the first term in the above integrand
can be written as∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
E
[
zy(t1)zy(t2)

]
p(t1)p(t2) dt1 dt2 =

=
1

64

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫∫∫∫
U
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)h̃(w)h̃∗(s)a2(t1)a2(t2) cos2(2πfrt1+φr)p(t1)

· E[x̃g(t1−u)x̃∗g(t1−v)x̃g(t2−w)x̃∗g(t2−s)] cos2(2πfrt2+φr)p(t2) dU dt1 dt2,
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where, for notational brevity, we have represented
∫∫∫∫

U dU as the integration
over the set of variables {u, v, w, s} with limits [−∞,∞]. Using the theorem
(A.4) in the last expression, and substituting the result in (A.7), we get

Ψyy =
1

64

∫∫∫∫
U
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)h̃(w)h̃∗(s)

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Rx̃g

(t1−t2+s−u)a2(t1)a2(t2)

· R∗
x̃g
(t1−t2+w−v) cos2(2πfrt1+φr) cos2(2πfrt2+φr)p(t1)p(t2) dU dt1 dt2.

In the integrands, the NB terms {a(t), p(t), cos(2πfrt)} hardly vary over the
supports of the ACF Rx̃g

(τ), as well as the channel impulse response. There-
fore, one can use similar approximations as that in Section A.1.2, which leads
to

Ψyy ≈ 1

64L2

∫∫∫∫
U
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)h̃(w)h̃∗(s)

∫ ∞

−∞
Rx̃g

(τ+s−u)

· R∗
x̃g
(τ+w−v) dU dτ

∫ ∞

−∞
a4(t1) cos

4(2πfrt1+φr)p
2(t1) dt,

(a)
=

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
x̃g
(f)

∫∫∫∫
U
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)h̃(w)h̃∗(s) ej2πf(s−u+w−v) dU df

· 1

64

∫ ∞

−∞
a4(t1) cos

4(2πfrt1+φr)p
2(t1) dt1

(b)
=

1

64

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
x̃g
(f)|H̃(f)|4 df

∫ ∞

−∞
a4(t1) cos

4(2πfrt1+φr)p
2(t1) dt1

(c)
=
Tb
64
η1

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
x̃g
(f)|H̃(f)|4 df

where (a) follows from the Plancherel’s theorem and the Wiener-Kinchin re-
lations; (b) follows from the definition of Fourier transform

(
H(f)=F[

h(τ)
])
;

and (c) follows from the definition of η1 with c = 1/
√
2 in (2.27a). For a polar

NRZ signaling scheme, it was shown in Section A.1.1 that η1 = 25/16. The
above expression reduces to

Ψyy =
25Tb
1024

∫ ∞

−∞
S2
x̃g
(f)|H̃(f)|4 df (a)

=
25Tb
256

.

(
Px

Bx

)2∫ ∞

−∞
S4

(
f

Bx

)
|H̃(f)|4 df

(b)
=

25P 2
h

256Bx
βhP

2
xTbλ2,

where (a) follows from (6.13a); and (b) follows from variable substitution
ν=f/Bx, and the definition of βh from (6.22a). This completes the proof
of the noise from the signal self-mixing product zy(t), in a dense multipath
operational environment.

In case, one can model the spectral shape S(ν) as perfectly rectangular,
then one can accurately model the channel using TDL description. In that
case,

∫ Sn(ν) dν = 1 for any positive integer n. One can show that λ2 = 1 and
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that βh from (6.22a) simplifies to

βh =
1

P 2
h

∑
k

∑
l

∑
m

∑
n

ckc
∗
l cmc

∗
n δ

[
n−k−m+l

]
=

1

P 2
h

∑
k

∑
l

clc
∗
l−k

∑
m

cm−kc
∗
m =

1

P 2
h

∑
k=1

∣∣∣∑
l=1

clc
∗
l−k

∣∣∣2,
where ci is the weight of the ith tap of the baseband equivalent of h(τ).

A.3.2 Power of noise from signal-AWGN mixing

Similarly, the noise contribution from the signal-noise mixing product is

Ψyn =

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

Czynzyn(t1, t2)p(t1)p(t2) dt1 dt2

=

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

E
[
zyn(t1)z

∗
yn(t2)

]
dt1dt2,

where the last equality follows because zyn(t) has a zero mean. Using the
definition of zyn(t) from (6.15b), the above expression is solved as

Ψyn =
1

16

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
a(t1)a(t2) cos(2πfrt1+φr) cos(2πfrt2+φr)p(t1)p(t2)

·
∫∫

V

(
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)E

[
x̃g(t1−u)n∗

g(t1)x̃
∗
g(t2−v)ng(t2)

]
+ h̃∗(u)h̃(v)E

[
x̃∗g(t1−u)ng(t1)x̃g(t2−v)n∗

g(t2)
])

dV dt1 dt2,

where we have represented
∫∫

V dV as the integration over the set of variables
{u, v} with limits [−∞,∞]. Since xg(t) and ng(t) are independent processes,
the expectaions in the above expression can be written as products of ACFs of
x̃g(t) and ñg(t). Using similar steps of derivation is in the previous subsection,
we get

Ψyn =
1

16

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(t) cos(2πfrt+φr)p

2(t)dt

·
(∫∫

V

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(u)h̃∗(v)Rx̃g

(τ+v−u)R∗
ñg
(τ) dV dτ

+

∫∫
V

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃∗(u)h̃(v)R∗

x̃g
(τ +v−u)Rñg

(τ) dV dτ

)

=
1

8

∫ ∞

−∞
a2(t) cos2(2πfrt) dt

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)Sñg
(f)|H̃(f)|2 df,
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where the last equality follows from the Plancherel’s theorem, the Wiener
Kinchin relations, and the definition of Fourier transform. From (2.27b) we
can see that the first integral in the above expression can be written as η2Tb
for c = 1/

√
2, and is solved to 5Tb/8 for a polar NRZ signaling scheme, as

shown earlier in Section!A.1.1. This results in

Ψyn =
5Tb
64

∫ ∞

−∞
Sx̃g

(f)Sñg
(f)|H̃(f)|2 df.

The integral in the above expression is solved using the definitions of the inte-
grands in (6.13). We get

Ψyn =
5N0PxTb
16Bx

∫ ∞

−∞
S3

(
f

Bx

)
|H̃(f)|2 df =

5Ph

16
ϑhPxTbN0λ1,

where the last equality follows from the variable substitution ν = f/Bx, and
the definition of ϑh in (6.22b). This completes the proof of the power of noise
from the signal-noise mixing product zyn(t), in a dense multipath operational
environment.

For a brick-wall spectrum S(ν), we get λ1 = 1 and ϑh = αh. This results
in Ψyn = 5αhPhPxTbN0/16.
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Appendix B

Derivation of design
parameters

In this appendix, key parameters for realization of the N-FOM system are de-
rived. Recall that the derivation of the SNR expressions throughout this thesis
assume that some conditions on the pulse shape and the frequency offset are
met. Link performance can suffer severe deterioration if the conditions are not
satisfied. It was shown that the effect of this performance degradation can be
modeled as a bias term in the mean of the decision variable. Section B.1 and
Section B.2 analyze these bias terms for a synchronized and unsynchronized
point-to-point link respectively. In these sections, sufficient conditions are de-
rived under which the bias terms are suppressed for a given signaling scheme.
Finally, in Section B.3, we derive the parameters for a Butterworth filter, that
were used throughout Chapter 3.

B.1 Bias in a synchronized link

In this section, we consider an N-FOM point-to-point link, in which the receiver
is synchronized to the transmitter, in terms of symbol timing and phase of
the frequency offset LO. We prove that under the conditions enumerated in
Section 2.2.3, the bias term Ξ(·) in (2.20) is suppressed. The bias term is

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

[
c2 cos(2πfru+ φr) +m2(u) cos3(2πfru+ φr)

]
p(u) du

+
∑
k

bk
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
p(u− kTb) cos(4πfru+ 2φr)p(u) du. (B.1)

We will derive sufficient conditions in the context of the two design choices,
mentioned in Section 2.2.3. In the end, we will give a summary of the findings.

171
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B.1.1 Case 1: NRZ signaling scheme

We will first solve the bias Ξ for a rectangular pulse, i.e., m(t) is a NRZ pulse
train. In that case, m2(t) is a constant DC, and p(t) has a unit amplitude in
the interval [−Tb/2, Tb/2] and zero outside it. We can write (B.1) as

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
c2 cos(2πfru+ φr) + cos3(2πfru+ φr)

)
du

+
Pxg

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos(4πfru+ 2φr) du.

It can be noticed that the first term (involving c2) and the last term (i.e.,
the second integral) is suppressed if fr = n/Tb for a positive integer n. For
any arbitrary choice of fr, one can suppress the first term if φr =(2n+1)π/2.
However, this choice does not suppress the last term, which is suppressed if
φr = (2n + 1)π/4. Since there is no single value of φr that ensures that both
bias terms are suppressed, we will not further investigate the choice of φr. The
bias term can be written as

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos3(2πfru+ φr) du

=
Pxg

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
3 cos(2πfru+ φr) + cos(6πfru+ 3φr)

)
du,

where we have used the power reduction identity of cosine, presented in (A.2).
It can be seen that as long as the frequency offset is chosen as fr=n/Tb for a
positive integer n, this bias term will be suppressed.

B.1.2 Case 2: Generic signaling scheme

In this case, we consider m(t) to be a train of some generic real-valued pulses
p(t), where the pulse has an absolute bandwidth Bp. In the subsequent analy-
ses, we will frequently use a couple of identities derived from Fourier properties
and Plancherel’s theorem. For any real signals g(t) and p(t), one can derive∫ ∞

−∞
cos(2nπfrt+ φ) p(t) dt =

1

2

(
e−jφP (nfr) + ejφP (−nfr)

)
= Re{P (nfr)e−jφ}, (B.2a)∫ ∞

−∞
g(t+ T )p(t) cos(2nπfrt+ φ) dt =

1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)P ∗(f+nfr)ej(2πfT+φ)df

+
1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)P ∗(f−nfr)ej(2πfT−φ)df, (B.2b)

where (B.2a) follows from the definition and symmetry property of Fourier
transform for real functions; and (B.2b) follows from applying Plancherel’s
theorem.
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For the generic signaling scheme, we write the bias in (B.1) as sum of three
bias terms, i.e.,

Ξ = Ξ1 + Ξ2 + Ξ3,

and treat each of them separately. The bias term Ξ1 is

Ξ1 =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
c2 cos(2πfru+ φr)p(u) du =

c2Pxg

L
Re{P (fr)e−jφr},

where the last equality follows from (B.2a). It can be seen that if the pulse has
an absolute bandwidth Bp�fr, then there is no spectral component of p(t) at
f =fr. Hence, the bias term Ξ1 will be suppressed. The bias term Ξ2 in (B.1)
is written as

Ξ2 =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
m2(u) cos3(2πfru+ φr)p(u) du

=
Pxg

4L

∫ ∞

−∞
m2(u)

(
3 cos(2πfru+ φr) + cos(6πfru+ 3φr)

)
p(u) du.

We denote g(t) := m2(t); using (B.2b), Ξ2 is solved to

Ξ2 =
Pxg

2L

∑
l=1,3

cl

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)

(
P ∗(f+lfr)ejlφr + P ∗(f−lfr)e−jlφr

)
df

where cl is a constant taking value of 1 when l = 3, and 3 when l = 1. It can be
noticed that the bias term Ξ2 will be suppressed if there is no spectral overlap
between G(f) and P (f ± fr). In other words, if p(t) has a bandwidth Bp, then
G(f) should have no or insignificant spectral components for |f | ≥ fr − Bp.
Since G(f) represents Fourier transform of m2(t), the bandwidth of g(t) is
subject to the pulse p(t). Depending on the used signaling scheme, it can be
shown that the bandwidth of g(t) is in the order of 2Bp. Therefore, in order
to suppress the bias term Ξ2, it is sufficient to choose fr ≥ 3Bp.

Finally, the bias term Ξ3 from (B.1) is written as

Ξ3 =
∑
k

bk
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
p(u− kTb) cos(4πfru+ 2φr)p(u) du

=
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
P (f)

(
P ∗(f+2fr)e

j2φr + P ∗(f−2fr)e
−j2φr

)
e−j2πfkTbdf.

Analogous to the reasoning for Ξ2, the bias term Ξ3 is suppressed if fr ≥ Bp.
With such a choice, there is no spectral overlap between P (f) and P (f ± 2fr).

B.1.3 Conclusion

For perfectly synchronized point-to-point communication link, we looked into
two possible signaling schemes. We derived sufficient conditions which ensure
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that the bias term Ξ in (2.20) is suppressed. We found that, in case one chooses
an NRZ signaling scheme, it is sufficient to choose the frequency offset as an
integer multiple of the data rate, i.e., fr=n/Tb for a positive integer n. If one
chooses a generic signaling scheme, where the pulse has an absolute bandwidth
Bp, then one should choose the frequency offset as fr≥3Bp. In both cases, the
choice fr�Bp ensures that the decision variable is bias-free.

It must be stressed that we only looked at two examples, and other kinds of
signaling schemes may lead to different conditions. Finally, the list of sufficient
conditions is not exhaustive, and more conditions may exist.

B.2 Bias in an unsynchronized link

In this section, we consider an N-FOM point-to-point link, where there is a
synchronization mismatch between the receiver and the transmitter. The mis-
match gives rise to a bias term at the detection stage, denoted as Ξ(·) in (3.22).
We derive conditions under which this bias term is suppressed. The term is
given as

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞

(
1

2
+m2(t+τ) cos2

(
2πfr(t+τ)+φr

))
cos(2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt

+
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t−kTb+τ)p(t) cos

(
2πfr(2t+τ)+2φr

)
dt. (B.3)

We will first analyze the above expression for an NRZ signaling scheme, and
then for a generic signaling scheme. The identities in (B.2) will be frequently
applied, and some derivation steps from Section B.1 will be used without a
detailed explanation.

B.2.1 Case 1: NRZ signaling scheme

Similar to the analysis in Section B.1.1, we can write (B.3) as

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(
1

2
+ cos2

(
2πfr(t+ τ) + φr

))
cos(2πfrt+ φr) dt

+
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p(t− kTb + τ) cos
(
2πfr(2t+ τ) + 2φr

)
dt

=
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p(t− kTb + τ) cos
(
2πfr(2t+ τ) + 2φr

)
dt,

where the last equality follows if fr = n/Tb: as long as fr is an integer multiple
of the data rate (1/Tb), the first integral in the fist equality will result in
zero. Due to the synchronization mismatch, the integration interval in the last
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expression will partly overlap one neighboring bit. Using basic calculus, and
the property in (B.2a), one can solve

Ξ =
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

p(t−kTb + τ) cos(2πfr(2t+ τ) + 2φr) dt

= b0

∫ Tb/2−τ

−Tb/2

cos
(
2πfr(2t+τ)+2φr

)
dt+ b1

∫ Tb/2

Tb/2−τ

cos
(
2πfr(2t+τ)+2φr

)
dt

= b0(Tb−τ)sinc
(
2fr(Tb−τ)

)
cos(2φr) + b1τ sinc(2frτ) cos(4πfrTb + 2φr).

The above expression is summation of two sinc functions at particular values.
Given that fr = n/Tb, one can show that the bias term is suppressed if τ = 0
or if b1= b0. Furthermore, using basic trigonometry, one can solve that under
such a design choice (fr=n/Tb), the bias term reduces to

Ξ =
(
b0(Tb−τ)sinc

(
2fr(Tb−τ)

)
+ b1τ sinc(2frτ)

)
cos(2φr). (B.4)

If b0 
= b1, this bias term is not suppressed for small values of fr. However, the
term is approximately zero if fr � 1/Tb, and precisely zero if φr = ±π/4.

B.2.2 Case 2: Generic signaling scheme

We now look at the bias term Ξ(·) in (B.3) for a generic signaling scheme. We
write Ξ(·) as summation of three bias terms,

Ξ = Ξ1 + Ξ2 + Ξ3,

and treat each of them separately. The derivation steps are analogous to that
in Section B.1.2. The bias term Ξ1 is solved as

Ξ1 =
Pxg

2L

∫ ∞

−∞
cos(2πfrt+φr)p(t) dt =

Pxg

2L
Re{P (fr)e−jφr},

which is suppressed if Bp<fr. The bias term Ξ2 is written as

Ξ2 =
Pxg

L

∫ ∞

−∞
m2(t+ τ) cos2

(
2πfr(t+τ) + φr

)
cos(2πfrt+ φr)p(t) dt

=
Pxg

2L

∫ ∞

−∞
m2(t+ τ)

(
cos(2πfrt+ φr) +

1

2
cos

(
2πfr(t+2τ)+φr

))
p(t) dt

+
Pxg

4L

∫ ∞

−∞
m2(t+ τ) cos

(
6πfr(t+2τ/3)+3φr

)
p(t) dt
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Denoting g(t) := m2(t), and using identity in (B.2b), Ξ2 is solved as

Ξ2 =
Pxg

4L

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)

(
P ∗(f+fr)ejφr + P ∗(f−fr)e−jφr

)
ej2πfτdf

+
Pxg

8L

∑
l=1,3

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)

(
P ∗(f+lfr)ej(4πfrτ+lφr)

+ P ∗(f−lfr)e−j(4πfrτ+lφr)
)
ej2πfτdf.

It can be seen that in order to suppress the bias term Ξ2, it is sufficient to
choose P (f) such that there is not spectral overlap between P (f ± fr) and
G(f). The bandwidth of g(t) is in the order of 2Bp where Bp is the bandwidth
of p(t). Therefore, the design choice fr > 3Bp ensures that the bias term is
suppressed. Finally, the bias term Ξ3 in (B.3) is written as

Ξ3 =
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t−kTb+τ)p(t) cos

(
2πfr(2t+τ)+2φr

)
dt

=
Pxg

L

∑
k

bk

∫ ∞

−∞
P (f)

⎛⎝ ∑
l=1,−1

P ∗(f+2lfr)e
j2l(πfrτ+φr)

⎞⎠ e−j2πf(kTb−τ)df.

Analogous to the derivation in Section B.1.2, the bias Ξ3 is suppressed if we
choose a frequency offset such that fr>Bp.

B.2.3 Conclusion

In this section, we analyzed the bias (Ξ) in the mean of the decision variable for
a point-to-point N-FOM link, in the context of a timing mismatch τ between
the receiver and the transmitter. The mismatch gives rise to a bias term at
the detection stage. For two possible signaling schemes, we derived sufficient
conditions which ensure that the bias term Ξ in (3.22) is suppressed. In case
one chooses an NRZ signaling scheme, it was found sufficient that one chooses
either the frequency offset fr � 1/Tb, or fr = n/Tb and φr = (2n+1)π/4 for
any positive integer n. For a generic signaling scheme, we conclude that Ξ(·)
is suppressed if the bandwidth of the pulse satisfies Bp�fr. More specifically,
if the pulse has an absolute bandwidth Bp, then fr≥3Bp is sufficient.

Once again, we looked only at two examples of signaling schemes and de-
rived sufficient conditions for those schemes. The reader must be informed that
the derived list of conditions may not be exhaustive.

B.3 Parameters of a Butterworth function

In this section, we derive the parameters used in Section 3.2 for a Butterworth
filter. In the first two subsections, we derive the integrals of a Butterworth
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function and the associated parameters ν̄ and μ. Finally, in Section B.3.3, we
derive the parameter λ for suboptimal filtering, discussed in Section 3.2.3.

We first present the squared magnitude of a Butterworth function, which
was defined in (3.9) as

SB(ν) =
μ

1 + (ν/ν̄)2n
, (B.5)

where n is the filter order, ν̄ is the 3 dB cutoff frequency, and μ is a normaliza-
tion variable.

B.3.1 Integral of the function with unit power

Using integration identities, the integral of a function (B.5) is solved to a form∫ ∞

−∞

1

1 + x2n
dx =

π/n

sin
(

π
2n

) = 2/ sinc

(
1

2n

)
, (B.6)

where sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx). For the function to have a unit area and unit
width, we had introduced variables ν̄ and μ in (3.9). Equating the integral over
SB(ν) to 1, we find∫ ∞

−∞
SB(ν) dν = 1 =

∫ ∞

−∞

μ

1 + (ν/ν̄)2n
dν = 2μ ν̄

[
sinc

(
1

2n

)]−1

⇒ ν̄ =
1

2μ
sinc

(
1

2n

)
, (B.7)

which gives a relation between the normalization factor μ and the 3 dB cut-off
frequency ν̄, for any filter order n.

B.3.2 Integral of the function with arbitrary power

To find the area under Sm
B (ν) for any arbitrary positive integer m, note that

d

dx

x

(1 + x2n)m
=

1 + x2n(1− 2nm)

(1 + x2n)m+1
=

1− 2mn

(1 + x2n)m
+

2mn

(1 + x2n)m+1
,

where the last equality follows from partial fractions. Taking the definite inte-
gral of both sides with limits [−∞,∞], we get

x

(1 + x2n)m

∣∣∣∞
−∞

=

∫ ∞

−∞

1− 2mn

(1 + x2n)m
dx+

∫ ∞

−∞

2mn

(1 + x2n)m+1
dx

⇒ 0 =

∫ ∞

−∞

1− 2mn

(1 + x2n)m
dx+

∫ ∞

−∞

2mn

(1 + x2n)m+1
dx

⇒
∫ ∞

−∞

dx

(1 + x2n)m+1
=

2mn− 1

2mn

∫ ∞

−∞

dx

(1 + x2n)m
.
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This shows that the area under Sm
B (ν) can be found using integration by re-

duction. Substituting x=ν/ν̄, we can write the integral of Sm
B (ν) as∫ ∞

−∞
Sm
B (ν) dν = ν̄μm

∫ ∞

−∞

1

(1 + x2n)m
dx

= ν̄μm · 2(m− 1)n− 1

2(m− 1)n

∫ ∞

−∞

dx

(1 + x2n)m−1
, ∀m ≥ 2

= ν̄μm

∫ ∞

−∞

dx

1 + x2n

m−1∏
k=1

(
1− 1

2kn

)
(a)
= 2ν̄μm

[
sinc

(
1

2n

)]−1 m−1∏
k=1

(
1− 1

2kn

)
(b)
= μm−1

m−1∏
k=1

(
1− 1

2kn

)
, ∀m ≥ 2 (B.8)

where (a) follows from (B.6), and (b) follows from (B.7). This completes the
derivation of area under a Butterworth PSD with arbitrary power m. With the
criterion

∫ S2
B(ν)dν=1, one can find the parameter μ. It follows from (B.8) as∫ ∞

−∞
S2
B(ν) dν = 1 = μ

(
1− 1

2n

)
⇒ μ =

2n

2n− 1
. (B.9)

B.3.3 Values for λ1 and λ2

Using (B.8), we can derive the variable λ1 as

λ1 =

∫ ∞

−∞
S3
B(ν) dν = μ2

(
1− 1

2n

)(
1− 1

4n

)
=

(
1− 1

2n

)−1(
1− 1

4n

)
=

4n− 1

2(2n− 1)
,

where the second equality follows from (B.9). Similarly, we can find

λ2 =

∫ ∞

−∞
S4
B(ν) dν = λ1μ

(
1− 1

6n

)
= λ1 · 6n− 1

3(2n− 1)
.
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Appendix C

Derivation of MA parameters

In Chapter 4, we studied the N-FOM system in a MA environment. This
appendix contains key derivations and proofs relevant to the analyses in that
chapter. First, in Section C.1, we derive the maximum number of usable fre-
quency offsets in an MA network. The final outcome serves as proof for (4.1).
Next, in Section C.2, we derive the crosstalk, which was modeled as a bias
term in (4.14). We derive expression for the crosstalk, and comment on its
suppression in the context of design parameters.

C.1 Maximum number of usable frequency offsets

In this section, we prove (4.1) by mathematical induction. The equation rep-
resents the maximum number of usable frequency offsets Nu, which entails a
few assumptions. First, this is only applicable to a polar NRZ message sig-
nal. Second, the receiver is considered to be perfectly synchronized with the
transmitter. Finally, the transmission delays associated with each interfering
link are ignored. While the first two assumptions are plausible, the last one is
impractical. Therefore, Nu derived below should be seen as a theoretical upper
bound on the number of usable frequency offsets.

For a polar NRZ signaling scheme, we have the criterion fr = n/Tb for
positive integer n. If fU is the maximum usable frequency offset, then we have
Na=fUTb as the total number of available frequency offsets. Each number in
the set {1, 2, 3, · · ·Na} represents the multiple of the symbol rate 1/Tb. We can
divide Na in a number of subsets R1,R2,R3, · · · , such that

R1 = 1 3 5 7 · · · 2m+ 1
R2 = 2 6 10 14 · · · 2(2m+ 1)
R3 = 4 12 20 28 · · · 4(2m+ 1)
R4 = 8 24 40 56 · · · 8(2m+ 1)
R5 = 16 48 80 112 · · · 16(2m+ 1)
...

...
...

...
... · · · ...
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for any non-negative integer m. Note that the elements in each subset Ri+1

are twice those in the previous subset, i.e., Ri+1 =2Ri. For a large Na, there
will be a large number of subsets. For Na=40, all numbers from 1 to Na will
be encompassed by R1 to R6, with each subset having a different number of
the elements.

Let us focus on the first two subsets. The subset R1 contains all odd num-
bers. If we use the elements of R1, then we cannot use the elements of R2,
since the frequency offset of one user cannot be chosen as twice of that used
by another user, i.e., fi 
=2fj. This can be extended to all subsequent subsets;
starting with R1, we can only use elements of consecutive odd subsets, i.e.,
{R3,R5,R7, · · · }.

For a fixed Na, the total count of elements in R1 is Na/2 if Na is even, and
(Na+1)/2 if Na is odd. One can see that the count of elements in R3 is �Na+4

8 �,
where �a

b � denotes floor operation, and the number 8 represents the difference
between the consecutive elements in the subset. This can be extended to the
rest of the usable subsets as⌊

Na+4

2× 4

⌋
+

⌊
Na+16

2× 16

⌋
+

⌊
Na+64

2× 64

⌋
+ · · · =

nmax∑
n=1

⌊
Na+4n

2× 4n

⌋
,

where nmax = �log4(Na)� is a limit that ensures that we stay within the count
of available frequency offsets Na. Combining the above outcome with the count
of elements in R1, we get

Nu =

nmax∑
n=1

⌊
Na+4n

22n+1

⌋
+
⌊Na+1

2

⌋
.

To analyze the above expression, we plot Nu as a function of Na in Figure C.1.
One can see that for any value of Na, the usable number of frequency offsets
Nu can be roughly approximated as 2Na/3. This completes the proof of (4.1).

C.2 Crosstalk in MA

In this section, we derive the crosstalk caused by the User 2, in a MA commu-
nication link depicted in Figure 4.5. The crosstalk was analytically defined in
(4.14). We consider two examples of signaling schemes and derive conditions
which ensure minimization or suppression of the crosstalk.

C.2.1 NRZ signaling scheme

We first consider a system design where the message signal is a train of polar
rectangular pulses. Furthermore, the frequency offset is chosen as a multiple of
the symbol rate. In such a design, the detection filter is an integrate-and-dump
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Figure C.1: Usable number of frequency offsets Nu plotted against number of
available frequency offsets Na.

filter. The contribution of the crosstalk in (4.14) is given by

χ=

∫
Tb

E[zy2
(t)] dt =

1

2L2

∫
Tb

E[|x̃g,2(t− τ2)|2]a2(t− τ2) cos(2πf1t+ φ1) dt

=
Px2

L2

∫
Tb

(
m2(t−τ2) cos

(
2πf2(t−τ2)+φ2

)
+

1√
2

)2

cos(2πf1t+φ1)dt, (C.1)

where the last equality follows from using (4.5) and(4.9b). Since, we have
assumed a polar NRZ message signal, with fi as an non-zero multiple of the
integration period, the above equation reduces to

∫
Tb

E[zy2
(t)]dt =

Px2

L2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

(1
2
cos

(
4πf2(t−τ2)+2φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+φ1)

+
√
2m2(t− τ2) cos

(
2πf2(t−τ2)+φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+φ1)

)
dt

=
Px2

4L2

∑
c=−1,1

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

cos
(
2π

(
f1− 2cf2

)
t+ cf2τ2+φ1−2cφ2

)
dt

+
Px2√
2L2

∫ Tb/2

−Tb/2

m2(t− τ2) cos
(
2πf2(t−τ2)+φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+φ1) dt.

Adhering to the design criteria fi 
=2fj and fi=m/Tb, one ensures that the first
integral results in zero. In other words, the integration interval is an integer
multiple of the period of cos

(
2π(f1 ± f2)t + φ

)
, for any constant phase φ. In

the third term, a possible bit transition in the message signal of User 2 will
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result in a non-zero outcome. Defining fH :=f1+f2 and fL :=f1−f2, we solve

χ =
Px2√
2L2

(∫ τ2−Tb/2

−Tb/2

bk−1,2 cos
(
2πf2(t−τ2) + φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+ φ1)dt

+

∫ Tb/2

τ2−Tb/2

bk,2 cos
(
2πf2(t−τ2) + φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+ φ1)dt

)

Note that we can substitute Eb,2 = Px2
Tb/L2, in accordance with (4.18). After

some tedious math, the integrals above are solved to

χ =
τEb,2

2Tb
bk−1,2

[
sinc(fLτ ) cos

(
φ1 − φ2 + πfHτ − πfLTb

)
+ sinc(fHτ ) cos

(
φ1 + φ2 + πfLτ − πfHTb

)]

+
Eb,2(Tb − τ)

2Tb
bk,2

[
sinc(fL(Tb − τ)) cos

(
φ1 − φ2 + πfHτ

)
+ sinc(fH(Tb − τ)) cos

(
φ1 + φ2 + πfLτ

)]
. (C.2)

This is a slightly complicated expression; nonetheless, it gives some insights.
For any arbitrary values of {τ, φ1, φ2}, one can minimize the crosstalk, if one
chooses the offsets such that fL � 1/Tb. This is further explained with the
help of a figure in Section 4.2.2.

C.2.2 Generic signaling scheme

If the message signal employs an arbitrary pulse shape p(t) with an absolute
bandwidth Bp, then the derivation of the bias term in (C.1) follows a similar
analysis as that of the bias term Ξ(·) in Appendix B.1. As in that appendix,
we define g(t) := m2(t), which has a bandwidth in the order of 2Bp. We write
the crosstalk (4.14) as sum of three individual terms, i.e.,

χ =
Px,2

L2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
1

2
+ g(t−τ2) cos2

(
2πf2(t−τ2+φ2)

)
+
√
2
∑
k

bk,2p(t−kTb−τ2) cos
(
2πf2(t− τ2)+φ2

))
p(t) cos(2πf1t+φ1) dt

= χ1 + χ2 + χ3, (C.3)

and we will analyze the three terms separately. We will frequently use the
relations in (B.2), that are derived from Fourier properties and Plancherel’s
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theorem. The term χ1 can be written as

χ1 =
Px,2

2L2

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t) cos(2πf1t+φ1) dt =

Px,2

2L2
Re{P (f1)e−j2φ1}.

It can be seen that a condition Bp<f1 is sufficient to suppress this term. The
second crosstalk term χ2 is written as

χ2 =
Px,2

L2

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t−τ2) cos2

(
2πf2(t−τ2+φ2) cos(2πf1t+φ1)p(t) dt

=
Px,2

2L2

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t−τ2) cos(2πf1t+φ1)p(t) dt

+
Px,2

2L2

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t−τ2) cos

(
4πf2(t− τ2)+2φ2

)
cos(2πf1t+φ1)p(t) dt.

With analysis similar to that in Section B.2.2, one can show that the condition
f1 ≥ 3Bp is sufficient to suppress the first term in the last expression. Denoting
θ2 := φ2 − 2πf2τ2 for brevity, the second integral is solved as

χ2 =
Px,2

2L2

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t−τ2)

[
cos

(
2π(f1 − 2f2) + φ1 − 2θ2

)
+ cos

(
2π(f1 + 2f2) + φ1 + 2θ2

)]
p(t) dt

=
Px2

4L

∑
c=−1,1

∫ ∞

−∞
G(f)

[
P ∗(f+f1−2cf2)e

j(φ1+2cθ2)

+ P ∗(f−(f1−2cf2)
)
e−j(φ1−2cθ2)

]
e−j2πfτ2df.

In order to suppress this term, it is sufficient to ensure that G(f) is orthogonal
to both P

(
f±(f1−2f2)

)
and P

(
f±(f1+2f2)

)
. One can see that this results in the

sufficient condition |f1−2f2|≥3Bp, which ensures zero spectral overlap between
G(f) and P

(
f±(f1−2f2)

)
. Since f1+2f2 is always greater than |f1−2f2|, the

condition also ensures zero overlap between G(f) and P
(
f±(f1+2f2)

)
.

Finally, the bias term χ3 in (C.3) is written as

χ3 =
Px2√
2L2

∑
k

bk,2

∫ ∞

−∞
p(t−kTb−τ2)

(
cos(2πfHt+ φ1 + θ2)

+ cos(2πfLt+ φ1 − θ2)
)
p(t) dt

=
Px2

2
√
2L2

∑
k

bk,2

∫ ∞

−∞
P (f)

[
P ∗(f + fH)e

j(φ1+θ2) + P ∗(f − fH)e
−j(φ1+θ2)

+ P ∗(f + fL)e
j(φ1−θ2) + P ∗(f − fL)e

−j(φ1−θ2)

]
e−j2πf(kTb+τ2) df,
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where we had earlier defined fH=f1+f2 and fL=f1−f2. Analogous to analysis
in Section B.2.2, one can see that a zero spectral overlap between P (f) and
P (f ± fL) is sufficient to ensure the χ3 is suppressed. In other words, χ3 = 0
for |f1−f2| ≥ 2Bp.

C.2.3 Conclusion

We looked at a MA scenario where a received node is simultaneously receiving
signals from two users. The signal from the undesired user causes crosstalk,
which was modeled as a bias term. In this section, we analyzed the crosstalk in
the context of two signaling schemes and deduced sufficient conditions which
ensure that there is no crosstalk.

For any generic signaling scheme that employs a pulse with an absolute
bandwidth Bp, the condition |f1 − 2f2| ≥ 3Bp along with |f1−f2| ≥ 2Bp is
sufficient to ensure crosstalk-free reception. For a polar NRZ signaling scheme,
the crosstalk has a slightly complicated expression. In that case, one requires
|f1 − f2| � 1/Tb to ensure no or negligible crosstalk.
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